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2PREFACE
These lecture notes (actually, the lectures never took place) 
form the result of some investigation by the author in order to get more 
insight in the behavior of differentiable functions: K K, where K is 
a non-archimedean valued field. These notes do not assume any knowledge 
about these functions, so some theorems are not new; wherever possible 
a reference to the existing littérature has been given at the end of 
each chapter. (My apologies to the authors viicm I may have overlooked.)
In [6] the reader may find any background information on non-archimedean 
functional analysis that is needed here.
In Chapter 1 some elementary properties of differentiable functions 
are given and some examples, showing that a mean value theorem is 
necessarily absent in our theory and indicating that it does not seem 
to be wise to define a C*-function as a differentiable f for which f  
is continuous. Another choice (the continuity of the difference quotient) 
turns out to be much better*
Chapter 2 contains some pathology. First, the non-archimedean 
version of the well known classical theorem stating that the collection 
of the functions that are somewhere differentiable form a set of the 
first category (in the sense of Baire) in the space of the continuous 
functions (2.2) . Somewhat more surprising is the existence of nowhere 
differentiable isometries (2.6) . This result has no counterpart in real 
analysis (functions f : [0,1] -> H  satisfying |f(x)~f(y)| _< x-y| for 
all x,y are of bounded variation and hence differentiable almost every­
where) .
In Chapter 3 the differentiation map D is studied (defined on the 
set BD of all bounded differentiable functions). A striking fact is 
that im D, the set of all functions having an antiderivative, equals 
the set B* of the Baire class one functions (3.10). The kernel of D, 
the solution set of the differential equation y1 =0, turns out to be 
a closed subset of BD (with respect to some natural topology on Bd) con­
taining the locally constant functions as a dense subset (3.3).
Chapter 4 deals with translation of classical theorems about the 
behaviour of differentiable functions with respect to null sets (K is 
supposed to be locally compact). There are no surprises here.
iIn Chapter 5 again the map D is studied but now restricted to BC :
1the space of the C “functions for which f and its difference quotients
are bounded. Results, similar to those in chapter 3, are obtained. More-
1over a continuous linear antiderivation map P : C -* C is defined. It
has the form
(Pf) (x) = E f(x ) (x j —x ) <f £ C, x € K)n n-fl nn
(5.4). (Here is a sequence converging to x, defined in some
standard way) .
1In Chapter 6 an orthonormal base is constructed in C (X) where 
X c K is compact, and relations between f and its coefficients are 
studied. Some Fourier theory turns out to be possible on {f G C (X) : £'=0}f 
where X is the unit disc of a local field with characteristic zero.
In Chapter 7 two natural definitions of "uniform differentiability" 
are discussed. (For example uniform continuity of the difference quotient.)
4Chapter 8 deals with the definition of Cn-functions (f 6 Cn if the 
difference quotient of order n is continuous as a function of n+1 
variables) . The reader will experience the fact that proving innocent
II 11”" 1looking statements such as "f £ C implies f1 € C " needs a lot more 
machinery than one might expect. In fact most of the results have 
analogues in the theory of real functions that are completely trivial.
Chapter 9 is devoted to the local invertibility theorem and 
composition for Cn-functions. (Again, the real counterpart is trivial.)
Chapter 10 deals with the space C consisting of those functions
having a Taylor expansion up to order n with a continuous remainder term
(f E Cn if there exist functions V.f (1 < i < n) and a continuous Ri — — n
such that f (x) ~ f (y) + (x-y)'P^ f (y) + .. .-Mx-y)n,P^f (y)-Hx-y)nRn (x,y) for
all x,y) . Then Cn <= Cn (as has been shown in Chapter 8) and also C = C ,
C2 = C^ . Example 8.8.^S shows that C^(X) C^(X) for some pathological
subset X of Z , If X is sufficiently nice, however, one has Cn(X) = Cn(X)P
(e.g. open sets are nice) .
n _  ^  ^
In Chapter 11a continuous linear antiderivation map : C C
is constructed. {The map P of Chapter 5 does not work for n 1) . It has 
the form
n 1 _ 1
(Pnf) (x) - I Z i (xk+1-xk)iD1_Jf(xk) (f e Cn , x e K)
k i“ 1
(11.2). (Here: “ f ^  fo£ all j and if the characteristic of K is
—p f 0 we assume n < p) . For n >_ p differentiation C C is not sur- 
jective, hence there is no antiderivation: Cn * ■+■ Cn.
co co YlChapter 12 finally deals with properties of C -functions (C -flC ).n
5Among other things, a non-archimedean version of Borel's theorem {12*12)
fOis proved. (Given A £ K there exists a C -function f for which D f(0) = Xn n n
00for each n). A question that keeps annoying the author: does every C -
COfunction have a C -antiderivative? (See below)
As has been said before, the fact that one has to work hard in 
order to obtain trivial looking statements is rather surprising. On the 
other hand, the main results of the theory are valid for f : X -»* K where 
the only assumption on x is that it has no isolated points. [Of course, 
if we had restricted ourselves from the beginning to the case where X 
is open and the characteristic of K is zero, then it would have shortened 
these notes considerably.]
As far as generalizations are concerned, a lot of the theory can
be translated without much effort to functions f : K E, where E is a
Banach space over K. Less obvious is a theory for functions Kn Km
kalthough it seems clear how one should define C in this case.
Preface to the second edition. A few minor errors have been corrected.
In the bibliography X have added some recent works. ([16] is an elaboration 
of [5], [17] is the book form of [6]). The reader who is not familiar to 
non-archimedean analysis is advised to consult [5] (or [16]), [15] or [18] 
for a better understanding of the basic concepts.
03The answer to the above problem concerning C -functions is now known. In
COfact, if the characteristic of the base field is 0 each C -function has 
a C -antiderivative. A proof appears in L18J.
Copies of these notes can be ordered by writing to the address on the cover.
April 1982 
W. Schikhof
6O. NOTATIONS, PRELIMINARIES
By H , Z, g, JR. , £ we denote the set of the natural numbers, 
integers, rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers respectively
For a,b € M  we denote max(a,b) by a v b and roin(a,b) by a a b.
K will always be a non-archimedean nontrivially valued field that 
is complete with respect to the metric induced by the valuation.
For any prime number p, is the (valued) field of the p-adic
numbers, Z - {a € © : ctI < 1}P P 1 -
Let S be a metric space, Yc:s, a 6 S. The distance of Y and a,d(a,Y) is
inf {d(a,y) : y G Y}.
— 0 cY is the closure of Y, Y is the interior of Y, Y the complement of Y.
For f : S -*■ K we denote its restriction to Y by f (y . Y is called clopen 
if Y is both closed and open.
Let E be a K-vector space. A seminorm is a map q : E M  satis­
fying
q(x) ^ 0
q(Ax) = |x|q(x)
q(x+y) < max(q(x) ,q(y) )
for all x,y £ E, X £ K. q is called a norm if q(x) =■ 0 implies x — 0.
A set T of seminorms is called a separating set if for each x ^ 0 there 
is a q £ P with q(x) ^ 0. A topology on E is called a locally convex 
topology if it is induced by a separating set of seminorms. A closed 
linear subspace D of a locally convex space E is called complemented if
~7
there exists a closed, linear subspace F cr E such that E - D+F, D 0 F - (0)
A normed space is a pair (E,| j [ |), where E is a K-vectotfspace and
is a norm. A Banach space is a complete normed space.
Let 0 < a < 1. A subset (e^  : i £ i} of a Banach space is called an a-
orthogonal base if for each x £ E there exist € K (i £ I) such that
*1«
x = Z £. e. and 
i£l 1 1
a sup ||£ x || 1 | |x 
i 1
An orthonormal base is a 1-orthogonal base {e. : i € l} such that1
| | |  - 1 for each i.
In the sequel we shall need frequently the following
LEMMA 0.1. Let X c K and let {th : i £ I} be covering of X, where each
Ui ilL cioPen in X, Then for r > 0 there is £ disjoint refine­
ment. x = U B., such that each B. is a ball <{x € X : x-a < p})
i£j 3 3 
with radius < r.
Proof: Choose r - r, > r„ > . lim r - 0. Let H be the collection of ----  1 2  n
balls of the form Ba(p) = (x £ X |x-a| <_ p} such that p £ {r^r^,...} 
and B (p) czu for some i. Then ft is a covering of X which is a refine-cl 1
ment of the covering by the U. . Let ft be the set of B £ Si with radius1
r. . If ii1 ,ft„/... . are defined, let ft be the set of balls in ft of J. l n-1 n
00
radius r that are not contained m  an element of U ft, . Now U £}, isn k . . kk<n k-1
a disjoint subcovering of ft.
Let X c k. Then by BC(X) (BUC(X)) we mean the space of the bounded 
(uniformly) continuous functions : X -*■ K, with the sup norm.
81. ELEMENTARY DEFINITIONS
We want to study differentiability of functions f : X K where X 
is a nonempty subset of K, without isolated points. The definition is 
classical.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let a € X c K. A function f ; X •+■ K is called differen­
tiable at a if
f*(a) := lira (x-a) *(f(x)-f(a))
x->-a
exists. f1 ( a) is_ called the derivative of f at a. f is 
called differentiable (on X) if f is, differentiable at 
every point of X. Then f ' : X -»■ K is^  called the derivative 
of f and f is_ called an antiderivative of f1 .
The well-known rules for differentiation of sums, products, quotients 
and compositions of differentiable functions are valid in our theory. 
Polynomial functions are differentiable. A differentiable function is 
continuous.
Let 01 be the class of the nonempty subsets of K that do not have 
isolated points. Then every nonempty open set is in 01-, fills closed under 
arbitrary unions. If x c y c K and X is dense in Y, then X 6 Ætiff Y € 01. 
In particular , X € Gl implies X €$. If X 6 01 and f : X -> K is a con­
tinuous injection, then f(X) £ 01. If X £ Ût then X is infinite.
FROM NOW ON X WILL BE ALWAYS A NONEMPTY SUBSET OF K, WITHOUT ISOLATED 
POINTS.
LEMMA 1.2. Let f : X -v K be continuous. Then there exists a sequence
f ^ ,f^,.. . of locally constant functions: X K with 
lim f = f uniformly.
Proof: Let n £ XJ . Define x ^ y if |f(x)-f(y) I < Then /SJ is an equi-— - - -* i 1 n
valence relation on X with clopen equivalence classes LL (i 6 I). Choose
for each i £ I. For each x there is precisely one i with x £ U^ .
Define f : X -*■ K vian
f (x) a f (a.) (x £ X) .n i
Then f is locally constant for each n, If (x)-f(x)I < — for all x £ X, n n n
so lim f = f uniformly,
Thus Lemma 1.2 shows that (f : X -► K ; f differentiable and f' = 0} 
is uniformly dense in the space of all continuous functions : X -* K. A 
natural question that can be raised is the following. Does f  = 0 every­
where imply local constantness of f? The answer is "no,f, as we can see 
from the following interesting example.
EXAMPLE P P
Proof: Let g ; 2 -► g be defined as follows. For x £ E a.p £ 2 set------  p p . _ 1 D■ n - Pi=0
CO
g (x) = 2 a.p"1-' .1i=0
If x,y £ Z , x-y = p ^ for some k £ {0,1,2,...} then |g(x)-g(y) — pP
Thus, g is injective and g* «0. Moreover g has a remarkable property,
-nnamely lim (x-y) (g(x)-g(y)) = 0 for each n £ U . Also, g satisfies a
x*vy
Lipschitz-condition of order n for each n £ IN , since for each n there
exists C > 0 such that for all x,y £ Z : |g{x)-g(y)( £ c|x-y| . We leaveP
the proofs to the reader*
Note. If the characteristic of K equals p ^ 0 we have another example 
of an injective map with zero derivative, that is different in nature 
from the one given above: The map x i—► x^ is a field homomorphism
J .U
a : K ->■ K, o ’ = 0. (If every element of K has a p root then a is even 
an automorphism of K *)
The above examples show also that a mean value theorem is lacking 
in our theory. Indeed: f* = 0 and f(x)-f(y) = f'(£)(x-y) for some 
x,y,£ € X implies f(x) = f(y). This fact (no mean value theorem) will 
also cause troubles if we want to define C^-functions. We may be tempted 
to follow naively the path of the "classical" theory and say that a 
differentiable f : X ■+ K is in C* if f* is continuous. But it will turn 
out that this definition has great disadvantages.
First of all, if X is compact the space C^ (X) with the norm
f h-» max{ f I , f1 )
is not a Banach space. By lemma 1.2 there exists a sequence f^f^,-..
of locally constant functions such that lim f (x) = x uniformly. Since
n-*»
r  » 0 for all n, the sequence f^f^,*.. is Cauchy, but not convergent, 
since 0 = lim f1(x) ^ 1.
n-Ko 1Secondly, a C -function defined in the way of above, may fail to 
be locally invertible in points where f1 is non zero. In fact we have
EXAMPLE 1.4. There exists a differentiable f : Z -*■ with f' = 1 every----------------------------- p p ---------  -----
where, and null sequences x^,x^,* *./ y ^ , y ^ . such that
x ^ y but f(x^ ) = f(y ) for all n. n n --- n n ------
Proof. For n £ W , let = {x E Z^ : |x-pn| < p 2n}. Then x G implies
x| - p n, so the B are disjoint clopen sets. For x £ 2 letn p
p if x £ B . . .  ng(x) =
1Clearly g‘(x) = 0 if x ^ 0. If y / 0, then y gr(y) | is either 0 (if y
is in no B ) or p 11 (if y £ B ) . Hence q' (0) = lim y *g(y) = 0. Nown J n «y*0
define f : Z -> © byP P
f (x) » x-g (x) (x £ Z ) ,P
Then f' ~ I. For n £ XI , set x = pn and y - p -p . Then x ^ y forn n n n
all n, lira x ~ lim y - 0, but f (x ) = pn-g(pn) = pn-p^n andn n n  ^  ^c
ffyn  ^ ~ pn""p2n“g (pn”p2n) = P^P^11* Thus - f (yn) for all n.
1So we are prompted to try another definition of a C -function (1.7, 
1.10, 5.1 will show that this definition is more satisfactory).
DEFINITION 1.5. f : X •+■ K ijs called continuously differentiable (f £ C* (X))
if for each a £ X
lim (x-y) 1(f(x)-f(y))
(x,y)-+(a,a)
exists.
Observe that for a real valued function, defined on an interval, the
-1continuity of f* guaranties the existence of lira (x-y) (f(x)-f(y)),
(x,y)+(a,a)
since by the mean value theorem (x-y) (f(x)-f(y)) = f'(£) for some £ 
between x and y .
The reader may verify that for a differentiable f : X + K to be C^, 
continuity of f1 is necessary, but not sufficient.
2 2 Let us define V X = XxX^. For f : X -»• K, define 4>^ f : V X -> K by
Since X does not have isolated points, V X is dense in XXX, so $ f has 
at most one continuous extension : X*X -*■ K. The following lemma is
a simple consequence of the definitions.
LEMMA 1.6. Let f : X + K. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) f i£ continuously differentiable ,
(b) 4>jf can be extended to a_ continuous function $^f : X*X -*■ K 
^here exists a continuous function R : X*X -> K such that 
for all x,y £ X: f{x) = f (y) + (x-y)R(x,y) .
Proof : Obvious.
We now investigate local invertibility of C*-functions.
Let Y c K. A map g : Y K is called an i some try if |^(x)-y(y) [ = | x-y 
for all x,y E Y. We call h : Y ■+■ K a similarity if there exists a £ K, a ^ 0 
such that | Mx) -h(y) | ” |a| |x-y| for all x,y € Y. In other words, a 
similarity is a non-zero scalar multiple of an isometry.
LEMMA 1.7. Let f : X -> K be_ in C1 and let f' (a)  ^0 for some a € X. Then
there is a neighborhood U of a such that flu fl X is a similarity.
Proof: Since f E there is a 5 > 0 such that for all x,y € X with
x-a < 6, |y-a| < <5 and x ^ y : | (x-y) * (f (x) -f (y) ) -f 1 (a) | <_ h | f1 (a) [ ,
1hence | (x-y) (f (x)-f (y))| - |ff (a) | ; for all x,y £ X with |x-a| < 6, 
y-a < 6 we have |f(x)-f(y)| = |f'(a)| [x-y
LEMMA 1.8. Let f : X + K be_ an injective C*-function and let f ' (x) ^ 0
for all x £ X. Suppose its inverse g : f (X) K ijs continuous. 
Then g is also C* and g1(f(x)) - (f'(x)) * for all x £ X.
Proof : Let z,t £ f(X) with z j4 t. Then $^g(z,t) = (z-t) *(g(z)-g(t)) =
- (f (g (z) )-f (g(t) ) ) 1(g(z)-g(t)) = [$ f (g(z) ,g (t) ) ] 1. Since ^ f  ^ 0
13
everywhere^the map (z,t) i— *■ [#^f(g(z),g(t))] , defined on f(X) * f (X)
is a continuous extension of <*> 1g £ C .
IIt may happen that the inverse of an injective C -function is not
GO '11continuous. Choose B c: Z as m  example 1.4. Then let A = U (p +B ) ,n p „ n« v  n=l
B ~ Z "s U B . Then X:= A U B is closed, does not have isolated points, p nn-1
Define f : X -+■ byp
—n —nf(x) = -p +x if x £ p +B for some nn
f (x) = x if x £ B 
Then clearly f £ C*, f is injective, but its inverse is not continuous 
since f(X) - 1 is compact and X is unbounded. However, we do not 
encounter this difficulty in case X is an open subset of K. (See 1.10).
LEMMA 1.9. (Newton approximation) Let B = {x £ K : |x-a < r} be a ball
in K. Let f : B -5- K and suppose there is an a £ K such that
sup {|$ f(x,y)-a| : x,y £ B, x^y} < a
Then f (B) is ¿a ball in K with radius |a|r and f is_ a similarity.
Proof: Clearly we have for all x,y € B (x?iy) : |<^ f(x,y)| » |a|, so 
f(x)-f(y)| = |a| | x-y | . Thus f is similarity and f(B) e {z £ K : | z~f (a) | £ |a| r} 
Let c £ K with c-f(a)I < la r. We are done if we can produce an x £ B
with f (x) - c. Define : B K via
ifr(x) = x-a (f (x) -c) (x £ B)
Then for x £ B: |ij>(x)-a[ max (|x-a| , [a *| (f(x)-c|) <
max(r, a 1 f(x)-f(a) a-1 f(a)-c ) < max(r, -1 1 1 1 -1a I la|r, a a
Thus maps B into B. Now, if x,y £ B and x f y, then
-1|i|/(x)~iMy) | « |x-y-c* (f(x)~f(y))| = |x-y i-cT^ f (x,y)
= a-1 |x-y| |a-$^f (x,y) | <_ k x*-y| with 0 < k < 1.
r) « r
By the Banach contraction theorem, i/j has a fixed x. Then» f ( * ) =  c .
THEOREM 1.10. Let X be_ an open subset of K and let f : X -+■ K be_ in ,
and let f1(x) ^ 0 for every x € X. Then
(i) X is a disjoint union of balls B_ (r4) (i € I) such
--------------------------ai 1 —
that for each i £ I the restriction f B (r.) is a ------------ -------------------- a. l -------
similarity and f(B (r )) = B , {|f'(a.)|r.) . ^ L y SL m / 1*1* an ^
(ii) If f is injective then its inverse is in C .
Proof: (i) is a corollary of 1.9 (use 0.1). (ii) is a simple consequence 
of 1.9 and 1.8.
Note. Almost everythuij in this Chapter can be found in [1], [3], [5],
[6]or [11].
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2. NOWHERE DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
Following the methods of classical analysis we can prove the
existence of nowhere differentiable continuous functions, using the Baire 
category theorem. (Corollary 2.2).
LEMMA
E - (f GBC(X) : there is a 6 X such that for all x£X n ------- ---------------------
nf(x)-f(a) < 7r x-a }
Then E is nowhere dense in BC(X). ---  n
Proof; Let A c= BC(X) be a ball with radius p 6! k ! . We are done if
we can show the existence of g G A such that the distance between g and
E^ is positive. By 1.2, A contains a locally constant function f. By
x-a.i0.1, X can be covered by disjoint balls S, = {x G X :X
that r^  < p for all i, and such that f is constant on each S^ . For
each i, let t, be the diameter of S.. Then 0 < x. < r,. Choose, for eachi i i — i
-1 -1i, an element c. G K such that ^t, p < le.I < T.~p. (If the valuationX 3- “  11 — X
I l un JK , hence t . p 6 1 x K and we can choose a
c^  G K with |c^ -Ip. If the valuation of K is dense it is obvious
that we can choose c^  with the required property). Define the function 
g : X + K as follows. For x G S^ , let
g(x) = f (x) 4-c^  (x-a^).
Then g is continuous, and, for x G S. g(x)-f(x) = c, l
-1
x-aJ 1 piL = p
hence | |g~f | j < p/ so g € A. Now we will show that d(g,E ) > %p
21
Let h £ E „ Then there is a G X such thatn h(x)-h(a)| <_ it11 x-a| for all
x G X.
Now a G S. for some i, choose b G S. with jb-aX X
-16-
h(b)-h(a)| <_ -it11 |b—a.| < Trnr. < ^p, whereas |g(b)~g(a)| = (since f is
constant on S^ ) = c.(b-a.)-c.(a-a )| =X 1 x X b-a
Hence | | g—li| | >_ max (| g (b) -h (b) | , | g (a) -h (a) ]) ^ | g(b) -g (a) -h (b) +h (a) | *
COROLLARY 2.2. The collection of all those f £ BC (X) that are somewhere
differentiable is of first category in BC(X) . The nowhere 
differentiable functions in BC(X) form a dense subset of 
BC(X), of second category.
Proof: Let f G BC(X) be differentiable in a G X. Then there is 6 > 0 such 
that |x-a| < 6 implies |f(x)-f(a)| < (|ff(a)|+l) |x-a| . If |x-a| >_ 6 then
f(x)-f(a) < 00.5.6“1 < &~X\If GO x-a . Hence there is M > 0, such
that for all x £ X:
f (x) -f (a) < M x-a ,
implying f G E for some n. Therefore, the set of all f G BC(X) that are
00
somewhere differentiable is contained in U E , hence of first category
n-1
by the previous theorem. The second statement follows after applying 
the Baire category theorem.
The nowhere differentiable functions that possibly can be construc­
ted with the help of 2.1 and 2.2 (choose f^  £ E^, f^  £ E^ ,,... with
f -f n+1 n < 2 n. Then lira f is nowhere differentiable) have un « nIH-"
bounded difference quotients at every a G X.
One may ask: do there exist nowhere differentiable functions that have 
bounded difference quotients?
In real analysis, an f : [0,1] 3R such that there exists M > 0 such 
that for all x,y G X : f(x)-f(y) | <_ M x-y| is of bounded variation and, 
by a theorem of Lebesgue, differentiable almost everywhere. The situation
is radically different in n.a. analysis, as we will show now. (2.4, 2.6) .
17
LEMMA < 1}. Then there exists a nowhere dif -
ferentiable f : X **■ X, that has bounded difference quotients.
2
Proof: Let p £ K such that 0 < [ p | < 1 and put tt ® p . Let
J = (x G K TT }. Then J is an ideal in the ring X. Let R be a
full set of representatives in X of X/J. Then for every x £ X there is 
a unique sequence ryr^,... (r G R for all i) such that
CO
9
(*) X = I r.TF1
i*0 1
fro see this, we observe that there is 6 R such that x-r^ G J. Hence
x-r^ =« ttx ,^ where x^  £ X. There exists r^  £ R such that x^-r^ £ Hence
2x,-r, - tix_ where x„ £ X. Thus x = r^ +Ttr.+Tr x„. By induction we see that 1 1 /  4 U 1 2
00 00i ix has a representation (*) . If Z r.rr = X rlir (r.,r! £ R for all i) ,. rt x . A i x ix-0 i=0
then it follows that rQ~r  ^£ J» hence r^  = r^ . Dividing by tt we get
00 00 i~l i—1£ r,tt = E rlTr , whence r.-r! £ J, r, » r!. Again, an induction 
i—1 i-1 1
process shows that the representation (*) is unique}.
The map ex 2a (a £ x/j) induces a map a : R -»■ —  2 — -----------R satisfying x = ct(x )
for all x £ R. (Here we denote y mod J by y.)
We define f : X — *X via
00 CO
f(E rir) = I a(r)7f
rv n  ^  nn=0 n=0
f has bounded difference quotients: Let x = *‘rnir ' ¥ ** where
r ,s„ £ R for each n, and let x ^ y. Then there is k £ {0,1,2,*».} such n n
that r. = s. for i < k and r, ^ s. . We have x x  k k
l e w * *
- 1 ik> 1 TT TT 1 = TT k+1
whereas for i > 1
(rk+i"sk+i),r
k+i k+i I k+1it I < hr
Thus x-y
= |(rk-sk)irk|
E (r.-s.)Tr 
i>k 1 1
= max( (r^ “S^ )7f Z (r.-s )ïï 
i>k 1
)
TT k+1
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Further, f(x)-f(y) = E (a(r )-a(s })ti < max a(r )-a(s }i * n n 1 — 1 n n 'n>k n>k
n „ir \ < k TT I .
Therefore ■i^ f (x,y) = | (x-y) 1 (f (x) -f (y))| < TT
GO
Next we show that f is nowhere differentiable. Let a £ X, a = E r x„ n n=0
with r^ £ R. For each n £ {0,1,2,...}, choose unfvn £ R such that
n
u -r I = 1, Iv -r n n1 1 n n = |p . (This is possible: there exist a,3 € X with
a-rn n
< TT
= p. There exist u ,v £ R with u -a £ J, v -0 £ Jn' n n n
< 1 and |v -|31 n TT < p . So (u-rn n
max(iu -a n a -rn ) = 1 and I v -r I = max (I v -3' n a' 1 n n3-r ) = p). For
n £ {0,1,2,...} put
■ , , n~l. n, n+1,a = r_+r.ir+. . .+r .tt +u tr -f*r att + n 0 1 n-1 n n+1
a1 = rrt+r,ir+. . ,+rn 0 1 n-1 n-1 n tt +v n 4-rn n+1 n+1 it +
Then, lim a - a, lim a* = a and a ^ a, a ^ a for all n. ^  n n n nn+°°
Now
$ f(a ,a)1 n
$i f(aA,a)
(a -a) 1(f(a )-f(a)) = (u -r ) 1 (cj (u ) -a (r )) n n n n n n
(a’-a) 1(f(a')-f(a)) - (v-r ) 1(a(v )-a(r )) n n n n n n
We have
$ f(a ,a)-$ f(a*,a) i n  i n
(u -r ) (ct(v ) —cf (r )) n n n n
We see that I(u -r )
1 n n
{u -r ) 1(v -r ) * n n n n (v -r ) (cr (u ) -a (r )) n n n n
1 _i (v -r ) n n
-1
(u -r ) (a (v ) -a (r )) n n n n
-2 —2 - (v -r )(u -r ) n n n n
and ( v - r ) ( a ( u  ) - c r ( r  ) )  n n n n
(u -r ) (v^ *-r^ ) = n n n n
(v -r ) (u-r ) (u -v ) . n n n n n n
Since (v -r ) (u -r ) (u -v ) n n n n n n -  |p | TT , we find
| (vn-rn) (a (un) -a (rn)) - <u -rn) (o (v ) -a (r ))| - p
Hence, for all n we find
*.f (a .a)-*^ (a»,a)I n  I n = 1
so f is not differentiable at a.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X = ix £ K KI * ^  t ■and let f : X -> K be a bounded
uniformly continuous function. Then for each £ > 0 there 
exists a nov/here differentiable g : X K, such that g
has bounded difference quotients and such that f-g 00 < e
Proof: Let D = {f E BUC(X) : f differentiable, f has bounded difference 
quotients}. It suffices to show that D is uniformly dense in BUC(X)4 
[in fact, if h is a nowhere differentiable function with bounded difference 
quotients, then there is d £ D such that | | (f-h) -d| |m < e. Choose 
g = h+d.]
To show that D is dense, let e > 0 and f £ BUC(X). There is 6 > 0 such 
that |x-y| <_ 6 implies |f(x)~f(y)| < e. Then cover X with balls of radius 
6, say X ® UB^. Choose for each i and define d : X -*■ K as follows.
If x £ B. then d(x) = f(a.)i i
Then clearly [ [d—f [ [ < e. $ d(x,y)=Q if 0< |x--y| <_<$. If |x-y| >_<5 then x€b. ,y£B® 1 ,L ^ 1
for some i ^ j, hence | (x-y) * id (x) -d (y))| < 5 * |f (a. )-f (a.) | < 6 I^jfll .1 J ***" ®
So d has bounded difference quotients; d is locally constant, hence 
differentiable.
Finally, we show that there exist nowhere differentiable isometries 
We need the following funny lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. Let f : X -*■ K have bounded difference quotients. Then f is a
linear combination of two isometries. More precisely, -¿here 
exist y £ K and an isometry g : X ■+■ K such that f (x) - yx+yg(x) 
(x £ X) .
Proof: Choose y £ K such that for all x,y £ K, |f(x)~f{y)| < |y| |x-y| .
Then |f(x)-yx~(f(y)-yy)| = max(|f(x)-f(y)|,|y| |x-y|) = |y||x-y|.Thus, the map
g : xi— »- p *f<x)-x is an isometry, and f(x) = yx+yg(x) for all x £ X.
COROLLARY 2.6. There exists a nowhere differentiable isometry of
--------------- ---  -  ' ' ---------  --------------  i i ■ i  i i  -  ~  » ■  I  i 1  >  »  ■ A »
{x G K : x <1} into itself.
Proof; Let f be as in lemma 2.3. By 2.5, f(x) = yx+ug(x) for some isometry 
g; p 6 K. Since x h - x is differentiable everywhere, g is nowhere dif­
ferentiable. There is a constant c such that g+c maps into the unit disc 
of K.
Notes.
1) It is not difficult to extend the results of this chapter to the case 
where X is an open subset of K. In fact, let
f : {x € K : |x <_ 1} -+ {x € K : |x| <_ 1} be nowhere differentiable,
having bounded difference quotients. We can extend this f "periodically"
to a function f : K -> {x £ K : |x £,!}• (K is a disjoint union of balls
B. with radius 1, choose a center a, in B, and define f(x) = f(x-a.) for i i i x
x € B^ .) Then f is nowhere differentiable, f has bounded difference 
quotients. If X c K is open, then f X is nowhere differentiable, f 
has bounded difference quotients. The proof of corollary 2.4 works also 
if X is an open set. We get:
Let X c: K be an_ open set, and f : X •+ K be a bounded uniformly con­
tinuous function. Then for each c > 0 there exists nowhere differen­
tiable g : X K such that g has bounded difference quotients and such 
that f-g||< e- Also, there exists a_ nowhere differentiable isometry 
X ■+ K.
2) We may get examples of nowhere differentiable isometries by another 
method inspired by the fact that z *-► z (z £ C) is nowhere differentiable.
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If L c K is a closed nontrivially valued subfield of K and if a : K K 
is a continuous L-automorphism, then a is an isomfetry. If a is not the 
identity, then a is nowhere differentiable (if o were differentiable 
then |a'| = 1/ and a(x)a(y) * a(xy) implies a'(x)a(y) = ya'(xy) hence 
cr' (0)a(y) = ya'(0) for all y i.e. a(y) = y for all y) .
$
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3. DIFFERENTIABILITY AS SUCH
Let D(X) be the K-algebra of all differentiable functions : X K, 
and let N(X) - {f £ D(X) : f1 =0}. Then N(X) is a subalgebra of D(X) . 
For each a £ X and for each compact set C c X, let
-1
a,C = |f(a) | v sup j (x-a) (f(x)-f(a)) | (f 6 D{X))x£c
Then || is a seminorm on D(X) . (Since f is differentiable thered/C
exists 6 > 0 such that if 0 < x-a < <5, I (x-a) (f (x) -f (a))
A
max (|f'(a)|,l). If |x-a| 6 / x £ C, then ((x-a) | |f(x)-f{a)| < 
6 * max (| f (a)|,sup |f(x)|). Thus
x£c
C c: x. The rest is easy.)
a,C < «» for all a £ X, all compact
The a,C
stated, we
define a locally convex topology on D(X). Unless otherwise 
assume D(X) to be equipped with this topology.
To define the same topology we also could have started with semi-
norms a,C' where
a,C supx£C
f (x) V sup
x£c
(x-a)-1 (f (x) -f (a))| (f e D(X)}
we have °° > | f 1 ’ 1*11 1 ’ a,C— \ 1 a,C for all f £ D(X), a € X and non —
void compact C c x. Also, for each x £ C we have, f(x) f <x)-f (a) | v |f (a)
!f l ia,c l*“al v l£<a> i 1 I if l la J . Hence, \\t\ i s
majorized by a multiple of a,C
Let BD(X) denote the K-algebra of all bounded differentiable functions 
X ■+ K, and let BN(X) = {f £ BD(X) : f‘ =0}. Then BN(X) is a subalgebra of 
BD(X). For each a £ X, let
00
A
v sup I(x-a)“ (f(x)-f(a)) (f £ BD(X))
• I
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Then is a norm on BD(X) and the norms a (a G X) define a
locally convex topology on BD(X). Unless otherwise stated, we 
assume BD(X) to be equipped with this topology. It is clear from the
definitions that this topology is stronger than the topology of D(X),
restricted to BD(X). It is also clear that D(X) = BD(X) in case X is 
a compact subset of K. The (semi) norms, defined so far, are meaningful 
for all functions f : X -> K. (If we admit as a value.)
THEOREM 3.1. The spaces D(X) and BD(X) are complete. N(X) is^  closed in
D(X), BN(X) is^ closed in BD(X). For each a G X the map
f'(a) (f £ D(X)) is a continuous linear function, and
its restriction to BD(X) is continuous.
Proof: For a compact set C containing a as a non-isolated point, we
have f' (a) < a,C ( < in case f is bounded) for all f G D(X).
Hence f y f1 (a) is continuous both as a map: D(X) -»• K and as a map:
BD(X) **• K. Then N(X), being an intersection of kernels of continuous maps,
is closed in D(X), and also BN(X) is closed in BD(X).
In order to show that BD(X) is complete, let (f^ ) be a Cauchy net
in BD(X). Then lim f. = f uniformly for some bounded, continuous functionX x
f. For each a G X, f'(a)-f'(a) a y f.-f I I , hence there is a functionX y11 a'
g : X -*■ K such that lim f' = g pointwise. Now (with as in (1.6)) for1
all indices X,y, and for all x G X, x a
^ f  (x,a)-$1f^ (x,a) $^f(x,a)(x,a) V tf.-f 11 X y1 , whence
| i»1f (x^aj-i^f^ (x,a) | £ lim f,-f A y1 1 a
It follows that lim
X
f-f || s= 0. We finally show that f is differen-A Si
tiable at a G X. Let e > 0. Choose X_ such that for all X > Xn: | |f-f.U ^ U A
f^(a)-g(a) | < e. Then choose any X X^ . We see that for x G X, x  ^a
< e,
-24
i f (x,a)-g(a) | £ ||f-f^||a V <f> f (x,a)-f'(a) v f'(a)-gCa) . 1 A A 1 A
There is 6 > 0 such that if 0 < x~a| < 6 then | $^f^ (x, a)-fj^  (a) | < e. 
It follows that if 0 < |x-a| < 6 then |$^f(k ,a)-g(a)| < e. Hence f is 
differentiable and f' = g.
To show that D(X) is complete we can follow a similar reasoning. 
Let (f^ ) be a Cauchy net in D(X) and let C c: x be a compact subset. For 
each a € X there is a compact C' □ C such that a € CT and a is not 
isolated in C. By restricting all functions involved to C ' and by 
applying the above reasoning (where X is replaced by C') we arrive at:
limA f-f ' , = 0 and f|c' is differentiable at a, with derivative 9 f C
g(a) = lim t{ (a). Since for any sequence x.,x_,... (with x f a for ^ A i & n
each n) with lim xn = a we can arrange that C' r> {x^x^,...} we may
n-*=°
conclude that f is differentiable at a and that f1 = g.
In order to clarify the notion of convergence in the topology of 
BD (X) we define a set S of differentiable functions to be equldlfferen- 
tiable if for each a € X and each e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that
for all f 6 S 0 < x-a < fi implies |(x-a) *(f(x)-f(a))-f1 (a)| < e. We
have:
THEOREM 3.2. Let f ^ , £^f ... be a sequence in BD(X) . Then the following
conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent for an f : x -*■ K.
(a) lim f = f in the topology of BD(X).
(b) lim f = f uniformly, lim f^ exists pointwise, 
{f^,f2,.-.} is
Proof: (a) (b) , We only have to prove equidifferentiability. Let e > 0, 
a € X. For n E : N , x ^ a w e  have
^f^x^-f^fa) £ | «^f^Xja)-S^f (x,a) v l^f (x,a)-f • (a) f* (a)-r (a)
If -f 1 V1 n 1 a if(x,a)-f'(a)
There is N £ U such that £or n > N f -f n a < e, There is 6 > 0 such
that if 0 < x-aj < 6 then | f(x,a)-f1 (a)1 < e. Hence, for 0 < x-a| < 6
and n > N we have
$ fn(x,a)-f^ (a) < £
There is 61 >0 such that for 0 < [x-a| < 61 we have
I if (x,a)~f’(a)l < e1 m m
for all m £ {1,2,.. , ,N-1}. Hence, for 0 < |x~a < min(S,6') we find for
all n £ 3Nf :
$<f (x,a)-f'(a) In n < e
which proves the equidifferentiability of {f^^f^/...}.
(b) (a). It suffices to prove that is a Cauchy sequence
in BD(X)* Let a 6 X and e > 0. There is 5 > 0 such that for 0 < !x-a < 6
and all n £ U : $, £ (x,a)-f1(a) In n < e. Choose N such that for all n,m > N
If * (a)-fT (a) I < e and I If -f I | < e<$. Then, if 0 < |x-a| < 6 we have for 1 n m 1 1 1 n m* ica 1 1
n,m >_ N
|i1fn(x,a)-4>1£m (x,a) | < |tjf (x,a)-f' (a) [ v | r  (a)-fi^ (a) | v |f^(a)-4 f (x,a) | < e,
whereas for x-a > <S and n,m > N
-1 -1f -f < 6 ~e.<5 = e. Consequently, for all n m1 103 ^
x ^ a, n,m > N: |$*f (x,a)-<$,f (x,a) | < e,— ' I n  l m
I|f-f || < e.1‘ n m 11 a
f -f n m OO < e i.e.
The interested reader may try and find a theorem, analogous to 3.2, 
for convergence in D(X).
It is shown in 1.3 that f £ N(X) does not imply f is locally con­
stant, But we do have the following. (See also 3.11.)
THEOREM 3.3. Let f £ BN(X). Then there is <a sequence f ,f^/... o£ locally
constant functions with lira f = f ir> the topology of BD (X)
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Proof: We suppose that we have chosen a center of every ball in K, Let
: K •> K be a map that assigns to each element of K the center of
that ball of radius — to which it belongs. Then, la (x)-x| < — ,n 1 n 1 — n
a (x)-cr (y) I < lx~y| for all x,y E K and a is locally constant for n n ' — i i n
each n. Define f o of. Then f is locally constant for each n,n n n
and I o f ~ f | | < —, hence lim a o f = f uniformly. Also,1 n * * co — n n
0 = lim f* » f". Let e > 0. There is 6 > 0 such that li,f(x,a)| < en l
whenever 0 < |x-a| < 6. If 0 < |x-a| < 5 (and f(x)  ^f(a)) we have
i.a o f(x,a)| = |Cf (x) ~f (a)) 1 (a (f(x))-a (f(a)))[.|$,f(x#a)| < i,.f(xfa) in n n l —  1
Hence the o f  are equidifferentiable. By 3.2, lim an o f = f.
A corresponding theorem for f £ N(X) is very easy to prove; if 
f £ N(X), then there is £1.2) a locally constant g such that f-g is 
bounded, hence in BN(X) . Application of theorem 3.3 to f-g yields: there 
exist locally constant h^h^/*-* such that h^ £ BN(X) for each n and 
with lim h^ - f-g in BD(X) . So certainly f - lim (h^ +g) in D(X) .
Next, we turn to the diagrams
D y D y K BD(X) —  .. — » K
IT \  / 0 TT
D(X)/N(X) BD(X)/BN(X)
where D is the differentiation map, ir the canonical quotient map (we 
assume that we have the quotient topology on im n) , and where
p is the injection making the diagram commutative. The natural problems 
are
(1) Can we characterize im D?
(2) Can we describe the topology on im D, that makes p into an isomor­
phism of topological vector spaces?
(3) Is i-Ji.X) complemented in D(X)? This is equivalent to the problem of 
existence of a continuous linear P : im D •*- D(X) ("antiderivation 
map") such that DP is the identity. Of course we have similar 
questions concerning the second diagram.
We will answer all these questions in the sequel.
It is known in classical analysis that any derivative is of Baire 
class 1. The same is true in the non-archimedean case. (-See ¿orcllaiy 3 . 6
We say that f : X ■+■ K is of Baire class if there exists a sequence 
^l'^2' ' ’ * c°ntinuous functions : X K such that lim fn - f pointwise.
1THEOREM 3.4. Let B (X) be the collection of Baire class 1 functions
X K. Then
(a? 8*(X) is a K-algebra of functions (under pointwise
operations).
„1(b) o (X) is^  uniformly closed.
(c) If f 6 B (X) then there exist locally constant
00
f^f^,... : X ■+ K such that f (x) - E f (x) for all
n-1
x £ X. Moreover, if f is^  bounded we may assume
If 1 <  I f 1 for all n.
' n 1 O O  —  1 1 C O  M l  1 1 !■»«
Proof: The proofs of (a), (b) run just as in the classical case (where
the base field is 3R). We only prove (c). Let f * lim h^ pointwise, where
hn £ C (X) . By lemma 1.2 there exists g^ , locally constant, with
, 1h -g < — for each n. Then also f = lim g pointwise. Let f be n ^n '» n n
bounded/ define g (x) = g (x) if |g (x) | < ||f|L and g (x) *= 0 ifn i l  n 'w~ n
> f| aj. Then lim gn = f pointwise, g^ is locally constant.
Hence we may assume | | g | | ^ £ for n *
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Define f. = g, , f = q -g . (n > 1) . Then f = Zf pointwise, f is1 1 n n 3n-l n n
locally constant, I |^ nl i Ji I 1^ 11«, £or a-^  n*
LEMMA
0 < a(x)-x < e for all x E X.
Proof: The equivalence relation "x ~ y if [x—y | < e" decomposes X into 
a disjoint union of balls B^ (of the form {x E X : |x-a| < e}) . Since X 
does not have isolated points we can write each EL as a disjoint union 
of U. and V., where U, ,V. are clopen in X, U, ^ pi, V. ^ Choose a. E U. ,i i i i  i i. L 1.
b± E V. for each i. Let x E X. Then x E B^ for eactly one i. Define
a(x) = b, if x E U. , a(x) - a, if x E V. . Then certainly cj(x )  ^x and,1 i 1 1,
since a(B.) c b ., a(x)-xi x
COROLLARY 3.6. Let f E D(X). Then f  is of Baire class 1.
Proof: For each n E (N, let a : X + X be a continuous map with ----  n
■ i0 < (j(x)-x < — for all x. (3.5). Define:' n
f (x) = $,f(a (x),x) (x E X)n i n
Clearly f is continuous, lim f (x) - f'(x) for all x.ri nn-H»
In contrast to the classical theory, it will turn out that the con­
verse of corollary 3.6 holds in the non-archiraedean theory. (Theorem 
3.10).
LEMMA 3.7. Let f = Zf--- n
derivative F such that lim F = 0  for each a. Thenn n aco oo
£ F is convergent in BD(X), and ( E F ) ’ = f.n ------------------------- nn=l n=l00
Proof: That F := 2 F exists in BD(X) is clear from 3.1 and the fact----  . nn=l
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n
that n v~~r Z F is a Cauchy sequence la BD(X) , Again, by 3.1, (con-
k=l r a
tinuity of differentiation) it follows that F1 = Z F1 (= £f ) poi^t“
n=l
wise. Hence, F' = f.
In virtue of 3.4(c) and 3.7, we now prove that locally constant 
functions have antiderivatives with the right condition for their 
norms (lemma 3.9).
We say that f ; X + K is locally linear if for each a £ X there 
exist 6 > 0, a,3 £ K such that f, restricted to {x € X : |x-a| < 6}yhas 
the form
x t— ax+B
A straightforward argument shows that, if f ; x ■> K is locally linear 
then X is the disjoint union of balls, such that on each ball f is 
linear.
LEMMA 3.8. Let B = {x £ X : |x-a| £ p} and let e > 0. Then there exists
a locally linear F : X -+■ K such that
F' = eBr I M  1«, 1 e, supp F c: B 
F (x) -F (y) | <_ |x-y| whenever x,y £ B 
F(x)~F(y)| <_e|x-y| otherwise
Proof: Let r » e min(l,p). By 0*1 , B is a disjoint union of balls
B. = {x £ X : |x-a.I < r.}, where a. £ X and r. < r for each i. x 1 i1 — r i i —
Define F(x) = x-a. if x £ B. for some i and F(x) = 0 if x ji B. Then 
clearly, F* = f, F is locally linear, supp F c: B, iF i 1«, e* Let 
x,y £ X. If both x,y are not in B then F(x)-F(y) - 0. If x 6 for 
some i and y 2 B, then |y-x| > p, hence |F(x)-F(y)| = |f (x )
x-a^ _< r^ <_ r <_ ep < e | x-y
If x £ B., y E B. and i ^ j , then |F(x)-F(y)| = |x-a -y+a.| £
max( x-a.|,|y-a. ) <_ max(r, ,r.) <_ |x-y . Finally, if both x and y arei 3 1 i
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in then F(x)-F(y) = x-y„
LEMMA 3.9. Let f : X K be_ a_ locally constant function and let e > 0
Then there exists locally linear F : X K such that F I _ f/
00 < £, and for all x,y € X
F (x) -F (y) | <_ max (| f (x) | , e) |x-y|
Proof: X is a disjoint union of balls such that for each i, f has the
value c. on S.. Let e, » e(l+|c, I) *. By lemma 3.8 there exist locallya. x. i 1 11
linear F. with F' = £ , supp F. c s., ||F.|| < e,t and |f.(x)-F Cy) | £1 1 b. 1 1  1' " 1 1 1
<_ |x-y if x,y £ and |f^(x )-F^(y) | <_ e^|x—y| otherwise. Define 
F : X + K by F(x) = c^ix) whenever x £ S^ . Then clearly F is locally
linear, F‘ = f, Ft I £ e (1f (x ) |c .F.(k }| < c,e, < e whenever x £ S.}. 1 i i 1 — i i i
Now let x,y £ X. Then x £ S., y £ s . for some i,j. If i = j theni 3
|f (x)-F(y)| = |c±| |Fi(x)-F (y> <_ jcj lx-y| = | f (x) | |x~y|. If i / j f
then F.(y) - F.(x) =0, so i 3 F(x) F . (x) -F. (y) i < i i
e.|c.| |x-y| <_e|x-y|. Similarly, |F(y)| <^E|x-y|. Thus
F(x)-F(y) < e x-y| .
Now let f £ B*(X) and e < 00. By 3.4(c), £ = If where fn n
locally constant (and | [f | \n <_ | [f | \m in case f is bounded) . By 3.9,
for each n £ 3N there is an antiderivative F of f such that F isn n n
locally linear, | ¡F^ l |m |Fn(x)-Fn(y) j <_ max(|fn(x) | ,^ > |x-y| for
all x,y £ X.
Thus, for each a £ x, | $^Fn(x,a) | <_ max( | fR(a) | ,^-) . Now lim fR(a) = 0*
Hence lim 
n-x*
Also, we have
n *= 0. By 3.7, F := EF^ exists in BD(X) and F* = f
F (x) ~F (y) < max F (x)-F (y) — 1 n n J n
£ max(||f|l^iE) [x-y fI I |x-y
c a  1
We have found
THEOREM ’5 . 10. Let f be a bairc class 1 function : X -*■ and let e > 0.
Then f has an antiderivative F with the following proper­
ties .
(1) F £ BD(X) and it is the limit of a sequence of locally 
linear functions in BD(X).
(2) IH L  £ E -
C3) If f is bounded, then |$1F{x,y)| < | |f] for all x  ^ymL _ 1 Ll ^
In particular F has bounded difference quotients
As a corollary we get
THEOREM 3,11. The bounded locally linear functions form a_ sequentially
dense subset of BD(X).
Proof: Let f £ BD(X). Then f  £ 8*(X) so, by 3.10, f1 has an antideriva­
tive g such that g - lim q in BD(X) where g is locally linear for eachn n
Since (f~g)' = 0, theorem 3.3 tells us that f~g = lira h in BD(X), wheren
h is locally constant for each n. Thus, f = lim(g +h ), and g +h is n ■* n n n n
locally linear for each n.
It is easy to see, that the locally linear functions form a sequen­
tially dense subset of D(X).
(
Going back tqbur diagrams, mentioned after 3.3 which, by now, look as
J+
follows
D i D ^
D(X) ------- * B (X) BD (X) --------* B (X)
IT \ / 0 7T
D(X)/N(X) BD(X)/BN(X)
,we see that D is surjective and that p is a bijection (in both diagrams)
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THEOREM 3.12. Let B* (X) be_ endowed with the topology of pointwise con
vergence. Then the canonical 1D(X)/N(X) + 8 (X) and
BD(X}/BN(X) ->■ B (X) are isomorphisms of locally convex
spaces
For the proof we need a result which is worth stating separately
LEMMA 3.13. Let f be a Baire class 1 function : X K and let a € X.
Then, for each e > 0 there exists an antiderivative F of f
such that
F I <_ max (e, | f (a) |)
Proof: By 3.10, £ has an antiderivative G, such that G(a) = 0  and
GI I £ e11= max(e,|f(a) |). There is 6 < 1 such that 0 < < 5
implies |(x-a) * (G(x)-G(a))| e'.
Define a locally constant function H : X K for which H (x) = 0 if
-aI <6 and |h (x )-G(x) < 6e ' if |x~a| > 6 and set F = G-H- Thenx
F1 = G’-H’ = G I - f. If x -a < ô then H{x) « 0 so G(x)-H(x) < G<x) < e'
We see F 00 = I I G—H I To show that |$^F(x,a) <_ s' for all x £ X
we consider two cases.
0 < |x-a[ < 5. Then |$^F(x,a)| = |$^ G(x,a)| < e'.
x-aI > 6. Then |$^ F{x,a) <_ 5  ^max( {h (x )-G{x } j,¡H(a)- G (a) ) -
-1 -1= 6 H(x)“G(x) < 6 .fie1 = e*.
Proof of theorem 3.12. It is clear that p ; BD(X)/BN(X) B (X) is con-
1tinuous. We are done if we can prove that D : BD(X) -*■ 8 (X) is an open 
mapping. Let a £ X. Define
U = {f £ BD(X) : < e)
It suffices to show that DU = {h £ B (X) : |h(a)| < e}.
That DU is contained in the latter set is clear. Let h £ B*(X), |h(a)| < e
By Lemma 3.13 there is an antiderivative f of h with |]f|la < e* Hence 
f 6 U en Df = h.
The corresponding statement for D(X)/N(X) B^  iX) follows directly from 
what we have proved. For a set of the form
U’ = {f : I If I | „ < z)1 1 1 a,C
we have DU1 c: {h £ B* (X) : |h(a) <e} and {f E BD(X) : I f _ < g} c: u'a
It follows that D : D{X) **■ B*{X) is an open mapping.
Observe that, in spite of the fact that D(X) is complete and N(X) is 
closed, the quotient D(X)/N(X) may fail to be even sequentially complete. 
This happens, for instance, if X is compact.[proof; D(X)/N(X) » B*(X).
The same reasoning as in the classical case yields the fact that f E B (X) 
implies continuity of f for all x £ X belonging to a complement of a set 
of first category. Since we may apply the Baire category theorem on X 
(X is complete) it follows that f is continuous in a dense set of points. 
On the other hand, if S = ...} is a countable dense subset of X
then £ = lim £, , pointwise, hence £ is the limit of a
n*» tx1'x2< " " V
sequence of functions in B (X). But £ is nowhere continuous, hence isb
not in B^(X); S*(X) is not sequentially complete].
We now turn to the question of the existence of a decent "primitivation 
operator": P : B (X) -** D(X) . Suppose we had a continuous linear map
IP : B (X) ■+■ BD(X) such that DP is the identity. Then since the embedding
2BD(X) D(X) is continuous P is also continuous as a map: B (X) D(X) . 
But we have
\THEOREM 3.14. There is no continuous linear map P : B (X) -*■ D (X) such
that DP is the identity on B* (x) .
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Proof ; Suppose we had such P. Then we will show that there exists a
sequence In B*(X) , converging to 0,such that for all i
• I I n > * for sorae compact C and a £ X. Choose a £ X. Since a is1 Si f C ^
♦ « •not isolated there exist x^x^,... £ x such that |a-x^ | > | a-x^
and lira Ia-x 1=0. Definei n i
U = {x £ X : Ix-x I < Ix -aI} (n £ Xi ) n ' n1 1 n '
Then the Un are clopen and mutually disjoint. Let h =* £ for each n
n
Ph cannot be constant on U , hence there is b £ U such that n n n n
Ph (b ) ^ Ph (a). Put C = {b,,b„,...,a} . Then C is compact (since Xi n n  ^ m
lim b = a) and ¡Ph | „ ^ 0 for each n. Choose X_ £ K such thatn n
A > Ph | ^  for all n. Define f = X h .a,C n n nn n
Then lim n^hn - 0 pointwise, whereas
COROLLARY 3.15. There is no continuous linear P : B*(X) -> BD(X) such
1that DP is_ the identity on B (X).
N(X) is not complemented in D(X).
BN(X) is not complemented in BD(X) .
Proof: The first statement follows from the remark preceding Theorem 
3.14. Suppose there is a linear space S c: D(X) such that D(X) - S © N(X) 
as topological vector spaces. Then differentiation, restricted to
S, <j> : S o (X) is a continuous bijection. It is also an open mapping: 
let D c s be open. Then U+N(X) is open in D(X) and since D is an open 
mapping on D(X), D(tH*N(X)) is open in B* (X) . But <{> (U) = D(U+N(X)), so 
is an open mapping. But then $  ^ : B* (X) + S is a continuous linear 
primitivation operator, contradictory to 3.14. A similar proof works for 
BN(X) in BD(X).
Looking at theorem 3.1Q (3) we see that it is worth investigating 
the bounded functions, with bounded difference quotients on one hand and 
the bounded Baire class 1 functions on the other hand.
We denote by BA*(X) the space of all bounded f : X K that have 
bounded difference quotients, norraed by
, = max( | | f | | , [ | 4>1 f | | ) (f € BA*(X))1 1 I loo I ■ 1 l 00
and we define BD* (X) = {f 6 BA* (X) ; f is differentiable} (~ BA* (X) flBD(X))
1 1Similarly BN (X) - BD (X) f) N(X). We denote the space of all bounded Baire
Iclass 1 functions on X by bB (X) (with the sup norm).
Then we have the following
1 1 THEOREM 3.16. (a) BA (X) is a Banach space and BD (X) Is a^ closed sub­
space.
(b) bB* (X) is^  a Banach space.
1 «1(c) Differentiation is a_ surjective map : BD (X) -*■ bB (X)
More than that: the map ?in the commutative diagram
1 D 1 BD (X) -------- (X)
is a_ surjective isometry.
Proof: (a) A simple observation shows that BA*(X) is a K-vector space.
The map
f i-* (f,^1(f)) (f € BA (X))
is an isometry of BA*(X) into B(X) x B(X * X>A) (here, for any Y, B(Y) 
is the space of all bounded functions : Y ■+■ K with the sup norm) . If
is a Cauchy sequence in BA*(X), then f^ -»■ f uniformly, **■ g
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uniformly for some f : X ->■ K and g : X x x>A -»■ K. But for each x,y £ X,
(x  ^Y),lini $,f (x,y) — <i> f(x,y), so i>f ->■ 4>, f pointwise. Therefore, % ? In 1 In 1n-*» ^
$,f = g, hence f £ BA (X) and lim f = f in the norm \ n 1. To show
that BD*(X) is closed, let f^f^/... £ BD*(X) such that lim f^ = f £ BA* (X)
Let a £ X. Then a: = lim f* (a) exists and for x ^ a and n £ IN :nn-*00
i.fiXfaJ-ctl < <l> f(x,a)-$> f (x,a)I v $,f (x,a)-f’(a) l * — l i n  1 i n  n f'(a)-a n
f-f I In1 11 (x,a)-f'(a) i n  n
Given e > 0, choose n £ IN such that f-fn < e. There is 5 > 0 such
that $4f (x,a) -f' (a) I < c whenever 0 < |x-a| < 6. Then also
I n n 1 1 1
$^f (x,a) ~a| < ej, f is differentiable at a and f' (a) = a.
(b) is clear.
(c) This is just theorem 3*10 ((2),(3)).
As in the previous case we may question the existence of an anti-
«1 1 derivation P : bB (X) *+- BD (X). We have
1THEOREM 3.17. Let bB (X) have an orthogonal base (this is true e»g. if
K has discrete valuation). Then there exists a linear
isometry
P : bB1 (X) ■> BD* (X)
1such that DP is the identity on bB (X).
1Proof: Let 311 orthogonal base for bB (X) , By Theorem 3.10
(2),(3) there exist E. £ BD (X) such that 
for each i £ I.
E.i 1 - -II / E! 1 *00 11 — ft ei
For f £ bB*(X) there is a unique representation f =
for each i and lim Le, - 0) . Seti ii
EA.e. (where A. £ K x i x
P(2 A. e.) = Z A.E.X X  IX
lim A.E. - 0 in BD1 (X). Hence Z A.E. exists in BD1 (X). Further, 
x ± 1 1
The definition is meaningful/ since { J A E^ <_ | | ^ ej_ I h e n c e
Pf 1 A. e.i l GO 00
is continuous. For any finite sum L = g we have DPg = D(Z
Thus, P
= I M.e. = g-3 DPg = g for g in a dense subset of bB (X) so, by continuity1 X
~1of DP, DP is the identity» Finally, for any f £ bB (X) we have
CO
DPf OQ CO {see above)
this means that P is an isometry.
Note. In spite of the positive result of 3.17, the constructed map P
depends on the choice of the base in P8*(X) and is not canonical in the
sense that there exists a simple standard formula that gives us Pf for
x
every f (such as (Pf)(x) - ƒ f(t)dt for continuous real-valued functions
a
on an interval) . We will see in 5.4 that we can find such a formula for 
continuous functions f.
For examples and a study ofvD(X) for compact X, see chapter 6 .
Note. A special case of 3.10 can be found in [3], See also [7],
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4. SARD-TYPE THEOREMS
Let f : X K be differentiable. Then X € K is called a critical
value of f if there exists an x 6! X for which f(x) - X, f' (x) =0. The 
classical theorem of Sard states that (for functions: 3R n lRm) the set 
of the critical values has Lebesgue measure zero. It turns out that for 
local fields K we have similar results for functions : K ->• K*
4
THROUGHOUT CHAPTER 4 K IS A LOCAL FIELD.
The additive group of K being locally compact admits a (real-valued)
4Haar measure. A set X c K is called a null;set (or a set of measure zero)^ ,4M __ ______
a
if its Haar measure is zero. The class of null&ets is a a-ideal iny(K)
*
and includes all countable subsets. If 0 is the valuation ring of K and 
P its maximal ideal (generated by tt £ K) , then 0/V = k, the residue class 
field of K. If q = #k, then there is a valuation on K, compatible with 
the topology, such that |tt| = q . We assume throughout this chapter 
that the valuation on K has this property. We normalize the Haar measure
I I «»nm by setting m(0) = 1. Then,for any n £ 3N , m{x £ K : |x| q } - q , 
from which it follows that the measure of any ball equals its diameter.
I
Thus, a set X c K is a null'set if and only if for each e > 0 X can be/
covered by countably many balls for which the stun of the diameters is 
less than e.
Since the residue class field of K is finite and the valuation is 
discrete, the collection of all balls in K is countable*
THEOREM 4.1. Let f : X + K be differentiable. Then m { f(x) : f' (x) = 0} = 0 - 
Proof: Let A = { x £ x  : f1 (x) - 0}. We have to show that m(f (A)) = 0.
First assume that A ^ ix G K : x| lK Let e > 0. For each a G A 
there exists 6 with 0 < 5 < 1  such that Jx-a) < 6  , x G X impliesd 3. — cl
(f(x)-f(a)| < e[x-a|. The balls B (5 ) = {x G K : |x-a| < 6 } (a G A)a a
cover A. There exists a (countable) disjoint subcovering B (6-)#B (<50)al 2
Since B (6 .)cz{x: lxIjl 1} for each i, we have Z 6, = Z m(B (6 ))
co i i—l i—1 i
= m ( U  B (5,)) < 1. If x £ A then x 6 B (6 ,) for some i, hence
4 — 1 i ” a, ii— 1 i i
f(x)-f(a,) < e x-a. < e<5., hence f(x) G B-, . (efi.), soi — i — l r (a_^) i
CO oo
m { f ( A ) )  c m (  U B (efi ) )  < j  m(B , ( e <5 . ) )  = e . 26 .  = e .  T h u s ,
i=l i 1=1 i
m(f(A)) e for each e > 0: m(f(A)) - 0.
A similar proof works in case A is bounded.
If A is unbounded, let A^ = A 0 {x G K : x| <_ i} (i G IN).
Then m(f(A>)) = 0 for each i, hence m(f(A)) - lim m(f(A.)) = 0.i-*» 1
COROLLARY 4.2. If f : X + K, f' = 0 then m(f(X)) » 0.
THEOREM 4.3. Let f : X -+■ K be differentiable. If Y c: X, tn(Y) = 0
then m(f (Y)) = 0.
Proof: For n £ 1  , define Y = {y € Y : f' (y) < n}. Then Y = UY andn n
it suffices to show that m(f{Y ))  ^0. Let e > 0. We cover Y withn n
balls B,,B0,... such that £m(B.) < ~. For each a G Y there is a ballx  ^ l. n n
B , contained in B for some i, such that x G b  fl X, x 5^ a impliescl X cL
(x-a) (x)-f (a))-f1 (a) I < 1, hence |f(x)-f(a) < n x-a . If B has
' ~  a
radius 6 then we conclude: if x G B fl X then f (x) G B-, . (n6) , soa f (a)
mfftB^ fl X )) < m(B_, (nfi)) » n6 = nm(B ) .  We can construct a (countable) a — f (a) a
disjoint subcovering B ,B ,... of the covering by the B (a G Y ) .
1 a2 a n
Since B c b . for some j we have Em(B ) < —. Now ¥ c U(B fl X) , soa. 3 a. — n n . a.i i 1 1
f (Y ) c: U f(B n X) , hence m(f(Y ) )  < Z m(f(B f i x ) )  < I n.m(B' ) =* n.~ n . a. aj 2-. fi­l l  i i J* i
Thus, m(f (Y )) « 0.n
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COROLLARY 4.4. If f : X -*■ K is differentiable, f' = 0  almost everywhere
(a_. e_.) , then m (f (X)) =* 0,
Proof: Let A = {x : f1 (x) = 0}. By (4.1), m(f(A)) = 0. By 4.3, mtffX^)) ;
THEOREM 4.5. Let f : X -+ K have bounded difference quotients. If Y c: X ,
m(Y) = 0 then m(f(Y)) = 0.
Proof: Let M £ 2R be such that f(x)-f(y) | <^M|x-y| for all x,y £ X, and
"t*let e > 0. Then there are a^a^,... £ Y and e ^ * ^ 2 * * * *  ^^  such that
00 00 EY c: U B (e,) , E e. < — . Let z £ f(Y) , then z = f(x) for some . . a. i 1 M1" 1^ 1 1-^ 1
x £ B (e.) 0 Y. I z~f (a.) = If (x) -f (a.) < M x-a, I < Me. . Thus z £ B_, ,a. 1 * 1 x — i — x f(a.)x i
Apparently, f(Y) can be covered by B . . (Me ) (i = 1,2,...), and ZMe , <t(a^ ) i x
1For C -functions we have a converse of 4.4.
1THEOREM 4.6. Let f : X K be in C . Then the following are equivalent
(a) f' = 0 a.e.
(b) in(f (X)) = 0.
Proof: We only have to prove (b) ■+■ (a) . Let a £ X and let f 1 (a) j4 0. Then 
by 1.7 there is a > 0 such that x,y £ c x implies
If(x)-f(y) = f' (a) x-y . The inverse of f, restricted to the nullset
i
f(B (6 ) fl X) is a similarity and,by 4.5, m(B (6 ) fix) — 0. Now X iscJt cl ci
covered by the B (5 ) but^since the set of all balls in X is countable,a ei
the B (6 ) form in fact a countable set {B (6 ) :i=i,2,...}. Thus ^  s l s., a. *QQ 3* X
X = U (B (6 ) (1 X) is a countable union of nulljsets, hence X itself 
i=l ai ai 
is a null/bet.
COROLLARY 4.7. Let X c: x^ (this is the case if, for example, X is_ open
or X is_ the closure of an open set) . Then the following
1are equivalent (for a_ C -function f : X K) .
(a) f* = 0 a.e.
0.
(MEi>.
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(b) f' = 0 .
(c) m (f (X) ) = 0.
Proof: We only have to prove (a) -+ (b). If a £ X^ and f(a) ^ 0, then 
by continuity of £', f 1 i 0 on a set {x £ K : x-a < 6}, but this set 
has positive measure. Thus f  = 0 on X^ and, by continuity, also on X 
since X° is dense in X.
Note.
Theorem 4.1 (for functions Kn ■+■ Km) appears in [9]
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5 * CONTINUOUSLY DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
Let C (X) be the K-algebra of the functions f : X -*■ K such that 
the difference quotient $^f can be extended to a continuous function 
$^f (see 1.6) . For f £ C*(X) and a compact C c: x, set
f M 1 * max
x€C
f (x) v max
(x ,y)€c
«&jf (x,y)
(the notation 1,C is not consistent with the a,C of Chapter 3).
Then 1,C is a seminorm on C (X), and the 1,C
through the (non empty) compact subsets*of X, define a locally convex
1 1 topology on C (X). Unless otherwise stated, we assume C (X) to be
equipped with this topology. Let N*(X) « {f € C* (X) : f  - 0}.
Let BC* (X) be the K-algebra consisting of the bounded C*-functions 
on X that have bounded difference quotients (in other words, BC (X) =
1 t *= C (X) fl BA (X) ) , with the norm | defined via
1 v (f € BCMX))
(See 3.16) . Unless otherwise stated, we assume BC (X) to be normed with
1. Let BN*(X) = {f 6 BC*(X) : f* = 0}.
It is clear from the definitions that the norm topology on BC (X)
is stronger than the topology of C*(X), restricted to BC*{X). Also, if
1 1X is compact, then C (X) = BC (X) as topological vector spaces.
We define on C^(X) = C (X) (the space of all continuous functions ;
X -»■ K) the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets; on
0BC (X) = BC (X) (the space of all bounded continuous functions : X K)
the topology of uniform convergence, induced by the norm f »■—► | |f
CO
The next theorem is a C -version of 3.1.
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1 1  1 THEOREM 5.1. The spaces C (X) and BC (x) are complete. N (X) is closed
In C1(X) and BN*(X) i£ closed in EC*(X). Differentiation
is a continuous map: C* (X) -► C(X) and: Be* (X) -*■ BC(X) -
Proof: For a compact C c: x we have
sup J f1(x) 
xEC
<_ max 
x,yEC
$1f(x,y)
and similarly,
I if CO fll
1/C (f £ C1(x))
(f E BC*(X))
Hence, differentiation is a continuous map, from which it follows that
1 1  1 i N (X) and BN (X) are closed in C (X) and BN (X) respectively. Let f^,f2,.
1 1 be a Cauchy sequence in BC (X). Then lim f = f in BA (X) (3.16 (a)) .n-*»
Since $^f = lim n uniformly on X x x^, it follows by continuity, that 
__ n-H“
lim $.f exists uniformly on X * X and is a continuous extension of f. in 1n-*»
1 1 Hence f £ BC (X) i.e. BC (X) is complete.
Let (f^ ) be a Cauchy net in C*(X). Then lim f^  ~ f uniformly on compact 
sets, for some f : X K. As previously, we have lim = g uniformly
on compact subsets of X x X, for some continuous g. Also $^f = lim i>^ f^
—  i pointwise, hence $^f has a continuous extension $^f = g. So f £ C (X).
That lim f = f in the topology of C*(X) is clear.X
Locally linear functions are in C*(X). We have (see also 3.11)
THEOREM 5.2. Let f € C*(X), and let £ > 0. Then there is a locally linear
g : X -*■ K such that f-g < e.
1 1Proof: For each a € X there exists r E { 1 •  • •) such that if x,y £ B_ (r)3.
:= {t E X : t-a < r}, x ^ y, then < e . The balls B (r)a
cover X and by 0.1 we can find a disjoint subcovering, say B. (= B (r.)),1 Gi. 1
where i runs through some index set I. Define g : X •+ K as follows. For
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each i set
g(x) = f(ai) + (x-a^f'ia^) (x £ Bi)
Then g is locally linear* For x £ we have |f(x)-g(x) 
= |(x-a.)($1f(x,a.)-f’(a.))| < r e  < i, hence ||f-g < e. Now let
x,y £ X. If both x,y £ B, thenX
(f-g)(x)-(f-g)(y)| « (x-y)($1f(x,y)-f1(a^)) <_ e | x-y If x £ B±f
y £ B , where i ^ j then | x-a^ x-y +f y-a.| < r. < Ix-y , hence 
3 ~~ 3 ~ 1
f (x)-g(x) = x-a.i (x,a^)-f1(a^ ) | ¿e|x~y|. Similarly,
f(y)-g(y)| <_e|x-y|. Thus, also | (f-g) (x) - (f-g) (y)
f (x) -g(x)
fore f-g
v f (y) -g (y) | <_ e | x-y |. we obtain $1 (f-g) < £. There00 --
f-g oo V 11$!(f-g)| < £ .
bis 1COROLLARY 5.2. Let f £ C (X) , f1 = 0  and let e > 0. Then there is
a locally constant function g : X K with | f-g 1 < e .
Proof: If f1 =0, the function g, constructed in the proof of 5.2, is
locallly constant.
We see, that the locally linear functions in BC (X) form a dense subset 
of BC (X) and that the locally linear functions form a sequentially 
dense subset of C*(X).
As in Chapter 3, we can study the maps involved in the commutative
diagrams
1 DBC (X) » BC(X) cl(x) * C(X)
Bc\x)/BN1(X) C1(X)/N*(X)
(D is the differentiation map, it is the quotient map, and p is the in 
jection making the diagram commutative). We will show first that D is
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surjective by constructing a continuous linear map P such that DP is 
the identity on C(X).
Let us fix a sequence of real numbers such that
 ^J ri ? r2 ••• > 0 < iira ri = 0.
For each n, the equivalence relation ”x ~ y iff |x-y| < r 1 yields a 
partition of X into balls. We choose a center in every such ball and we 
call the set of representatives Rn- We can arrange that R e  Rn+1 for 
each n.
For every n, and x £ X, let an (x) be the element y characterized by 
y-x| < r , y € R^ . We have the following properties of cr^.
LEMMA 5.3. Let cr^ : X K be_ defined as above. Then
(i) a is locally constant, hence a' = 0 n — ...  ...  ....  n
(ii) a (x) -xn < r for all x € X, hence 0„(x) n ------ -----------  n
(iii)
0 if 0 < x-y < rn
1 if
(iv) l^a (x,y)-l < rn
x-y 
-1
> r — n
x-y if x y
(v) a o o  - o. where t - rain(m,n) m n t ----
x uniformly
Proof: (i) and (ii) are trivial. If 0 < x-y | < r then <j (x) = a (y) , 1 n n n
hence (x,y) = 0. If ¡x-y| *n / then |on(x)-an(y) | =
an(x)-x|,|an(y)-y|) =max(|x-y 
(x-y) 1 (crn(x)-ffn(y) )-l 
x-y p 1 max(|an (x)-x|, |{?n (y)-y|)
1 -l
- |x-y
x-y .This proves (iii). If x / y then
an(x)-x-an<y)+y| <
< r |x-y 
n 1
-1 ♦ Thus (iv). Finally if m < n,
we have & (cr (x)) £ R andran m
< max(r ,r ) - r . But alson m m
x-cr (a (x)) | < max(|x-cf (x) | , | a (x) -a (cr (x) I) m n —* n 11 n m n  1
x-a (x)I < r and o (x) £ R . Hence m 1 m m m
cJ (a (x)) = a (x) . If m > n then a (a (x)) £ R and o (x) £ R c: r . Now m n  m — m n  m n  n m
a (c (x))-ff (x)I < r . Hence a (a (x)) = a (x). m n n 1 m ran n
In the sequel of this section we write x instead of cr (x) -n n
Let f : X + K be a continuous function. Define a function Pf by means 
of the following Riemann-type sum:
CO
(Pf)(x) = V (Xn’ (Xn+r1‘n)n-1
Pf is well-defined since f is bounded on the compact set {x,x^,X2 #...}
and |x ,4-x_| < max(n+1 n
lim f(x )(x „„-x ) -n n+1 nn-*»
Let c > 0 and a E X.
Xn+1 X / x-xn ) < max(r ,.,x ) = r , hencen+1 n n'
0. We show that Pf E C and that (Pf) * = f. 
There is m E IN such that |x-a| < implies
f(x)-f(a) < e. Now l e t  x,y E X, x ^ y and |x-a < r-.
are done if we can show
S^Pf (x ,y ) -£ (a ) < £.
There is an s E IN, s >_ in, such that r <_S"*" i x-y < r  . So x - y ,
= y s+1 s+1
It follows that
Pf (x)-Pf (y) = £ f  (xn ) (xn+1-x n) -  I e(yB> (yn+l-Yn)
n>s n>s
x-y " E ^n+l'V - S (yn+ryn) n>s n>s
Thus,
Pf(x)-Pf(y)-(x-y)f(a) = Z (£(*n) -f (a)) (x^-x^) - E (f (yn>-f (a) H y n+1“Yn)
n>_s n>s
-  ( f ( * , ) -* (a)) (* -y ) + I  ( f (xn)-f(a))  (xn+1-xn) -  S « d r a l - f W ) < ya+1
n>s n>s
For n > s, |x -aI < max(|x -xl,|x-al) < max(r ,r ) = r , so f(x )-f(a)| < £ — 1 n 1 — 1 n 1 1 1 n m m n 1
Similarly f (y ) -f (a) | < £, for n s.
xs + r ys+il < max(rs+1 s+11 — s+1'
For n > s X . -“Xn+1 n < rn - rs+l ~ ¡x_yi' sirailarIv \yn+1 yn < |x~yl for
n > s. So we get:
Pf (x) -Pf (y) - (x-y) f (a) | <^e|x-y|, which was to be shown
THEOREM 5.4. Let f £ C(X). Then (with x as defined above), let-------- ----------  ----------  n  — ---------------------------- -—  --------
00
Pf(x) = E f(x }(x -x ).M n n+1 n n=l
Then Pf is a C*-antiderivative of f
Moreover, P : C (X) ->• C (X) is_ linear and continuous and its 
restriction P : BC (x) BC* (X) is an isometry.
Proof: The first part has been shown already. We first prove the last
part. Let f £ BC(X). We have for x £ X:
I f (x )I Ix -x 1 n 1 1 n+1 n If I r < r.I If I , hence I !Pfj 'w n —  1 ' 1 '« * 1 03 <*il < foo
Now let x,y £ X, x ^ y. We show that
(x-y)”*(Pf(x)-Pf(y)}I < 00
If x-y | >_ r^ -1 -1then I (x-y) (Pf (x)-Pf (y))| r^  . Pf < r *.r. « — 1 1 f 1 = 1 If1CO I «
If rs+l i  | x ~ y < r for some s, then x, * y,,...,x = y , hence s 1 J1 s Js
PC(*)-Pf(y) - f(xB)(* -yB+1) + E f ( V (xn + l " V " E f 'tyn}
n>s n>s
For n > s: x ,, -x I < r < r c n-i-1 n! — n — s+1 — x-y) and, similarly, yn+1 yn x-y
Since lxs+i”ys+jJ — 7 we ^ave: ! (x)-Pf (y) J <_ 00 x~y
We may conclude that [|Pfj|^  <_ | | | | ^  for all f £ BC(X) . But for any f£BC(X) 
f | | — ||DPf||w £_ ||Pf||so ||pf||1 - ||f|\m for all f: P is an isometry.
1Finally, we show that P ; C(X) C (X) is continuous. Let S c X be compact. 
We are done if we can produce a compact set T c: x such that
Pf I s ±  SUP {|f(x)| : x £ T}
By rereading the foregoing proof we see that
sup | Pf (x) | <_ sup { | f (x) 
xES
: x £ T}
sup
xES
5jPf (x,y) | £ sup { | f (x) : x £ t}
for every T that contains S and such that x £ T implies xr £ T for all n.
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Now let = {x^  : x £ S} (i = 1,2,...). Define
03
T - s u US..
i-1x
T is compact: Let (U.) be an open covering of T. Then finitely many, 
say U. ,... ,U. , cover S. Then there is 6 > 0 such that if | x-s | < S forX * «X1 n n
some s then x £ U U, •
3-1 *3 l
Hence there is in such that U. ,...,u. already cover U S.. Now U S.0 x. i J i x1 n 1 0 i-l
is a finite set and can be covered by finitely manu IL's. It follows 
that T is compact. That x £ T implies x^ £ T for all n follows from 
5.3 (v).
Returning to our diagrams we can conclude :
COROLLARY 5.5. The map BC*(X)/BN*(X) ■+ BC (X) is a surjectlve isometry«
1 1 Moreover, BN (X) is_ complemented in BC (X). In fact we
have an orthogonal decomposition
BC1(X) * BN1£x) ® im p.
1 1 Proof : The spaces BN (X)and im P are orthogonal: if h £ BN (X) and
f £ BC(X), then h+Pf
Hence h+Pf = max ( h
D{h+Pf)
PflIj),
CO f |L  - IN I
BH (X) + im P - BCJ(X) : Let f € BC (X) . Then f = (f-Pf'J+Pf
Now (f-Pf')’= 0 and Pf‘ £ im P.
1 1Let f £ BC (X). We have to show that inf { | | f - h | : h £ BN (X)} = Df
CO
Choose h - f-Pf'. Then ||f-h 
is an isometry.
|pf 1 CO Df 00. Hence p
1  1  pCOROLLARY 5.6. The map C (X)/N (X) -*■ C{X) is an isomorphism of locally
convex spaces■ We have the decompsition as locally convex
C*(X) *= N* (X) © im P.
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1 1Proof: The map N © im P • + C (X) sending (f ,g) into f+g is obviously 
continuous. Its inverse is given by f *—»■ ((I-PD) f,PDf) and this is also 
a continuous map.
We can give simple criteria for BC*(X) to admit an orthogonal base
THEOREM 5.7. If^  either X is_ compact or K has discrete valuation then
XBC (X) has an orthonormal base.
If X is_ not compact and K has dense valuation then, for 
a > 0, BC*(X) has no a-orthogonal base.
Proof: If K has discrete valuation then every K-Banach space has an 
orthogonal base (see [6]) . If X is compact, then BC(X) and BC{X x X) have 
orthogonal bases (see [6]), so has their product BC(X) x BC(X * X). The 
map f -* (f,$^ f) is a linear isometrical embedding of BC*(X) into 
BC (X) x BC(X x X). By a theorem of Gruson ([6]), BC*(X) has an orthogonal 
base. If either K has discrete valuation or X is compact we have for any
1 _«* f € BC (X) : |fj m € |k| , j $^ f| hence f  ^€ |k| . Thus, by
multiplying with suitable scalars, we can transform an orthogonal base
into an orthonormal base.
Conversely, suppose BC*(X) has an a-orthogonal base for some a > 0
1The map P (see 5.4) embeds BC(X) isometrically into BC (X). Again, by 
Grusons's theorem, BC(X) has an a-orthogonal base. But it then follows
[6] that either X is compact or K has discrete valuation.
Note, in case BC(X) has an orthogonal base (that is, if either X is com­
pact or K. has discrete valuation) we can construct a map Q : BC(X) ->-BC*(X) 
such that DQ is the identity in the same way as we did in theorem 3.17 
i.e., by choosing suitable antiderivatives for each element of the base. 
But 5.4 gives us already such a Q for all spaces BC(X).
Note. Maps, equal or similar to P of (5.4) can be found in [23/[3],[5],[8]
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6. DIFFERENTIABLE AND C1-FUNCTIONS ON COMPACT SETS
Throughout this chapter X will be a compact subset of K. As has 
been remarked before, D(X) - BD(X) , BC*(X) - C* (X) . Our aim in this 
chapter is to construct a more or less standard base of C*(X) and to 
apply the results to X = {x 6 L : |x l}/ where L is a local subfield 
of K, especially the case X = 2 , K 3
The set {|x-y| : x € X, y £ Y} is bounded and has only 0 as an
accumulation point, hence it can be written as {r^,^,..,} U {0}, where
r. £ IR for all i and r, > r. > lim r, = 0. Define r_ = «*. For eachx 1 2 i 0
i, let Ri be a set of representatives (in X) of the equivalence relation
"x ~ v if I x-y < r ", such that R_ c: r„ c ... , Notice that R_ consists1 1 0 1 003
of a single point a^ and that all are finite sets. Let R = U R^. We
i=0
define a map v : R {0,1,2,...} as follows. (For the sake of convenience,
let R_^ » já) . For a £ R, let v (a) be the nonnegative integer m for which
a £ R ■'‘R Then v (art) = 0. For each a £ R, let m m-1 u
B = {x £ X : |x-a < r . . } a 1 v(a)
and let e be the characteristic function of B . Our aim is to show,a a
among other things, that the e& from an orthonormal base of C(X) . To 
this end, we define a partial ordering <j on R as follows
a <| b iff b £ B (i.e., iff e (b) * 1) (a,b £ R) .3 â
(Let x £ X and n £ {0,1,2,...}. As in 5.4 we denote by x^ the element of 
R determined by x-x < r ). We haven n n
LEMMA 6.1. (R,^ ) is_ el partially ordered set, a^ is^  the smallest element
of R. For all a,b £R, b, a ^ b implies v (a) < v (b) .
11
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For each a £ R, the set {x £ R : x <} a} is_ finite and linearly 
ordered byQ , and it consists of {a^,a^,a^,. . .}. Moreover,
a04 a! <1 a2 ....
Proof; Clearly a ^ a for each a € R. If both a<J b, b ^  a, a,b 6 R then
we may suppose v(a) < v(b) = n. Then a € R , . c: R , b £ R and (since— v (a) n n
b <J a) |b-a < r^ , Hence a = b. Ifa<] b, a,b€R and v(a) >_ v(b) , then 
b~a < rv a^j rV(b)' w^ence b <J a, hence b = a. To prove transitivity 
of <1 , let a < b , b 4 c. Then v (a) < \> (b) , a-b < r , , b-c I < r ... ,—  V ) V (,D)
hence a~cl < max(Ia-b|,|b-c[) < max(r . . ,r ,,,} = r , hence a <J c.1 — 1 1,1 1 v (a) v (b) v (a)
Since (a-a^ l < 00 for each a £ R, we have a^<J a for each a: is the
smallest element of R. If a 6 R and n £ {0,1,2,...} then ia"an < r < r , , , n — v (n)
hence a A  a. But then also (a ,,) a ,«, and since (a ,) = a (seen ^  n+l n n+l n+l n n
5.3(v)), we obtain a a t . for all n. Thus, {an,a,,...} is linearlyn n+l 0 1
ordered (a^  < a^  <J a^  ...) and is contained in {x£R : x 4 a}. Conver­
sely, if x <J a for some x £ R, then v(x) = n for some n and ix-a < r ,1 n
x € Rn, hence x ~ a^ . Since v is strictly increasing with respect to <i 
we conclude that {x £ R, x <d a} is finite.
LEMMA 6.2. Let f : X -* K. Suppose for each a £ R there exists £ k such
that for all x £ X
f(x) = £ X e (x)
a£R
Then the X are uniquely determined, and in fact X = f(a ),a aQ
X = f(a)-£(a ) for a ^ aA, where a := max{x£R, x ^ a, x <3 a} a — --- u ----  -
Proof: If a ^ a then e (a ) - 0, hence f{an) - X e (a ) = X .If
a 0 0 ao a0 0
b j4 an then f(b) = E A e (b) *= E X . Similarly, f(b ) = E X , hence u a. a. 3 — a.a<b
f (b) -f (b ) = X, .~ D
Let a £ R and v(a) = n > 0. Then a , (a) £ R „ , hence a . (a) an-i n-l n-l
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and, obviously, <j (a) - a. So a = a . (a) . Since a £ R , a € R c r #n - n- 1 n - n-l n
a 7* a we have Ia-a I > r . On the other hand, |a-a < r ,, so- 1 - 1 — n ' i - i  n-l
r < Ia-a n — < ^, which is only possible if |a~a j - r^
THEOREM 6*3. The e w h e r e  a runs through R, form an orthonormal base
' 1 &  ... -t . i  ~ -• • — — r i-L1T ‘ ~~r — f
of C(X). A continuous function is locally constant if and 
only if it is ¿1 finite linear combination of the
Proof: Let f £ C(X) . Then consider the function f, defined by
(*) f(x) = I X e (x) (x € X)a a
where X = f(a ), X - f(a)-f(a ) for a ^ an. Since f is (uniformly)U a — u
continuous lim X =0, hence the series (*) converges uniformly, socl
that f is a continuous function. By lemma 6.2, f and f coincide on R, 
hence f = f everywhere. We have I I f I I = 11 X e I I < max Ixl <* ■■*•■00 1 clcl 00 * ci
f (an) I v max |f(a)-f(a ) < I f . Thus, the e form an orthonormalu 1 . 1 — — * co a
a^aobase of C(X).
Clearly every finite linear combination of the e is locally constant.a
Conversely, let f be locally constant, f £ C(X) . Then there exists 6 > 0
such that |x-y| < 6 implies f (x) - f(y) . Thus, if r . < 6  then I a-a I < (51 1 \> (a) —1
hence f (a) = f(a ) . So f = E X e  , where the sum is taken over those a 6 R— a a
for which r . , > 6 . But such a £ R form a finite set.v (a) —
Our special choice of the base of C(X) is motivated by the fact that
it is also of use for differentiable functions. That is, if f = E X e £ C(X)a a
we can compute J Jf | | (see 3.1 ) for c 6 X and | | f | | - in terras of the X .
We first compute | l®a fo* a £ R, c £ X. There are two possibilities
a) c £ B . Then e (c) - 1, whence max l$> e (x,c)| =. max {| (x-c) I : x £ B }a a ' l a '  1 1  a
b) c £ B . Then e (c) = 0, whence max |$,e (x,c)| - max { x-c I * : x £ B } =a a ' l a  a
- 1  Xa-c
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The results of a) and b) together yield
a-c - 1 -1 . , r , . ) v (a)
{with the convention - 1 0, 0 1 =»).
Let us define for a G R, c G X
x(a,c) = 1 v ( - 1 - 1 ,a-ci a r , . )v(a)
CL,
- 1 v r- 1v (a)
Then we have
THEOREM 6.4. Let f = I X e--  a a
lf * sup |X c &a t (a,c)
lf 111 = sup ixal T«.
Proof: The second equality follows from the first by taking the supremum 
over all c G X. We now prove the first equality. We know that for any
x £ X, x f c (theorem 6-3) f(x) < max A . Further:1 1 — 1 a’a
|$1£(x,c) | = \z X (xrc) | < sup \X I |$.,e (x,c) I < supX d I d  a 1 d ^a a a
as we just have seen. It follows that
X ( a-c - 1 - 1 , A r . . ) v (a)
c <_ sup IX [ t (a,c)
To prove the opposite inequality, we take a G R and show that |X r(a,c)< Ifa
We distinguish two cases (we assume a f aQ):
a) c G B . Thena a-c i < r^^j, hence
X. ~ f(a)-f(a ) < f(a)-f(c)
1 -l a-c A r , ,v(a)
f(a )-f(c)
r \ .. Now, v (a)
fI I (Ia-c c 1 a -c )
Now a -c a-a a-c = r , . v la-c v(a)
r , Since also (6.3) U  i < c v(a) 1 a CO , we get
X | t (a,c) <_ |f
b) c £ B . Then a-c > r , w  hencea v(a)
- 1 - 1  a-ci a r , .v (a) a-ci *. Now
a -c a-a a-c = r . . v v (a) a-c a-c Hence
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f(a)-f(a ) < f(a)-f(c) f(a )-f(c)| £ ||f||( a-c v a -c
a-c . We get
X I T(a,c) < Ilf
COROLLARY 6.5. Let f = Z X e be in C(X) . Then f G N(x) if and only if--- a a ---- ---------  --------- d---
for every c € X
lim (I X I T(a,c) = 0.aa
The set {e : a £ R} forms a base of N(X) in the following
sense. For any c G X, the are -orthogonal and
for any f £ N(X) we have uniquely determined A (a £ R)
such that
in the sense of the topology of N(x) (i.e.
X e | = 0  for each c £ X). Conversely, ifa alira a
lim X e = 0 in N(X), then f := Z X e is in N(X). a a -—  - --  a a -----d
Proof : In the previous pages we have seen that for any c £ X, a G R we
have - x(a,c). Theorem 6.4 then implies | -orthogonality of
the e . Clearly any finite linear combination of the e is in N(X) . Let a a.
f = Z X e G C(X) and suppose lim |X x(a,c) = 0 for all c € X.a a a Ls t
S is the finite set
< e. Thus f f is
E > 0. Then put g = Z X e , where
a£s a a
{a £ R : X T(a,c) > e}. Then g G N(X) and f-ga —
in the closure (in the topology of D(X)) of the set of the locally 
constant functions. By 3.1 it follows that f G N(X) . Conversely, let
f - Z X e G N(X). By 3.3, for any e > 0 and c G X there exists aa a
locally constant g for which | ¡g—f < £. By (6 .3), g = Z u e , where
0 aes a a
S is a finite set f-g < £ implies
so lim 
a
sup 
a£S
X I T{a,c) - 0,
x(a,c) = sup
agS
X e a a < £
The other statements of 6.5 now are obvious.
COROLLARY 6 .6. Let f « I A e be in C(X). Then f has bounded difference--  a a ---- --------- ----------------------
quotients if and only if
sup | A | t < 00, a 3
In fact, for any f € BA*(X), we have
1 = SUP lXal Va
Proof: This corollary is an immediate consequence of theorem 6.4.
COROLLARY 6.7. Let f = X A e be in C(X). Then f € N* (X) if and only if--- a a ---- ---------  —  ..... -...
lim IA I I = 0.
1 a' aa
The set {e : a 6 R} forms an orthogonal base of N (X) . ------ a ---------------- - ------ —
I
Proof: Since N (X) is the j |j ^ -closure of the space of the locally
i 1 constant functions we must have lim A | t =0 for any f € N (X), Con-a a
versely, if lim |A t — 0 then there exist locally constant functionsa a
f (of the type 2 A e where S is finite) such that I|f-f I . + 0.
n a6S a a
Hence f € N (X) . The rest is easy
n 1
COROLLARY 6 .8. Let P : C ( X) D* (X) be_ the antiderivation map of 5.4.
Then (ea : a £ R} U ÎPe& : a £ R} is^  an orthogonal base 
of C1 (X).
Proof: By 6.7 the e_ are orthogonal. Since the e are also ...  a a 00
orthogonal and since P is an isometry,the Pe& form an orthogonal set. The
1spaces N (X) and im P are orthogonal from which it follows that
{e : a £ R} U {Pe : a £ R} is an orthogonal set. a a
We now want to compute Pe . Of course, we change the definition ofa
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p a bit; we define for f 6 C(X)
00
Pf(x) = £ f(x )(x x1—x ) (x £ X)n n+1 nn=0
where x £ R for each n, [x-x < r , and where R , r are as in then n n n n n
beginning of this chapter. The results of 5.4 remain valid for our new 
P, and so does corollary 6 ,8. Now let a,b £ R. If a4 b, then a = bs
CO
for some s, and (Pe ) (b) = E e (b ) (b , . -b ) = Z (b -b ) = b-b =a a n n+1 n n+ i n  sn-0 n>s
= b-a. If not a-db then e (b ) = 1 for some n would imply a<4 b , buta n  n
also b A  b, hence a d b, a contradiction. Thus Pe (b) = 0. We arrive at n ^   ^ a
{Pe ) (b) = (b-a) e (b) (a,b £ R) -cl 8.
By continuity arguments (R is dense in X) it follows that
{Pe )(x) = (x-a) e (x) (x € X, a € R) .a a
1Let f £ C (X) . Then, by 6 .8 , there exist X ,y (a £ R) such thatd gL
(*) f = Z A e + £ ywPewa a b b
in the sense of the | | | [ ^ -norm. It is interesting to compute the X
and y. in terms of £. b
First, if we differentiate (*), we get:
f' = l Pbe.,
so ii = f 1 (a_) , y = f' (b)-f 1 (b ) if b / aA a^  u b — u
To compute the X , we set
£ X e ~ f “Z X, Pe, — ga a b b *
Now for any b,a £ R
a-b if b <] a
(Pe^ )(a) = (a-b) ®b(a) =
0 otherwise.
In particular, (Pe.) (a^ ) = 0, for all b, so we find X - f (a )
a 0
If a / 3 ,^ we have
Eli. {Pe, ) (a) ~ E (a-b) y = £ (a-b) y b b b bb<Ja
Eyb(Peb)(a_) = E (a_-b) yfa
b<a
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Thus (£ y. Pe,)(a)~(£ y Pe.) (a ) - Z (a-a ) y = (a-a ) Z (f' (b) -f' (b ))b b b b , b - , _b<Ja_ b<)a_
- (a-a )f'(a ). So, A = g(a)~g(a ) = f(a)~f(a ) - (a-a )f'(a ).* 9, w
We collect the above results.
THEOREM 6.9. If f = E A e £ C(X), then Pf(x) = Z A (x-a)e (x) (x £ X)—  a a ---  a a
We have Pf(a^ ) = 0 and for a £ R, a  ^a^
(Pf) (a)-(Pf) (a ) = (a-a )f{a ) .
If f £ C* (X) , f = Z A e + Z yLPe, in the—  a a b b ----- 1 ■norm, then
A = f'{aj; y - f' (an) and, for a f a„ 
a o  0  a 0  0 ------------------------0
A = f(a)-f(a ) - (a-a )f'(a ). 
a  —  —  ~
y = f1 £a)-f1 (a ) . a -
Proof: Easy-
It is an easy matter now to see what happens if we take X - 2 and P
™ 1 — 2K => Q . Then { | x-y | :x,y£j*}C{0,l,p ,p and we can choose
ThusR0 = {0}, R2 = { 0,1 , • • #,p—1}, * ■ •, Rn = {0,1 ,...,pn-lh
R = UR_ = {0,1,2,.,.}. We have rA = <», r « p for n > 0. If n £ R, n ^ O0
there is s such that
*n = aA+a*p+...+a p1 0 s
Then, v(n) = s, hence r -s\>(n)
_T , S S+i —S 1 “S — 1We have p <^n<p , so p .L ^  P Thus, if x-n
x-n -s But conversely, if x-n < p , then x-n —s—1 1 < p < —  — n Thus,
the base ,..
n > 0
of C(Z ) can be described as follows: e_ P 0 1 and for
e (x) - n
1 if |x-n 
0 if (x-n
n
in
We find:
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00
Let f = E A,e. 6 C(Z ). Then f E NO' ) if and only if for each c 6 Z 
--- i=0 X 1 P ---- P --------- ------------ P
linj |A I (|n-c| * a n) =0
i n 1 * 1ir*»
f £ BA* (50 i£ and only If
sup n A
tr I n
n
< oo
f 6 N* (Z ) if and only ifp ----------- i----
lim n| A I 5= 0.
1 nl
Tr**
To conclude this chapter, we will discuss the existence of a Haar 
integral on N* (X -* K) , where X - {x £ L : |x| ^ 1} and L is a looal sub­
field of K.
The next few lines may serve as an introduction to the problem. Let G
be a compact (abelian, O-dimensional) group. It is natural to ask the
following question. 3>oes there exist a Haar integral i.e. a continuous
translation invariant, nonzero linear function: C(G) -*■ K? Or, equivalently,
if S? denotes the ring of open compact subset of G, do we have a Haar
measure i.e. a nonzero, translation invariant, (finitely) additive
bounded map : SI ■* K? In [14] it has been shown that the answer is "yes"
if and only if G is p-finite, where p is the characteristic of the
residue class field k of K. (By definition, every G is 0-finite, for
p / 0, G is p-finite iff there exists an open subgroup such that for
all open subgroups H c the index [Hq : H] is not divisible by p) .
For example, if G = Z , K = () , and if m were a Haar measure thenP P
m(p Z ) = p m(Z ) , from which it follows that m is not bounded, a P P
contradiction. It turns out that a smooth Fourier theory is possible
in case the group G admits a Haar measure. (See [14]). Thus, for
example, we have a decent Fourier theory for functions : Z *»■ Q (whereP q
q / p), but there is nothing of this kind in case f ; 2 Q CandP P
many people think functions f • Zp ^p are more interesting than
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functions f : Z -*• o ) . In the sequel we will remove this difficultyP q
partially by showing that, although there is no Haar integral on C(2 )lr
if K - © , there does exist a nonzero translation invariantP
m : N* (?)->■ © , which is continuous with respect to the norm II | | .p p 1
Throughout the rest of this chapter, let K have characteristic 0, 
and let its residue class field k have characteristic p ^ 0.
Then the closure of the prime field of K is isomorphic to © ■ Let L be
£r
any local subfield of K, and let X = {x £ L : [x| <_ 1}. Let ft(X) be the 
ring of compact open subsets of X.
LEMMA 6.10. There exists ja unique translation invariant additive
m : i2(X) ■+• K such that m(X) = 1.
Proof: We have a real valued Haar measure on ft(X), such that the measure 
of X equals 1. Since every open compact subset of X is a finite union 
of cosets of {x £ X : |x| < p} for some pf it follows that the measure 
of a set in ft(X) is a rational number, hence can be viewed as an element 
of K. The uniqueness is easy.
For the time being, let T(X) denote the linear space of the K-valued
locally constant functions on X. Then, by a standard construction, we
may conclude from lemma 6 . 1 0 that there exists a K-linear map
M : T(X) -+■ K such that M (1) =1 and M(f ) - M(f) for all f £ T(X) , s € Xs
(As usual, f (x) := f(s+x) for s,x £ X).s
Sometimes we write /f(x)dm(x) instead of M(f).
We define a convolution * on T(X) as usual: if f,g € T(X) then for each 
x £ X the map y »—>• f(x-y)g(y) is in T(X). Let
(f * g)<x) = /f(x-y)g(y)dm(y).
It is easy to see that f * g £ T(X) and that * makes T(X) into a com­
mutative K-algebra.
Let us fix a,b € R, x £ X, and let us consider the function
g : yH' ea (x-y) (y) .
Suppose v(a) > v (b) . Then g is identically zero if (x-B > 0 B. = ?S, that— S D
is, if |x-a-b| > r ... which means that e.(x-a) = 0. If e, (x-a) ^ 0— V(D) D b
then g is the characteristic function of the ball (x-B ) fl B, = x-B .* a b a
Then ƒg = m(B ) . We find:
Si
(ea * eb)(x) = »(B )eb<x-a).
As in chapter 4, we assume that the valuation on L is such that the 
(real) measure of a ball equals its diameter. Then, if q is the cardinality
of the residue class field of L, we have for a € R:
- 1 -1m(B ) = m{x € X : |x-a| < q r } = q r. . a 1 ' — ^  v (a) v (a)£ K. Thus m(Ba>
We find
14 ie
- 1
OT rv(a)
- 1
It will be convenient to choose a norm on C*(X), slightly different from
1 , namely
Cö V q i,fi 00 (f e c1 (x))
(With respect to j j | | *, the e still form an orthogonal base of N*(X)).
ci
Clearly, the norm j| | | 1 is translation invariant. We have for any x £ X, 
y £ Y, x ^ y:
(e * eK) (x) a b m(B ) a efa(x-a) I £  q| l^e<&„e ! I I e 1 < e ì 1 e.1 a 1 oo M b 1 oo — a 1 1 b
I
1 '
and • (. * eb) (*,y) m(B ) a «^(x-a.y-a) | <_ q I |*1ea| | J  |*,e co
-1  q I le !1 V i '
Thus it follows that
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for all a,b £ R_ Therefore, for f,g £ T(X) we have
f * gj Jj < fj x Ir
LEMMA 6.11. T(X) is a normed algebra under convolution and with respect
to 1J, and f v—V ƒf(x)dm (x) is a_continuous homomorphism
Proof: We have proved the first statement already. To prove the second 
statement, let a,b € R, via) >_ v(b). Then ƒ (e * eb)(x)dm(x) =
= m(B^ ) /e^ix-ajdmix) - m(B^)m(Bb) = /e^(x)dx . /e^(x)dx. By linearitya b
it follows that ƒ is a homomorphism. The rest is easy
The bilinear map (f,g) \— * f * g and the integral now can be extended
1 1  1 uniquely to a continuous map on N (X) * N (X) and N (X) respectively. We
idenote these extensions again by * and ƒ respectively. Now if f,g £ N (X) 
then, for each x  £ X the map yv-> f(x-y)g(y) is also in N*(X), hence 
f £ (x-y)g(y)dm(y) is well-defined. On the other hand, also f * g is well- 
defined. it remains to show that
(f * g)(x) - /f(x-y)g(y)dm(y) (x £ X)
To this end it suffices to show that if f -¥ f in the norm, f £ T(X)n n
for all x, then h *♦* h in the norm» wheren
hn(y) s fn(x“y)g(y) 
h(y) s f(x-y)g(y)
(y € X) 
(y £ x)
We see: I h-h 1 < 1 f-f 1 Isl1 n 1 CO — 1 n 1 CO | H  \ / so lim h-h - 0.c o  i f  n  0 0n-H*
Also for z,y € X, z ^ y :
$l*h~hn* ^ z'y  ^l= i (z-y) 1 |I(x-y)g(y)-f^ix-z)g(y)+fn(x-z)g(y)-f(x-z)g(z)
00 (f-f ) V1 n ’ ,0° f-fn 00 l$ig 00 , so lim n-*° 00
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THEOREM 6.12. Let N (X) b<e normed by | 11. Then there exists unique
translation invariant linear map / : N* (X) -> K, of norm 1, 
such that ƒ1 = 1. Under convolution * defined by
(f * g)(x) » /f(x-y)g{y)dm(y) (f,g £ N1 (X))
1N (X) is a Banach algebra.
1
A character is a continuous homomorphism a of X into the multipli- 
cative group K of K. Since X is compact it follows that a character 
maps X into {x £ K : |x| - 1}, We are particularly interested in those 
characters that are in N* (X) :
LEMMA 6.13. Let a be_ _a character on X. Then the following are equivalent
a A®, differentiable at 0 and a 1 (0) = 0 .
(2) a £ N1 (X) .
(3) a locally constant.
Proof: (1) -* (2) : For any x,y £ X, x ^  y we have: $ja{x,y) | =
= Ja(x-y)| cs(x-y,0) j = |$,ot(x-y,0) | . Thus, litn >^a (x,y) - 0 whence
* x-y+0
a £ N (X) .
(2) (3) : We prove Ker a is open. Suppose not. Then, for any compact 
open subgroup H of X there is s £ H with a(s) ^ 1. From
/a (x) (x) dm(x) = a(s) /a (x) (x) dm (x) it then follows thatri H
/CH(x)a(x)dm(x) - 0. But then also for any a £ X:
ƒ£ ,__(x)a(x)dm(x) = a (a) /a(x)5„(3<i dm (x) =0. Therefore: ƒ fa = 0 forcLtH H
all locallly constant f. By continuity, /fa = 0 for all f £ (X). In 
particular, 1 = fa = 0. Contradiction.
(3) ■+ (1) : Clear.
For any a £ N* (X) the map <J> : f *—* M(fa ^) is a continuous homomor
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phisra: N1 (X) -*■ K. (Proof: (f> is linear, |t}> (f)| = |M(fa 1) | £ | | fa 1||'
< f|| ' | |a 1 1| ' , hence $ is continuous. If f,g are locally constant,
then a simple computation shows that iQ(f * g) = $a (f) $ (g) ), Further,
-"•II la
a ' ' —  1 1
<fr (f) | < c | | f I | ' for all f G N1 (X) then for n G 3N j<f> (fn) | £ c| | fna l a ni 1
we see that | | cf> | | _^ | la”"1] |^ . But in fact we have I|$alI 1 (if
1 1 LEMMA 6.14. For any character a G N (X) the map 4»^: N (X) **■ K, defined
via
$ (f) - I f ( x ) a (-x)dm(x) (f 6 N*(X))
CL
is a homomorphism of norm 1 „
From now on in this chapter we assume that K has sufficiently many
roots of unity. That is, if H is an open compact subgroup of X and
£ G x/H, £ has order n, then xn ~ 1, has n solutions in K. (For example
an algebraically closed K will do.) It then is an easy matter to show
1that every locally constant function f G N (X) is a finite linear com­
bination of characters. Corollary 5.2 shows that the linear span of the 
characters is a || ||J-dense linear subspace of N (X). If a,3 are 
characters in N1 (X) then a * S - 0 if a / 0 and a * a = a. Thus, if 
<{> : N* (X) + K is a nonzero Continuous) homomorphism then there exists 
a character a G (X) such that $ (a) * 1, <J>(3) =0 if 3 ^ a,3 G N* (X) ,
3 character. Thus, for a finite linear combination f of characters in 
N* (X) we find <j>(f) ~ i f (x)a(-x)dm(x) . By continuity, the latter formula 
holds for any f G N*(X),
THEOREM 6.15. Let K have sufficiently many roots of unity, and let X
1be the group of all characters that are in N (X)- Then 
we have
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/*• 1(1) The linear span of X is dense in N (X)
(2) There is a_ bijection between X and the collection of 
all nonzero homomorphisms: N* (X) K, given by a \— ►
.a(a £ X ) , where
a
<j>a(f) = /f (x)a(-x)dm(x) (f £ N*(X)).
For any f £ (X) we define its Fourier transform f* : X **■ K by
f*(a) = /f(x)a(-x)dx (a £ X )
We have |f"(a) | = 14»^ (f) | <_ | |f| |^ , so f" is a bounded function on X .
More than thati if f is a finite linear combination of characters (i.e.
1f is locally constant) then f has finite support. For any f € N (X) we
have f = lim f , where f is locally constant, hence f *•» lim fn n j r n
uniformly: f" £ Cg(X~), where C^ (X*) denotes the space of all 
g : X~ ■+■ K such that for every e > 0 there exist only finitely many 
a £ X such that |g(ot) I > e.
THEOREM 6.16. Let K have sufficiently many roots of unity. Then the
Fourier transformation f»— ► f*, given by
f~(a) - /f(x)a(-x)dro(x) (a € X~)
1is a_ continuous injection; N (X) -*■ Cq (X~) .
[n *(X)]" is_ dense in (X*) and the inverse of the Fourier 
transformatlon : [n  ^(X) (X) is not continuous.
^ 1Proof: Suppose f ~ (a) = 0 for all a £ X~ and for f € N (X). Then, by 
6.15(1) and continuity, we then have /f (x)g(x)dm(x) = 0 for all g £ N1 (X) 
Then also f * g = 0 for all g £ N1 (X). From Lemma 6.17 below it follows 
that f = 0. Every function on X" having finite support is the Fourier 
transform of some locally constant function on X, hence [N*(X)]~ is 
dense. By 6.18 below there exists a sequence a ^ , c ^  with
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a.i.
Then
1
Choose X. £ K with |A.1*
- 1 = I(a.I I*, and let f. = A.a.1 1 i. ■ 11 i IX
f. i 0, whereas f. i 1 = 1 for all-i-
LEMMA 6.17. The convolution algebra N1 (X) has a bounded approximate
Proof:
identity: In fact, let = {x £ X
e = m(H ) (n = 1,2,...). Then n n H ---
n 1 and lim e * f = f for all f £ N (X)
---------  n ---------------------n-K»
Clearly, ||$^ e ||__ ~ |m(H_) |  ^dist(H_,H^)
x! < q n} and
n ' = 1 for all n
DO n n n
1 -n n- 1 —1 = q .q = q ,
hence q 1. Clearly e I| < 1  whence n 1 100 — n = 1. For any
locally constant function f we have * f *= f for large n. Consider
the linear space V = {f £ N* (X) : lim e * f - f}. Since V contains thenn-K»
locally constant functions it suffices to show that V is closed. So,
let f £ V, lim f n n f in the -norm. For any n,m £ 1>J :
e * f-f n
/
1 - e * f-e * f n n m e * f -f n m J
t
nl I 1
f ~f 
r a
| f-fm e * f -f n m m 1
f -f,,. m ill
f -f m
1 e * f -f I\im n m m 1* 1
Let e > 0. Then choose m such that f-fm 1 < e. Since f £ V there is 1 m
N such that for n > N: e * f -f . < e. So n m m* 11
i i'* f-f L < e for n 1 1 1
n > N.
As in6.17, let H = {x £ X : Ixl < q n}. Let a £ X , Ker a = H .n 1 1 — n
Then choose x £ H .MI (if n = 1, this must be read as x £ X>H.) .n- 1 n 1
4
Then a(x) £ 1, px £ Hn so a(px) = 1, hence aix)^ = 1. Thus, a(x) is a
tilprimitive p root of unity, and a straightforward argument shows that 
Qt(x)-l|^  * = |pI = — . We also have |x = q n+*. It follows thati i *. i q i
_  1
a (x)-a(0) 
x
n - 1 ~n^r- q .q .q P 1 .
If we choose y £ H . thenn-l > q | a. (y) — 1 1 < 1 , whence
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1  ^ l , - n  4y (ct(y) — 1) | qn qn . q ^  .It follows that
1n-
1
a(x)-a(0) p-1  max q I--------  = q
x ^ O  X
But since for any x,y 6 X, x ^ y: | (x-y) (a(x)-a(y))| - (x-y) (a(x-y)-l) | ,
we arrive at
LEMMA 6.8. Let a € X , Ker a = {x € X : | x | <_ q n} for n € IN
Then ,
. _ n-(p-l) " 1a — cr
1 1 Note. C -functions on compact sets, bases in C , are studied for example
in [1], [4], [11]. In case X is a nice subset of K one has defined other
bases of C(X) (e.g. for X = 2 the functions { )) and has obtained resultsP n
on a connection between regularity of f and the behaviour of the coefficients. 
See [l], [5]. Also, the invariant integral on (X) has been treated in
[10], [12], [13].
7. UNIFORM DIFFERENTIABILITY
One can think of two natural notions of "uniform differentiability".
Let f : X -+ K.
We say that f € UC*(X) (f is uniformly differentiable) if f is dif­
ferentiable and lim i^ftx^ y) = fr(a) uniformly in a € X. Equivalently,
1 (x,y )~>"(a,a)
f € C (X) and for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all
x,y,z,t such that the diameter of {x,y,z,t} < 6, we have
«^f<x,y)-$ f<z,t) < E .
We say that f € SUC*(X) (f is_ strongly uniformly differentiable) if 
<J>jf can be extended to a uniformly continuous function $jf on X x X.
Our aiiu is to show that these two notions are "almost" the same
LEMMA 7.1. (1) SUC1 (X) <= UC1 (X) c: C1 (X) .
(2) If_ f 6 UC1 (X) then f1 is uniformly continuous.
1 1 1(3) If X is compact then SUC (X) « UC (X) = C (X).
Proof: Easy.
It is easy to find an f £ UC* ($ i^UC* (f) ). (Let f (x) - 0 if |x| <_ 1P P
and f(x) = p if |x| - pn (n = 1,2,...). Then 0^ f(x,y) - 0 if
0 < |x-y| <_ 1, hence f € UC* (£ ). If |x-y| = 6 , |x| = pn, |y| = pn thenP
$ jf (x,0) ( y  ,0) - |x *f(x)-y *f(y)| = p3n|x — y *| = pn|x-y| = <S.pn
Thus, for any 6 > 0, sup $^ f(x,0)-<fe^ f(y,0) is not bounded:
I x-y]
f £ SUC (Q )) .P
LEMMA 7.2. Let f : X + K.
(i) If f has bounded difference quotients then
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f £ uc1(X) implies f £ SUC1 (X).
(ii) If f £ UC*(X) and f,f* are bounded, then f £ BA*(X)
Proof: (i) Let M £ HR be such that |f(x)-f(y)| <_ M|x-y| for all x,y £ X. 
Let e > 0. There is 6 ' such that diameter {x,yrz,t} < 6' implies 
$^f(x,y)-$^f (z,t) | < e . Let 6 := 6 '((M+l)e A 1) , and let x~y| < 6. For
any z £ X we have two cases:
(a) |x“z| < 6 ', Then also y-z <_ max(|y~x x-z ) < max<6 ,6 ') = 6 ' hence
| tf^ f (x,z) (y,z) < e.
(b) x-z| ^5'- Then | O^f (x,z)-i»^ f (y ,z) | = - 1— x-z x-y ^ f  (x,y) (Z/y)
1 0< (S’) 6M < t1—t-M < e. So we have shown that for each e > 0 there exists—  — M+l
5 > 0 such that for all x,y,z € X for which 0 < x-yl < 6
(x,z)-$^£(y,z)| < e.
Now let x,y,zft £ X such that x-y| < 6, |z-t| <5, Then
(x,z)(y,t) I |S^ f (x,z)(y,z) (y,z)-ijf (y,t)
both last terms being smaller than e by the foregoing- Hence f £ SUC
(ii) There exists 6 > 0 such that $^f (x,y) -f1 (y) I <_ I , whenever x-yl < ö
Hence |$^ f(x,y)| 1 [f1 | 1«. v * whenever |x-y[ < 6 . If x-y| 6 then
$ xf (x,y)
bounded.
-1
6 sup 
x,y
f(x)-f(y) | <^ 5 *| ¡f | jM. It follows that $^f is
We can strengthen 7.2 (ii) if we put an extra condition on X. Let 
us say that X has property {*) if there exists a function 
p : (0,") *+■ (O,00) such that any ball in X with radius r > 0 has a 
diameter >_ p (r) . (Or, equivalently, if for each r > 0 there is s > 0 
such that for every x £ X there is y £ X such that s | x-y | <_ r). For 
example, if X is the union of a collection of balls in K, all having 
the same radius, then X has property (*).
We have:
• ft
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LEMMA. 7.3. Let X have property ( * ) . Then if f € UC1 (X) and f is bounded,
then f' is bounded.
Proof: There is a disjoint covering of X, where each B± is a ball
in X, having radius r such that x,y,z £ implies | i^f(x,y)-f1 (z) | < 1 . 
Suppose f  is unbounded. Then there is a sequence X^,X2,... in x with 
|f' (x ) | n. Since X has property (*) there exists s > 0 and y1 ,y2,...€x
such that s < ix -yn Jn
hence |i> f(x ,y )1 1 n n
< r for each n. We have
f' (x ) I > n, so n 1 —
f (x ,y )-f1(x ) 1 n,jrn n < 1 ,
s < n — x -y In < I fix )-f(y )| for all n: lim n ■'n' — n n 1 f(x )-f(y ) n n — COn-H»
so f is unbounded. Contradiction
It is easy to construct an example of an X {not having property (*)) 
and a bounded f : X -*K, uniformly differentiable, such that f* is un­
bounded.
and lim p^ = 0. For every
i £ 3N , let a^  £ K such that a.-a I 1. i whenever i  ^j. Define 
■
go
Bi = {x £ K :|x-a.J <_ [p | }, and let X = U B . Then x is open, hence
i=l
without isolated points. Define f : X + K as follows. If x £ X, then x £
exactly one i € 3N . Then f(x) = p71 (x-a,). Then f is bounded (if x £ B.x i  l
then If(x) 1 1 *
B.x
pi Pi p.] < 1); f is uniformly differentiable (if
x,y € X and |x~y| 1 then both x,y are in B_^ for some i and
^f (x,y> -1 -1fr(x) = p. -p. - 0); f1 is unbounded ( f‘(a,)x x  i
-1 ■*> ooj
We have
THEOREM 7.4. Let f £ CJC (X). Each of the following properties implies
f £ SUC1 (X).
(a) $^f is_ bounded
(b) Both f and f' are bounded
(c) X has property (*), f is bounded.
for
Proof: 7.2 and 7.3
We now prove an extension theorem.
1 1THEOREM 7.5. Let f : X -*■ K be in UC (in SUC ) . Then f has a unique
extension f : X -»• K such that f is in UC* (in SUC*) .
Proof: Suppose first that both f, f  are bounded. Then 7.2 (ii) shows 
that f is uniformly continuous. Of course, f  is uniformly continuous.
Then both f, f' can be extended to uniformly continuous functions f, f' 
respectively, defined on X. By a continuity argument we see that for 
each e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all x,y £ X with 0 < |x-y| < 5 
(x-y) * (f (x) -f (y))-f1 (y) < e. Thus, f £ UC*, f' » f‘. Since f, fr are 
bounded we have (7.4) f £ SUC*. Also f has bounded difference quotients, 
so "f £ SUC*.
To prove the general case, let f £ UC*. Then there exists r > 0 such 
that |x-y | < r, |x-z| < r, x / y implies | (x~y) *(f(x)-f(y))-f1(z)| < 1 .
We can cover X with disjoint balls (B > each having radius r. Let
z £ B.. Por each x,y £ B. we have |(x-y) (f(x)-f(y))| < max(|f'(2) , 1) ,
hence f has bounded difference quotients on each B^ . Thus, f|B^ can be
extended to an SUC*-function f. : B. + K. Since d(B.,B.) > r if i / ji x x ] —
we have: X « U B. . Now define f : X -> K in the obvious way: if x £ B. , 
_ i£l _ 1 
then f(x) = f ^(x). Obviously f is in UC .
If f £ SUC* then $^f is uniformly continuous on X * x, and $^f is
continuous on X x X. Since X * X is dense in X x X and since $^f is an
extension of $^f it follows, by a simple continuity argument, that
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1 1 Next, we look at the space BUC (X), consisting of all f 6 UC (X) for which
(Mi! s- IlfIL v H*ifIL < -■
By 7.4 it follows that an f £ BUC1 (X) is strongly uniformly continuous. 
Clearly, BUC1 (X) is a normed linear space.
Let BUN1 (X) = {f £ BUC1 (X) : f' = Oh
THEOREM 7,6. BUC1 (X) is a Banach space with respect to || ||. Differen-
1tiation is £i continuous linear map: BUC (X) BUC(X) with 
norm. 1 .
Proof: Similar to 5.1*
— 1 1  —THEOREM 7.7. Let f h - f be the extension map UC (X) -*• UC (X) . Then it
induces an isomorphism of Banach spaces:
BUC1(X) ~ BUC1(X).
Proof: Obvious.
Let f E BUC(X) and let P be the antiderivation map as in 5.4. We
1expect Pf to be in BUC (X). To prove this we only have to show that Pf 
is uniformly differentiable, and this can be done by using the proof of 
the first part of theorem 5.4 (only a few modifications are to be made).
We leave the details to the reader.
THEOREM 7.8. Let f £ BUC(X). Then (with P as in 5.4) Pf £ BUC1(X) and
A® an antiderivative of f. The map
P : BUC(X) *> BUC1 (X)
is a_ linear isometry. In the commutative diagram
1 D BUC (X)------- ^ BUC (X)
(where D is^  differentiation and tt is^  the quotient map) we 
have that D is_ sur jective and p is_ an isomorphism of Banach 
spaces. BUN*" (X) is_ complemented in BUC* (X) . In. fact, we 
have an orthogonal decomposition
BUC1(X) = BUN1(X) © im P, 
given by f t—»- (f-PDf ,PDf) .
Proof: Similar to 5.4 and 5.5.
Also theorem 5.2 has its "uniform" counter part
iTHEOREM 7.9. Let f G UC (X) and let e > 0. Then there exists locally
linear function g € UC1 (X) such that ||f-g
Proof: X can be covered by disjoint balls B. in X such that all B. have 
the same radius r and such that for all x,y,z G we have 
4> f (x,y)-f1 (z) | < e. Choose a. € B. for each i and define g : X ->■ KX *1* -L
as follows. For each i set
g(x) = f(ai)-(x-a^)f'(aj (x G B^).
Then g is locally linear and we can use the proof of 5.2 to show that 
||g-f|| < e. It remains to show that g £ UC1. But this is clear since 
for x,y G X, |x-y| < r we have x,y G for some i and 
$1f(x,y) = f 1 (aj = f'(x).
COROLLARY 7.10. The locally linear functions in BUC1 (X) form ji dense
1subset of BUC (X). The locally constant functions in
1 1 BUC (X) form a dense subset of BUN (X).
1 1 Proof: Let f G BUC (X) and e > 0. By 7.9 there is g G UC (X) for which
1^  < e* 9 locally linear. It follows that | |g| | ^ < 00 hence 
1g G BUC (X) . If f' — 0 then the function g chosen in the proof of 7.9 
is locally constant.
As an example we will discuss here the analytic functions/ only 
in as much they are of interest for our theory.
Let f : X •+■ K. f is called analytic if there exists a G X and a 
sequence Aq,A^,... € K such that
GQ
(*) f(x) = 2 A (x-a)n (x £ X)
n=0
We expect of course that if f is analytic and if b € X then
CO
f(x) = Z u (x-b) for some sequence in K. This can be proved„ n 0 1n~0
as follows. From (*) it follows that lim X I Ix-aIn = 0. Fbr each G X
n
k ~k n |A (?*) (x-b) (b-a)n | < [A | max(|x-b|,Ib~a|)n 0, from which it n K * * n
follows that Z A (£)(x-b)^(b-a)n ^ converges for all x G X.
, n k n,k
Hence f(x) - L X (x-a)n *= £ A (x-b+b-n)n = K A (f) (x-b) ^ (b~a)n ^ -- n n t n kn=0 n n,k
- Y. j (x-b)k, where p ~ Z A (”) (b-a)n K K n nk n
It follows that without loss of generality we may assume that 0 G
and that an analytic function f on X has the form x i—► Z A^x .
Define V ~ (x G K : Z X x° is convergent}. Then V X andn
V = {x 6 K : lim A xn - 0}. Define p » (lim ^ A I)  ^ (N.B. 0 * = 00) .n n
As in the classical case, Z X xn converges for x| < p, diverges forn
xI > P
In our non-archimedean situation we have, in addition, that on 
{x € K : |x| - p} either Z X^x11 is convergent or Z X^x11 is divergent 
at all points of the set. It turns out that our f : X K can be ex­
tended to an analytic function f : V K, where V X and where V has 
the form { x G K :  |x| p} or {x G K : |x < p) for certain p G (0,“].
We have:
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THEOREM 7.11. Let p £ | K | , p ^ 0 and let X ~ {x £ K : | x | _< p }. Then an
1analytic function f : X + K is in BUC (X).
Proof: Let fix) = I A xn (x £ X), Since lira IA ----  n n
n
0 , we have
f (x) < max n x
n < max n
np < 00 for all x £ X, Hence f is bounded
Further, for any h £ X
f (x+h,x)-E n A xn
X m
h max
n>2 n
n-2P
so f is uniformly differentiable. Either 7.2 and 7.3 or a direct proof 
shows that $^f is bounded. It follows that f £ BUC1 (X).
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8« a TIMES CONTINUOUSLY DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
1In Chapter 1 w g have seen that in order to define the space C (X) 
it is more convenient to take {£ : X ■+ K : $ is continuously extendable}
r 1 nrather than If : X K : f' is continuous). We will define here C - 
functions using the same basic idea. First we define difference quotients 
of higher orders:
For n 6 {1,2,...}, let
7nX = { (x, ,x^,... ,x ) € Xn : x. x. whenever i  ^j}.l i n i j
1 2Then V X = X, V X = X * XNi, etc. Since X does not have isolated points, 
VnX is dense in Xn.
n+1Let f : X + K. We define 4» f : V X -*■ K inductively as follows.
n+1$Qf - f, and for any (x1 #x2,— 'xn+i^  ^  ^ X:
V (xl'-"'xn+l) = (xr x2,'1<$„-lf(xr x 3"--'Xn+l,' V l f(x2'JC3'--"xn+l))
%
thWe may call $ f the n difference quotient of f. (It is clear that for 
n = 1 this definition of <i>^f coincides with the one in Chapter 1).
DEFINITION 8.1. Let f : X *+■ K, and let n £ 3N U {0}. We say that f € Cn (X)
if $ f can (uniquely) be extended to a_ continuous function
f on Xn. We say that f € BAn (X) if <f^ f f,... f are n —  - ---£----- —  0 1 n ---
bounded functions. For f E BA (X) we put
~ max $, f . n 1 i
0<i<n
Further, let BCn(X) = BAn(X) H Cn(X)
00
00 nFinally, let C (X) « H C (X) .
n=l
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Before starting an investigation of Cn-functions we first develop
some computational machinery concerning $^f.
LEMMA 8.2. (RULES FOR $ ). Let f,g : X + K and let X,U £ K, n £ IN
I, For (x,y,z,xlf... jX^) £ Vn+2X we have:
(x-y)$nf ( x , y , x ^ + ,xn-l
= (x-z) $ f(x,z,x,f__rx .).n i n-i
XI. $^f is^  a symmetric function of n+1 variables.
Ill, For (x^,... fxn+  ^ t. * ■ € V2n*2X we have
V txl... ............... V l 1 =
n+1
« I (xi-a±) in+1£Ca1 ,...#ai,xi,...,xn+1). 
i=l
IV. $ (Xf+yg) — X$ f + y<& g. n n n
ri+1V. For (x,,...,x , „) € V X we have--- I n+l — ---n
* (fg)U ) - Z *k£(Xl.....*k+1>Vkg(Xk+l.....Vl'k=0
n+lVI. For (x.,... ,x .) £ V X we have   i n+l
n+1
4 f(x1#...,x ~ I H (x,-x ) f(x ). n 1 n+l . ,. 1 j a-i~l ^ 3
1 n+1VII. If f(x) ^ 0 for all x £ X, then with g = — , (x< , ,x .,) € V X— ------ ---------------f I n+l
-1 n
V Cxl ..........W  “  _ f U l > J \ V ( x l " - - ' W V k 9 lxk + l ...........V i 1k=l
VIII. If f is locally constant then $ f = 0 in a neighborhood of 
the diagonal.
IX. 5=5 0 f is. a_ polynomial function of degree <_ n.
1X. If 0 ? X and f(x) = — for all x £ X, then for—   ^ --  x ------ --------------
(x1 (...,xn+1) 6 ?"+1X
n+1 .
V lli - ' V i 1 = |- 1 ) n  ", XI •JU A
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Proof: Most of the rules I-X can be proved by induction. We will make 
some remarks and leave the details to the reader. I is a direct con­
sequence of the definition of $ f- The proof of II runs by induction.
The hypothesis that f^ be symmetric implies the invariance of
4>^ f 'x2 '* * * ,xn+l) un(^ er permutations of *3' ■ - ■'xn+i and xi'x2*
Thus it suffices to show that $ f (x^  ,x^  ,x^,. ..) = an<^
this is a consequence of I. To prove III, write
V (xl'* •’ ,xn+l5“4nf - " an+l> = $nf 'xn+1> (al'x2'* * ‘ 'Xn+1)+
+$ f(a.,x„,. . - ,x ..)-$ f(a,ra_,x,,...)+*.. etc. and use the definition 
n 1 2  n+l n 1 2  3
of v/ VI 9° by induction and VII is an application of V and the
fact that <£ (fg) (x, ,x ,} = 0  for n > 1. To prove VIII, let a E X.n 1 n+l —
There exists 5 > 0 such that |z-a| < <5 implies f(z) = f(a). So if
(x,,...,x ) 6 Vn+*X, |x,-a| < 6 for all i, then fix.) = f(a) for all 1 n+l x x
i, so,by VI, (x^  ,... ,xn4.i^ “ 0* X is straightforward. We finally 
prove IX.
Let X denote the function x *—»- x . By using the product rule V we
arrive easily at $ X = 1 , so if f is a polynomial function of degree
< n, then $ , 4f = 0. Conversely if $ , ,f = 0, then $ f is a constant c,— n+l J n+l n '
so $n(f~cXn) = 0 . By the induction hypothesis, f-cXn is a polynomial 
function of degree < n-1 .
THEOREM 8.3. Let n £ IN. Then BAn(X) is a Banach space with respect to
the norm . Further, we have for f € BAn(X) n ------
I j 1n = max sup{ |<t»kf (xlf... ,xk+1) I : (x^.. . ,xfc+1) £ V  X,
x. -X.
1 D < 1 all i,j}.
Proof: The map f ►-+ (f ,0, f f,.. - f) is a linear isometry of BAn(X) 
n+l k
into II B(V X). (Here, for a space Y, BfiT) denotes the Banach space of 
k=l
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all bounded functions Y ->• K, under the sup norm)- An argument, similar 
to that of 3.16, shows that the image of this isometry is closed in the 
product space.
We prove the second statement by induction on n. If jx-y >_ 1 and 
f G BA1 (X) , then | $ f (x,y) | = | (x-y) 1 (f (x) -f (y)) | <_ j f (x) -f (y) | <_ j | f 
Suppose the statement is true for n-1. Then let f € BA (X),
J P |  I(x1 ,x2,, .. fXn+1) € V X and,say, x^x^ >_ 1. Then | i^f <xx ,x2,... ,xn+1)| «
Cxr x2)_1| l*n-lf(xl'x3'-” 'x„+l)- V l f(x2'x3....xn+ll
||f|| , which proves the theorem« n-1
If f £ C (X) for some n >_ 1, then by rule III we have for
(x.rx_,...,x ,a1 ,*..,a ) G V Xl n 1 n
n
<& f(x ,x ,...,x ) = $ f(a ,...,a )+ E {x -a.)$ f(a1,...,a ,x ,...,x ) n- 1 i d  n n-l l n , . i i n 1 i l nx—1
—  n- 1so that $ , f can be extended to a continuous function $ ,f on Xn-1 n- 1
Thus we see that
(*) C(X) =5 C^X) =3 C2{X) => ...
By a simple continuity argument we may conclude that the rules I, II, IV,
V, VII, VIII, IX, X remain valid for functions f ,g G Cn(X) , where isK,
replaced by and V^X by X^ for all occurring k. It follows that Cn(X) 
is a linear space (IV), closed under products (V) and that locally con-
COstant functions and polynomial functions are in C (X) (VIII and IX) * If
f G Cn(X) for some n and f (x) / 0 for all x G X then —■ G Cn(X) (VII) .r
DEFINITION 8.4. Let f G Cn(X) for some n 1. W<b define for 0 £ j < n
tlrthe j Basse derivative of f b£
D.f(x) = $ f (x,x,. .. ,x) (x G X)3 j
th(For properties of D^f e.g., the connection with the ordinary j 
derivative, see 8,14)»
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nWe first turn to BC (X). Since, for fixed f, n ^ fI I is an increasing n
sequence we derive from (*)
(**) BC (X) DBC^X) 3 BC2 (X) 3
THEOREM 8.5. Let n € IN - With respect to nn, BC (X) is a Banach
algebra under pointwise operations
nProof: The completeness follows from the fact that BC (X) is closed in
BAn (X) and 8.3. (If f ■+ f in norm and f € Cn(X) for all m, thenm m
$ f -*■ $ f uniformly, hence lim $ f exists uniformly and is a con- n m n n m
tinuous extension of $ f : f 6 Cn(X)). Further, for any j with 0 < j < nn — —
j + 1
$.(fg)(x.,...„x. , . ) 1 < max
3  1  3 + 1  -  0 < k < j
$ f k ' 100 4. ,g3-k CO
whence
I ICO (0 < j < n)
from which it follows that
fg|I < Ilf In ““ 1 n n
1 n 1There is a connection between BA (X) and BC (X). If f € BA (X),
then, by rule III, we have for (a^  , *an+i ,x^,. .. ^2n+2X
*nf(xl....xn+l)"*nf<al....V i *  I - f „me 1 n+1 max ♦ l
x. -a. i i
hence is uniformly continuous and it has therefore a continuous
extension $ f to xn+1. So we haven
BA1 (X) => BC1 (X) 3 BA2 (X) => BC2 (X) 3 _ .
and obviously
BC*(X) * n Bcn(x) « n BAn (x)
n n
00 00If X is compact then C (X) - BC (X) , Cn(X) — BCn(X) for all n
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nLEMMA 8.6. Let f G BC (X). Then
= max
Proof: Let 0 k < n. Then for any (x^ ,...,xk+1 ) € Xk for which(8 .3)
xj J 1 f03z all ì f j : I - ,Xk+l ^  ~   ^ / * • • i **
\ Z ix r.../x1)| <_ (III) <
r n ' - ' i + r '  - 1 -'-‘k+r *k~'“i 
k+l - L (x.-x^ ....W
j=2
V l L  {I V i f(xi....w
Now use induction.
: |x, -x. | < 1 all i, j } V | | D f 1 3 ~ K CO
, X  )
nIt is possible to put a natural locally convex topology on C (X) , 
similar to what we defined for C1 (X) in Chapter 5.
For f £ Cn(X) and a compact C c X let
$>.fa. = max {| ( u ) |  : u € C^+1} (0 < i < n)
and
f | | = max { | | $. f |1 * n,C * x 1 r 0 < i < n}*
The seminorms f | f I 1 , where C runs through the (non-empty) com-
v
npact subsets of X define a locally convex topology on C (X). Unless 
otherwise stated we assume Cn(X) to be equipped with this topology, in 
case X itself is compact then BC (X) - C (X) and the above topology
ncoincides with the norm topology. It is easy to prove that C (X) is
complete. We leave the proof to the readeac.
THEOREM 8.7. (TAYLOR FORMULA FOR Cn-FUNCTI0NS). Let f 6 Cn(X). Then
for all x,y G X
f(x) = f(y) + (x-y)Djf(y)+.. . + <x-y)n lDn_1f(y) +
+<x-y) $nf(x,y,y,.,y).
Proof : For n * 1 it is clear. Suppose the theorem is true for n-1.
Then let f G Cn(X). Then also f G cn *(X) and
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Y\ 1£ (x) *= 2 (x-y) 1 D^ fiy) + (x-y) ~ * jf(x,y,.•.,y) for all x,y6 X
i<n-l n
Now? ,f(x,y_ _ ,y)-D ,f(y) = (x-y)$ f(x,y,.„.,y), which proves then- 1 n-l n
theorem.
One may ask vAether there exists a converse of theorem 8.7 in the 
following sense. Suppose we have f : X K such that there exist con­
tinuous functions V ^f,. . . : X K and a continuous : X*X->K 
such that for all x,y £ X
f(x) = f (y) + (x-y)P1f ly) + . . . + (x-y)n *13 f (y)+ (x-y)nR (x,y) .x n- i ii
Then does it follow that f £ C (X)? Lemma 1.6 shows that the answer is
"yes'* in case n - 1. Also for n = 2 the answer is "yes
LEMMA 8.8 . Let f : X -> K and suppose there exists a^ continuous V f : X -*■ K
and a^ continuous R^  : X x x ■+■ K such that for all x ,y £ X
f(x) = f(y)+(x-y)(y)+(x-y)2R2 (x,y).
Then f £ (X) , V^f = R2 x^ 'y  ^ = ^2^X,y o^r X/Y ^  x*
Proof: First observe that f £ C1 (X) , hence 0 f = D^ f. Let a £ X and let 
e > 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that if x-a| < 6, |y-a| < 5 then 
R(x,y)-R(a,a)| < e. Now let |x-a| < <5 , |y~a < 6 , j z—a| < 6, (x,y,z) £V X. 
We prove: | (x t Y tz) -R(a,a) | < e. Without loss of generality we may 
assume max {|x-y| , |x-z|) |y—z | . $^f(x,y) = (x) + (y-x) R2 (y,x), $ i f (*;*) = 
3)^f(x)+(z-x)R2(z,x ), hence
$0f(x,y,z) = (y-z) Si £(x;y)-$ f(x,z)) = (y,x)+3^ R  (z ,x) ,
A X X  y“*z ¿* y-z
s o *2f (x,y,z)-R(a,a) | = |^~(R2 (y,x)-R(a,a) )+~-|-(r2 (z,x)-R2 (a,a) | <_ e
— 3It follows that $ f is continuously extendable to $2f : X -*■ K, hence
2f £ C (X). The rest is easy.
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For n - 3, however, our problem has a negative solution in the fol­
lowing sense
„bisEXAMPLE 8. 8 » There exists a closed X c: ar and an f : X + 0 such
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p --------------------------------------------------  p  ------------------
that f € (X), f' =0, but for which
iim £-(x)-fjy)- = i
(x,y)->-{a,a) <x-y)4
for all a € X. [Thus there is a continuous function
R3 : X2 ■» K such that for all x,y 6 X we have R3 (x,x)=l 
and
f(x) - f(y) + (x-y) R3 (x,y)].
(If f were in C3(X) then (8.14); f"'(x)^3! R3 (x,x) » 6 
Proof: Let which is impossible since f’=0)„
-..... . DO
X = { 2 a pn * £ Z :a €{0,1}}.n n P nn=0
Then X is closed and without isolated points. Define f : X as
follows “ i -a i )
f( Z anpn‘) = E a^p (E anpn' £ X).
n~0
Then |f(x)-f(y)| = |x-y|** for all x,y 6 X, so f £ (X) , f' =0.
Let x,y £ X such that |x-yj = p for some k £ 3N . We will show that
|£i5L±teL - a|
(x-y)
n • n 1 3n *In fact, let x - E a p  y - £b p ' t then f(x)-f(y) = 2 (a -b )p *n n 0>k n n r
.3k! _ , . . 3nl , i i  -3k' i i -3(k+l)
= (ak'bk,p + Z {an n)p = sk \  where I sjJ = p ' l V  I Pn>k
Now (x-y) 3 = ( Z (an-bn)pn * ) 3 = (a^-b^)3p3k‘ + v^ , where |vk | p k. (k+3)^
nlk 3 Since £ {0,1} we have ^ “b^ £ {-1,0,+!} so (a^ -b^ ) * a^-b^.
So we find
s. +if (x) -f (y) _ k **k
, ,3 “ s. +v, (x-y) k k
hence,
f(x)-f(y) j| _ vk| < p-k.k.'
(x-y)^  sk+vk
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(since k k-vk | 1  juj v ¡vj = p~kl(k+3)
K + v J  =  ¡ S J v  K l =  K l =  p _ 3 k i )
We write for s > 3:
fix) = f(y) + (x-y)3+(x~y)S R (x,y) (x,y £ X, x ^ y)
and we show that the Rg defined this way can be extended continuously
—  2 —  to R : X -> K and that R (x,x) = 0  for all x. From above we know: s s
• ^ i k! ^  _ | f (x)-f (y)-(x-y) 3 1  ^_-k.k.' if | x-y ~ p then |------ ----- =£— | <_ o
(x-y)J
TI | f (x) -f (y) - (x-y) 3 | -k.k! i i — (s—3) - (k-s+3) k .1 Hence j------ *------- 1 <_ p . | x-y | = p , so
(x-y)S
3
lim — £1x1— Thus, our function f is in Cn(X) for allQ  p>>m « i ** mu i mi . .x-y*Q (x-y)
n £ IN/ V , f » 0 for i =* 1,2,4,5,... and P_f = 1 , whereas f fails to bel --- --- 3 ------ ---------
-J ^
in C (X). (See 10.1 for the definition of C (X),)
It is not accidental that the above set X turns out to be more or 
less pathological. In Chapter 10 (Theorem 10.7) we will show that we 
do have a "converse" of 8.7 for a wide class of sets X (including the 
open sets) .
To conclude this first chapter on Cn-functions we try to find proofs 
for simple-looking statements such as
- £ £ Cn implies f  £ Cn *
- f £ Cn implies f is n times differentiable and f ^  = — . D f. (We
nl n
should write n .1 f ^  = D f to have any chance since the characteristicn
of K may be ^ 0.)
For functions : IR IR these statements are trivial. In the non-archi- 
medean case however we have to do a little work.
LEMMA 8.9. Let f £ cn *(X) for some n £ IN. Then $ f can be extended to
---------  ----------------------- -------------------------------------  n  --------
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r*f n+1a_ continuous function oil X -^A. {Here,
r»XlA - {(x,x,...,x) E x  : X £ X}}.
Proof: For each i, j with 1 <_ i, j <_ n+l and i f j define
U. , =» { (x. ,. *. ,x .} 6 X : x. ^x.K Then each U. . is open in ij 1 n+l i j ij
n J» 1X and U U. . = X ''•A. Define h. . : U. . ■+ K via
. , 13 ID ijJ. , J
hij(xl.... V l ’ = (xi"xj)_1[in-lf(xl.... xj-l'xj+l.....V l 1 “
V l f(xl'-’-'xi-l'Xi+l....xn+l)]
Then h, . is a continuous extension of $ f. Define $ f(x*,...,x ,.) = ij n n 1 n+l
= h. . (x ,.,. ,x i) whenever (x, ,... ,x ,) £ U . It is an easy matter 30 * n+i 1 n+l ij
to show that i^f is well-defined. Since for each i,j (i ^ j, l<i#j<n+l) ,
rw a fv$ flu.. = h.. is continuous and U.. is open, we have that $ f is n 1 30 ¿D ±3 n
continuous.
COROLLARY 8.10. Rule III of 8.2 has the following extension. If f € Cn(X)
n+l n+lthen for all (x^, . . * £  X , (a^,...ran+ )^ £ x
*nf (xl" " ,xn+l^  -*n^al'" ‘' ,an+l)
= * (xi-ai)?n+lf<al'-"'ai'xi....xn+l>i
x.^ a. i i
2n+ 2Proof: The formula is true for (x^  fX^,, *. - 'xn+l ,al' “ ’ 'an+l^  ^  ^ X*
Both the left and right hand side of the formula defines a continuous
2n+2
function on {(xi'x2'*'*,xn+l'ai'a2''“*'an+l^  ^ X 1 Xi ^ ai f°r a 1 1  
i}. Because of
/w
lira. i f * • * f m  •" f*n+i) iini /»■ * 9  ^ 7 f * * *^ n+1 ^
xi+ai xr ai
®nftal ' " " ai'xi+l""'xn+l5) = 0
it follows that both the left and right hand expression is continuous 
2n+2on X
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LEMMA 8.11. Let f : X ■+ K and n £ IN U {0}. Then f E Cn (X) if and only
if for each a € X
lim ($ fIVn+*X)(x.,...,x, . , . n I n+lx^  j  ^ * * «/a)
exists.
Proof: We only need to prove the "if" part of the lemma. For n = 0 it 
is trivial. Suppose n > 1 and let f be such that the limit mentioned
above exists
There exists 6 > 0 such that ( x . £ V x, Ix.-a.I <5 for all1 n+l 1 i l1
2ni implies |$nf(x^,...#xn+i)| 1. For any (p^  ,...,Pn#q^,...fqn) £ V X 
for which |PjL“a-jJ < <  ^f°r 1» we have by rule III
*n-lf (pl' ’ ” ,pn)_i>n-lf (ql' *' ’ I -
E ^p i”qiJ4nftpl'** *'Pi'qi '*4 *'qn+l*l —  max Ipi“qiI *
n 1Hence $ ,f is uniformly continuous, and hence f € C (X). By 8.9 wen-l
rv H+ 1can extend $ f continuously to a continuous $ f : X V*A. Define i> fn n n
as follows
if(a,a,...) ~ lim (* f | Vn+1X) <x, .. ,x )
( x 1 # . . .  / X n + 1 ) - ^ - ( a 1 , . . .  ' a n + 1 ) n  n
(a £ X)
— n+l —Then $ f ; X K and it is an easy matter to show that $ f is con-n n
tinuous.
We say that an f : X -+ K is a spline function of degree < n if 
for every a € X there is a neighborhood U of a such that f|u is a 
polynomial function of degree n. Since 8.11 tells us that "f £ Cn (X)" 
is a local property we have
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COROLLARY 8.12. Let f : X + K. If f is locally Cn (C°°) then f £ Cn(X)
flft OO(C (X)). Ir^  particular, spline functions are in C (X)
For an f £ Cn *(X) (where n > 1) we denote by $ f the continuous— n
n+lextension of $ f to V X'sk (see 8.9). For such f, maken 1 n- 1
sense and we have
n—1 n+iLEMMA 8.13. Let f £ C (X) and let (x x , 4 ) £ V X - For 1 < i < n
--- — ----* i n+l — —
define S. = {(x, ,x. ,...,x. ) £ X : < j„ <«..< , <
-----  l 'n  \  3 2 V l  “  n+1
and (1,2,... ,i+l} = {j ^ ,j2,.. . i3n+i^ * Then we have for 
1 < i < n
IV$ (D f) (x. . . ,x _ ) ~ S $ f(u). i n—i I i+l nu£S.i,n
xi nBefore starting with the proof we observe that n - (^). Lemma 8.13 
says for example
(D ,f) (x,y) = % £  (x,y,y,... ,y) +* f (x,x,y f. ..(y)+...+* f(x,x,. .. ,x,y)1 n—l n n n
(x 7* y)
$2 (Dn_2f) (x,y,z) « $nf (x,... ,x,y,z)-H>nf (x,... ,x,y,y,z)+...
^ 3(x,y,z,z,..„ ,z) ((x,y,z) £ V X)
$n-liDlf5 (xl'* *‘'Xn* = ^ nf(xl' X1 ' X2'" “ ,xn**$nf ixl fX2 ' x 2 ,X3'*'* 'Xn*+ * ’ *
+<& f (x. ,x_,... ,x ,x ) ( (x. , -.. ,x ) £ VnX) n 1 2 n n 1 n
2Proof : We first prove the lemma for i = 1. Let (x,y) £ V X. Then
(D ,f)(x,y) = (x-y) 1 (D .f(x)-D 1 f (y) ) =1 n-i n-i n-i
“ (x-y) _1 (¥ f (x,x,... ,x)-$ ■1f(y/Yi.--fy>) - (8.10) -n—1 n—l
* (x-y) 1 (x-y)($nf(x,y,y,...,y)+$nf(x,x,y,...,y) + ...+$nf(x ,x,..*,x,y) ) . 
Next we prove 8.13 by induction on n. For n = 1 we have i = 1, so we 
are done. Now suppose we have shown 8.13 for l,...rn-l. Let f £ C11 * (X) , 
and let 2 < i < n. We have
$. . (D .f)(x0,x_,-..,x.x1)) » (induction hypothesis) = i-l n-i i 3 i+i
= (x.-x0) Z i> tf(u) - E $ ,.f(u))#/•% i»— n-iu€A ucB
where
A = { (x. )€xn : j 2<^  .. <j n and {1,3,4,... ,i+l}={^ , j2,.!. , j^ }}
3 1  " n  nB =* { (x. ,... ,x. ) £X : j1<j0<.. . <1 and {2,3,4,...,i+1 }={ j , j ,... , j }}.
i. ~\ i— ¿r~ — n j. ¿. nJ1 Jn
The replacement by x2 induces a bijection of A onto B. Let
u = (x^,x^,..,,Xj,u^ +1,...) be an element of A and u' - <x2'x2'* * *,X2,uk+l' 
be its corresponding element of B. (Suppose that x^  occurs k times in u). 
Then by 8*10
4» ~~ -r * J(u)-<fr (u1) = (x,-x„)L^  f (x. ,x_,... ,x0,.. .) + rW n- 1 l z n l ^ c
f (Xj ^ X| / X 2  / • * • fX2 f * t «) + ** • +$ j ^ 2  ^  ^ “
= (x.-xj I $ f(t),
1 2  tEA nu
n+1where A is the set consisting of all (x. ,x. fx. ) € X such that
U 3 l 32 Jn+1
jj ^ j 2 ;S* • *1 . jn+| and tjji j2# - - * =  ^ and such that
the sum of the number af times x^  and x2 occur is k+ 1 , and
(x. , ...,x ) = (vl ,.--,u ). Thus 
k+2 n+1 ni+1 n
(D .f) (x,,...,*.,.) ~ Z T. $ f(t) ~ Z $ f(t).
1 n_1 1 1+1 u6a t£A n tea. nu i,n
Lemma 8.13 has several useful corollaries. First our expected
THEOREM 8.14. Let f £ Cn(X). Then for 0 < i < n we have D.f £ Cn-1 (X)
and if i+j <_ n
D.D.f = (i+j)D_ .f
1 3 1 i+:
f is n times differentiable and for 0 < i < n we have
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Proof: We just proved the formula
a;(*) 4» (D ,f) - Z '* f(u) (» E * f(u)).i n-x 1 x+l n nu€s. utS.1,11 i ,n
Since f € Cn(X) , the right hand expression defines a continuous function
on X , so $>. (D .f) can be extended to a continuous function on Xi n-x
This means that D , f € (X)« If in (*) we take limits forn-x
(x^,.. - (a,a,...,a) for each a 6 X we arrive at
D.D 4f = #S. .D f = (?)D f. x n-i xin n i n
(If i+j < n then f E C^+^(X). Similarly, we get D.D.f = (^ T^ )D. . f).
—  1 j i i+j
That D.f « f  is clear. If n > 1 then D. f is differentiable and 
1 1
f" = D^D^f = (^)D2f. With induction we obtain f*“ = i.'D^ f for 0 i <_ n.
COROLLARY 8.15. If f 6 Cn(X) then f' 6 C^ " 1 (X) (n € IN).
The next corollary we need in Chapter 10, but it seems the right
n-'1place to state it here. For f 6 C (X) define
rv/
P2f(x,y) - *nf Cx,x,y,... ,y)
<x,y) £ V X
/VPnf{x,y) = $nf(x,x,...,x,y)
LEMMA 8.16. Let f 6 c"“1 (X) jmd let ... p„f be as above. Then
D^f £ Cn  ^(X) ,.. . ,D^_^f € C(X) and we have for 1 < i < n-1
n S~*I
$iÌDn-ifì ÎX'X' “ 'X'y) = 1 W psfix'y)-s=l
Thus lemma 8.16 says the following
^  (Dn_1f)(x,y) = pxf(x,y)+p2f(x,y) + +Pnf(X/y)
?2 (Dn_2f) (x,x,y) - <J)p2f (x,y) + (^ )p3f (x,y)+.. . + (ni1) pRf (x7y)
(x?^)
in*$n_1 (D1f)(x,...,x,y)= C 2)pn-lf(x'y) + tn-2,pnf(x'y)
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n-2Proof of lemma 8.16. Clearly D1 f G C (X) etc. Hence 4>. (D f) makes -----------------  1 i n-i
sense for 1 <_ i <_ n and it is a matter of a little counting to show 
that (using 8.13)
(D .f)(x,x,...x,y) =i n—i lim(x^  / -.» )-*(x,x, • - • »y)
n s—1 = I c  7)P f (x,y).
s-1 i- 1 s
®iiDn-*if) • ^ i+i^
__ «
With the help of 8.13 we can also conclude that D^  : BCn(X) -J-BC 1 (X) 
is a continuous map. Indeed, if f € BC (X) we have by 8.13
$ .(D.f) n-i i < I |$ f| | <00- - 1 * Jl M OO - n
I l v
vis | U, f < f Iii k 00 — 1 n (0 < k < n)PM| 1 nfc
and consequently t by **CO
Id. f | 1 1 1 n-i ~ max 0<k<n-i
|d, D.f | M V 1 k i 1 00 II® .(D.f)1 1 n-a. i 00
< max 1 .k+i. _I 1 ' i )Dk+ifl1 v | | f | | <leo 11 1 1 n —
0<k<n-i n
_ _______  v
We leave it to the reader to show that also D. : C (X) ->■ C (X) is 
continuous. We have
THEOREM 8.17. Let 0 < i <_ n. Then the map
D. : BCn(X) ** BCn“1 (X) 1
is continuous, |[d^ < 1 .
n n-iAs in Chapter 4 we may ask wether : C (X) + C (X) is surjec- 
tive, in particular D^ . In general the answer is "no": if the charac-
n n-1teristic of K is p ^ 0 then surjectivity of : C (X) C (X) would 
imply surjectivity of : C^ (X) C(X) , but, as we have seen in 8.14
0 ~ p.'D = D^ . Vie will investigate the problem in Chapter 11.
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The next lemma will turn out to be helpful for the problem of 
finding a converse of theorem 8.7, It reduces a problem in n+1 
variables into a problem in only two variables (See 10.7).
n— 1LEMMA 8.18. Let f £ C (X) and let p ^ f, „.. *Pnf defined as in 8.16.
n+lLet (x^  ,... #xn+i) G X '"■A. Let S be_ the set of all triples 
(i,j,k) for which i,j £ {1 ,...,n+l}, k G {l,„T.,n}, x. £ x.
J- J
Then there exists a map s »—*■ A of S into K such that ---------------------s —  ---------- - -------
V (xl....W  = Xi(3 ,kpkf<xi'*3)(i,;j,k)£S
and for which
£ A = 1, |A | < 1 for all S. (Of course, the A_ depend 
s€S 3 S S
—  txl',','xn+l)-
Before giving a proof we will first state some corollaries in order 
to awake some interest for this technical lemma.
1COROLLARY 8.19. Let f 6 C (X). Then f € Cn(X) if and only if there
exists a function : X K such that for all a € X 
and for all k £ {l,...,n}
lim p^f(x,y) = 4» (a).
(x,y)-*(a,a)
xyiy
Proof: The "only if" - part is trivial. To show "if", let a £ X and 
e > 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for all x,y G X, x y,
0 < |x-a| < 6, 0 < y-a < 6 we have (p^f (x,y) -<f> (a) < e {k = l,...,n). 
Let ^ 7 x such that |xj_~al < fi for all i. Then, by lemma
8.18,
< max 
~  if
p f(x.,x.)-iji(a) | < e. Now apply 8.11
K 1 j
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nCOROLLARY 8.20. Let f £ BA (X) (n > 1). Then
|Pufi$ f - max , , .nil® ' k 'l<k<n
^Proof: We observed earlier that f £ BA (X) implies f £ BC (X)
By lemma 8.18 we then have ((x^,... 'xn+j) ^ ^n+1X)
$ f(x. ,x < maxn 1 n+1 1 — ,k pkf IL-
so i I I« 1. max I Ico* T^e °PPosit:e inequality is trivial
Jc
Corollary 8.20 enables us to show that the spline functions of degree 
< n form a dense subset of BCn (X), Cn(X) respectively (compare 5.2).
nFor f £ BC (X) we have by 8.7
f(x) ~ f (yJ + ix-yjD^(y) + .. . + (x-y)n”1Dn^1f (y)+(x-y)np^(x,y) (x
Define
fV
n max
0<i<n-l D ifI L v
n(f £ BC (X))
Clearly fI I < I IfI I . But we have 1 ' n — 1 1 1 1 n
nTHEOREM 8.21. Let f £ BC (X). Then
f|
r*j
— max D f|| . . n _ . ■1 i 11n-i 0<i<n
Proof: For 0 < i < n we have I ID. f I I . < I ID. f I . < | I f I ----  — — l 1 n-x — 1 1 x 1 n-i — 1 * 1 .< I Ifn-i —
To prove the opposite inequality we proceed by induction on n. For
n = 1 it follows from the definition that 1 f! C  for f £ BC1 1
Now suppose 8.21 is correct for k < n. Let f £ BC (X). For 0 <_ x <_ n- 
we see that | |D f [ | <_ | |D,f| | . , so by 8.6 what remains to prove is1» oo —— x n-i
that 1 1$ f I 
t i n  1 CO
max j | D^f | ^  We obviously have for 1 i <_ n-1
0<i<n
< | D .f . #00 — 1 I n-! 3.
and,by the induction hypothesis,
,y £ x).
(x).
l
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D .f n-i . < max I D . D , f I ! 7 . < i f... .. 1 j n-L 1 1 i-j — 0<3<i
max I Id , f I I
0<k<n n'k
fV
From 8.16 it follows that we can write successively Pn_]^'Pn
as linear combinations of p f and the 4>. (D . f) , where the coefficientsn l n-i
are in the unit disc of K. By symmetry Pxf = p f i I ♦
o o  n  0 0
$ f n ' ’ 00 max | 1 p f | L  1  max | | $ CD f ) l<k<n l<i<n-l 00 Pnf <x>
<_ max 
0<i<n
D.fx
^ > 
n-i V H plf 00 <_ max 
0<i<n D.fir <x 1 1n-i
THEOREM 8.22. Let f € C (X) and £ > 0. Then there is a spline function
9 ^ n (i.*®.» 9 locally £i polynomial function
of degree < n) such that f-g 6 BCn(X) and | |f-g n < e.
If Df = D f -...= D f = 0 for some i G {l,...,n} then —  x x-r1 n -------  ----
g can be chosen to be of degree < i-1 .
COROLLARY 8.23. The spline functions of degree <_ n in BCn {X) (Cn(X))
form a^ (sequentially) dense subset of BCn (X) (Cn(X)). 
I£ VK) - o the locally constant functions form a^ 
dense subset of {f G BCn(X) : f' ~ OK
Proof of 8.22: For each a G X there is a ball B_(r) = {x G X : jx-a■ - — ------------------------------------- Si
1(where r G such that for all . 6 B (r)J l n+1 cl
(<& f(xir...,x ,,) -D f (a) I < e n l n+i n
< r}
(*)
$ D,f(x1f...,x )-D iDif<a) n-i i l  n n-i 1 < £
*lDn-lf *X1'X2* ~ DlDn-lfia) < £
D f (x, ) - D f (a) I < £ n l n
(By 8.14, D±f G Cn-x (X) ). The B (r) form a covering of X and there is a&
disjoint subcovering B, = B (r.), where i runs through some index set I
1 dt 1  X
We define the function g : X + K as follows. For each i € I, let
g(x) = f(a.)+(x-a.)D f(a.)+-..+(x-a.)nD f(a.)  ^ x x 1 x x n x (x € B.),x
Then clearly g is locally a polynomial function of degree < n, and if
D . f = . . . = D f - 0  for some i then the x n
f G Cn(X) we have by the Taylor formula (8.7) for x G B
of g is < i-1. Since
f(x) = f(a.)+(x-a.)D.f(a.) + . . (x-a.)n *D f(a.)+(x-a.)n$ f(x,a.x x l x x n- i i  x n x
Hence, for x G : |f(x)-g(x)
r?.e < e. So: | |f-g| 00 < e.
We have also the Taylor formula for D^f for x G
n-2 D D,f(a )+ n-2 1 xD.f(x) ~ D, f (a, ) + (x-a.)D,D f(a )+--+ (x-a.)1 l i  x l l i  i
n  _
+ (x-ai) ^n-lDlf lx'aj/aj/... ) « (by 8.14) = (a^ +2 (x-a^ ) D2f (a^ ) +
O ¥1 1+(n-1)(x-a,)n D 1f(a.)+(x-a.) $ D,f(x,a.,...) =x n- 1 x x n- 1 1 x
n — 1 —- D1g(x) + (x-a ) (0 D f(x,a ,...)-n D f(a )).1 x n-l 1 i n i
Hence |D^f(x)-D^g (x) ] = (x-a.) x
n-1 $ Af(x,a ,...) -D D f(a ) n-i l i n-1 1 i
n- 1< r^~ .e < e. It follows that | ¡D^f-D^g \m < e. Going on this way we
arrive at
D g(x)-D.f (x) | <_ r? 3e
9 I
(x G B. ) (0 <_ j n-1)
Our first aim is to show that ||f-g|| < e (see the remarks following
8.20). To prove this we only have to show p^f-p^g 00 < e. First let
x,y G . Then P1g(x,y) = D^ia^, p^f^y) = (x,y fy,... ,y) . By (*) 
we find |p^g(x,y)-p^f(x,y)[ < e. Now suppose x G b^ , y £ B. where i ^ 
and put r = r^
PjfOoy) =
P^te/V) =
v r.. Then since j
n- 1  
- Z
s=0 n- 1(x-y) "(g(x) - j;
s=0
(x-y) n(f(x)
-n
(x-y) Dgf(y))
(x-y) D g(y))¿3
we have |p^ (x,y)-P1g(xfy) | £
x-y | n ( | f (x)-g(x) | v| f (y)-g (y)| v smax x-y
l<s<n-l
D f(y)-D g(y) )
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NOW X-yI > r, |f(x)-g(x)| < r?e < rne, |f(y)-g(y)| < rne < rnE. For~ — X — “ 3 -
s > 1 :
j- / \ / \ ! n-s n-s _D f(y)-D g(y)j < r. e < r e. Hence we have
|pjf (X/yJ-p^ix^) < z .
So far, we have proved: if f £ Cn(X), e > 0, and B. = B (rJ) form a*-- 1 ci. 1 ~ —
1
disjoint covering of X such that we have (#) on each B., then lf-g ln < E<
where
g (x) =
n
Z (x-a )SD f(a.).
•  P L  i S 13=0
«
Now let j € {0,...,n}. Then D.f £ C11 3 (X) and for x^ . ,x . ,, £ B. n-3+l x
we have
$ .D .f (x* ,... ,x •. « ) —D . D , f ( a. ) I < e n-j 3 1' n-3+1 n-3 j i
D .D.f (x,) - D .D.f {a. ) I < e n-*3 3 1 n-3 3 x
(Obviously, by lemma 8.13, $ ,D.f(x.,..„,x .,«) = E 4 f(u), where inn—3 3 1 n-^ 3+1 n
the last sum are (.)
3
have u_ £ B. for all s x
ns £ {l,...,n+l}. But D .D.f(a.) = (7)D f(a.).n-j j x 3 n i
By (*>/ we have $ f(u)-D f(a.)l < e. Hence (**) is a consequence of (*)1 n n x 1
(via 8.13)).
Applying the first result of the above proof for D^f instead of f we
arrive at
/OD ,f-g 
3 n-D
where g is defined as
g(x) = D.f(a.)+(x-a.)D.D f(a.)...(x-a.)n .f(a.)3 x i 1 3 x x n-3 x (x £ B, ) .X
rssBut g is nothing else but D^ .g as an easy computation shows. Hence we
I I /’SJD.f-D.g . < £ for all j £ {0,„..,n}. Theorem 8.21 then
3 3 n*~j
tells us that f-g n < e.
i
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COROLLARY 8.24. C (X) is dense in cn (X), for every n
oo nBC (X) is_ dense in BC (X), for every n
COProof: Spline functions are in C (X) .
We still owe the reader a
11+1Proof of lemma 8.18. Let P be the set of all (x^,. .. ^ x A
n+1for which 8,18 is correct. Let R. = {(x.,.-.,x ,,) € X S-A:tf{x,,..„fx .}i 1 n+1 1 n+1
n+1= i). Then X ''-A = U R. and the R. are disjoint. We will show by ^  ^ din
induction that R. c: p (i « 2,...,n+1). If u £ Rn then $ f(u) equalsi 2 n
p^iS/t) for some i, some s,t £ X, so obviously R^  c P.
Now suppose R^_^ c p* Choose z^,z^ £ X,  ^z^ anc* consider the set
A = A {z . ,z ^ ) of all elements (x.,...^ ,,) £ R. such that1 2  i n+i i
z^ ,z^ £ (x^ r .../Xn+j} and such that z^ -z^ j ~ max jx.-x.|wSince every
n i,j 1 11 
element of R^  lies in A(2 ,^z^ ) for some 2 ,^z^  we are done if we can
prove: A c p. For u 6 A, let a . (u) be the number of times z. occurs
3 j
in u (j = 1,2),and let 0 (u) = tr^ Cu)+a^(u)• A^  = {u £ A : a(u) = k}.
Then A = U A. . We now prove by induction A, cz P.
k>2
If u £ A , then we may assume u = (z ,z ,z ,...} where z, ^ z. (i ^ 1)6 1 j 1 x
and 7^ (i / 2) , Then by 8.2. I
(z1“z2)^nf (z i ' z 2 f 4 55 (zl"z3^nf izl,z3,z3+* * *) + iz3"z2)^ ’nf (Z2,Z2/Z3I ’ * 
Hence
$ f(u) = J:— 1 $ (V) + — — - £ (w) = X * (v) + y ? (w) 
n zi‘"z 2 n zl" z 2 n n n
where v,w £ R._w X+y =»1, |x| £ 1, |y| 1. By our assumption R. . c: p 
we see u £ P. Thus, c= p. Suppose A^  ^c: p, and let u £ A^ . Then we
may assume
where occurs 1 times, z^  occurs m times and where 1+m - k. We write
-9 6
for simplicity:
Again we have:
Z  J _ -  Z  _ J'y_/ . 1 3 ~ 1  m-1 . 3 2 ~ 1-1 m .$ f (U) - — — . $ f (Z z ,zv z ,...} + -- —  $ f (z ,2-,zv z,,...)
n 1 2  3 3 zl~ 2 2 3 3
= X <£f (v) + vi  ^f (w),n
where X+p = 1, |x| <_ 1, | u |  1 an^ where either v £ R. , (in ease m
or v £ A . In any case, v £ P. Similarly/ w £ P. Thus u £ P, i.e.,
X
A, CP. k
Note. The definition of Cn(X) and some theorems can be found in [1J.
>
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9. LOCAL INVERTIBILITY OF ^-FUNCTIONS
Let n >_ 1 and let f £ cn(X) and suppose f1 (a)  ^0 for some a € X.
Then we have shown already (1.7) that there is a neighborhood U of a
-1 -1  such that f is injective on U. f : f (U) ■+ U is continuous so f is
a C^-function (by 1.8). Our problem here is to show that actually 
l ƒ!f £ C . Classically this is very easy: one just differentiates
-1f o g(x) = x and one gets g! (x) ~ (f'(g(x)) . By the induction hypo­
thesis g £ Cn * and since also f* € Cn * it follows that g 1 = —  isy f o g
in Cn *. Then g € Cn. But it is just this very last conclusion that 
cannot be drawn in the non-archimedean case.
LEMMA 9.1. Let f : X + K. be_ injective and let g : f (X) X be_ its
inverse. For n £ W (n >_ 2) , define to be_ the set of the
n+1following functions, all defined on V f(X):
(x1 (...(xn+1) (ij < i2)
(X1....Xn+1> ** i2S(Xi 'Xi 'Xi 1 (il 4 L2 < 13 )
txi....V l 1 ^  V i 9'*!,....xi> (il " V---* V
i  n
and
(x1,.. ,,xn+1) *-* $1f(g(xi ) ,g { x ± )) (ix < ±2)
1 2
(x.,,...,x ..) $ f(g(x ) ,.. . ,g(x. )) (i < i <...< i ) 
1 n+l n - l i ,  i 1 2 n1 n
(Xj^  ... ,xn+i) f (gCXj) »9(x j)) .
Let be_ the ring, generated by the elements of S^ .
Then g £ R ,---  n^  n
Proof: We first show that i^g £ R^ - We have the identity 
i>2g(x1 fX 2 / )  = -$2f(gix^ ) ,g(x2) ,g (x ^ )) i‘1g(x1 ,x2) i^gix^ ,x3)
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for all (x^,x2,x3) € V X, Hence <&2g is a product of functions in S2 
i.e., 4>2g  ^R2” A simple inspection tells us that if h €  ^then 
the function
n+l(Xj,... ,xn+1) *-► ,xn) {(x1 . * /xn+1) ev xi
is in S . It is also true if we replace S . ,S by R . ,R respec-n L n- 1 n 2 n-1 n
tively.
H+lNow suppose 9.1 is correct for n-1. Then for (x^,...,xn+ )^ £ V X: 
$ng(x1(...,xn+1) = (x1^ 2)"1($n_1g(x1,x3,...,xn+1)-in_lg(x2,x3,...xn+1))
The induction hypothesis states that g^ € R^ ^. Thus, we are done if
we can prove: if h £ R 4 then Ah £ R , wheren- 1 n
-1
Ah(x^, - - -  ^ 88 x^ i“ x2^  (h(xj / * * * /  ^ X^2 ,X3 * *" * 9 Xn+1 ^  ^
To show this, consider the set B ~ {h € R , : Ah £ R }« We must prove:n- 1 n
B = R . We will do this by showing that B is a ring containing S 1 . n~1 n-i
A is a linear map, so it is clear that B is an additive group. Let
n+lh,t £ B. Then we have for (x«,...,x ,.) £ V X1 n+l
A(ht)(x1 f...,xn+1) = t(x1 ,x3,.../xn+1 )Ah(x1 ,x2,,..,xn+1) +
+ h(x2,x3,...,xn+1)At(x1 #x2,...#*n+1)•
By a previous remark (x^,...,x^ + )^ *—*■ t(x^  ,x3, . . . and
{x,,... ,x h(x„rx_,... ,x , A) are in B * Since h,t £ B we have1 n+l l 3 n+l n
Ah,At £ R^ . Thus A(ht) £ R^ i.e. ht £ B, Therefore, B is a ring. We
now must prove S . c: B. Let h £ S . be of the first type i.e.
* n- 1 n- 1
h (x. , -.. ,x ) *= *.g(x. ,. .. ,x, ) (1 < j < n-2)
1 n J il ^ + 1 “  “
Then if 1 £ {i1 ,...,i^+1} then h(x1 ,x3,...rxn+1) = h(*2,x3,.../xn+1) t
so 0 = Ah £ R . If 1 £ {i._ _ ,i..} then i. = 1 and forn l 3+i l
(x,y,x2,... ,xn> £ Vn+1X we have
3
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h(x,x_,„.»,x) =  ^. 9 (x ,x. )#
1 2 j+1
h(y ,x~,—  ,x ) - $ .g(y,x , . . . , x  )
2 " 3 >-2 ij+1
hence
Ah (X/Y/X^ , «,. fX ) — $ , *C[ (x fY fX, , * *. f x ) +2 n ]+l i2 ij+1
Thus Ah € implying h £ B.
If h is of the second type i.e.,
h (x.,..,,x ) = 4> ,f (g(x. ) ,... ,g (x. )) (1 j £ n-1)
1 n 3 1 xj+l 
then again Ah - 0 if 1 ? { i^  ,... , ij^ j } ■
Jl + 1If 1 - i^  then for [x,y ,x.^r. , .  ,k ^) £ V X we have
h(x,x„,,. , ,x ) » # .f (g(x) ,g(x. ),...,g(x )) 
z n 3 1 2 j+1
h(y7x„,...,x ) = $ .f(g(y),g(x ),...,g(x )) 
e. n 3 i2 i
hence
Ah(x,y,x0,... ,x ) = $ ,f(g(x),g(y),g(x, ),...,g(x ))$4g(x,y)
£ n j*** -**2
It follows that Ah, being a product of two S^~functions, is in R^ 
which implies h € B.
THEOREM 9.2. (LOCAL INVEKTIBILITY OF Cn-FUNCTIONS) . Let f € Cn(X} and
let f 1 (a) 5^ 0 for some a € X, Then there is a neighborhood 
U of a (a £ U c x) such that f : U f (U) in a bijection.
The inverse g : f (U) + U is in Cn (f(U)).
Proof: For n-1, see Lemma 1.8. Suppose the theorem is true for n-i. 
Let f £ C (X) , f1 (a) ^ 0. By the induction hypothesis we have a 
neighborhood U of a such that
g : f(U) -* U
n _  |
is in C . We apply Lemma 9.1 to f and g, defined on U, f(U) respec­
tively. Hence $^g £ R^ . R^  consists of functions that are continuously
l  ^extendable to V f(U). Hence $^g has a continuous extension to f(U)
g € Cn(f(u)).
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00COROLLARY 9.3. Let f 6 C (X). If a local inverse of f is continuous
COthen it is in C .
We will use tricks, similar to those of 9.1, to show that the 
composition of two Cn-functions is again Cn.
LEMMA 9.4. Let g : X -*• K be_ continuous, let Y o g(X) be_ a_ set without
isolated points, and let f : Y K be in Cn(Y) . Let 5_^ be----  -v- —  11 n •
n+1the set of the following functions, all defined on V X
<xlf...,xn+1) ,x. ) (i1  < i2)
JL 2
(x1 ,. ..fxni1) »■ $0g(x. /X , x. ) (i 1 < i„ < ijX n+ 1 2 1 4 x_ X 2 j1 2  3
txl....V l 1 ®ng<Xl....V l 1
and
( X j . ,xn+1) +-*■ S^figtx^ ),g(xi )) (i1 < ±2)
(xir...,xn+1) $nf (gtx^ ,...,g(xn+1)).
Let be the ring, generated by the elements of S^ .
Then $ (fog) 6 R 1 *---  n n
Proof: First observe that the set S' is well-defined, since g is continuous
---------------  n
and f € C (X). For n = 1 we have
i^fog) (x^xj) = Oj^ f (gfx^ ) rg(x2) )i1g(x1 #x2> ((x^x^ £ V2X)
so that 0^(f o g) £ RJ. For the induction step, we may proceed just as
in the proof of 9.1: It suffices to show that if h £ R* * then Ah £ R*,n-i n
and the methods to do this are the same as in 9.1 and will be omitted.
THEOREM 9.5. Let g £ Cn(X) , f £ cn (Y) where g (X) c Y. Then fog£cn(X),
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Proof: Observe that all the functions in S' (hence in R‘) are con----  n n
n+ \tinuously extendable to X .By 9.4, 0 (fog) £ R' hence con-n n
tinuously extendable: f o g € Cn(X).
00 00«A/COROLLARY 9.6. Composition of C -functions are C -functions
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10. THE SPACE Cn<X). IS Cn (X) = CD (X)?
In order to answer the question under which circumstances for 
f : X K having a Taylor formula up to order n implies f E Cn(X) (see 
the remarks following 8,7) we introduce the spaces Cn(X).
DEFINITION 10.1. Let f : X + K and let n € 3N. We sa^ that f G Cn (X)
if there exist functions f,...,P , f : X K and a ---------------------- 1 ' n- 1 ----
continuous function R f : X*X + K such that for all
-------------------------------------------------------- n  ---------------------- - --------------------------------
x,y £ X
n- 1
(*) f (x) - f(y) + 2 * (x-y) XV. f (y) + (x-y) nR f (x,y) .
i=l 1
We see that, given f 6 Cn(X) the functions t^f and R f are uniquely 
determined. (This fallows by a simple induction argument). Less trivial 
is the following
LEMMA 10.2. Let f G C (X). Then P^f, . . . are continuous.
Proof : From (*) we obtain (take lim) that f is continuous. Thus the map
xr+y
(x,y) (x-y) £^f (y) +.. .4- (x~y)n (y)
is continuous. It is a polynomial in x of degree <_ n-1 with coefficients
that are functions of y. The coefficient of x is D ,if(y), That V ,£n— i n—l
is continuous and, by the same token also V V ,£ follows from:
n-z 1
ri“"lLet î X -* K. If (x,y) ► aQ (y) +ct^  (y)x-K. •+<* ]_ (y)x
is continuous then the are continuous.
(Proof: choose x4,__,x such that x.  ^x. whenever i £ j and x. ^ 0I n i j i
for all i. Then
1 x1 . . . Xj" 1 \ / Cy) \ f ^(y)
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where fo are continuous functions. Since the matrix is invertible,
1
the a. are continuous), i
For f € Cn (X), put (compare 8.21)
fl I" = max{| If I | , | |0.f| L,-.-, |\V ,f | I , | |R fn M °° 1 lo° 11 n- 1 1 lfl0 1 ri 00
n(If f € BC (X) this definition coincides with the one given previously),
,nand let BC (X) be the space of all f for which ,nf I I < ®. Then BC“(X) i i n
is a Banach space with respect to n
LEMMA 10.3. C1(X) = C1 (X), C2(X) = C2 (X); BC1(X) = BC1 (X), BC2(X) = BC2 (X)
and 1 I I [ l~ -  1 1
1 =  ' 1 ! ; 1 ‘ 1 2 - I 1 . In general we have
C1 (X) 3 C2 (X) 3 ...
BC1 (X) ^  8C2 (X) 3 . . .
Cn(X) c Cn(X) for all n 
BCn (X) c BCn(X) for all n, and f IV < Ilf forn — 1'n --
nall f € BC (X).
Proof: The first three equalities are clear from the definitions or
8.8. In the proof of 8.8 it is shown that for f € C (X): ^2f (x ,y ,z ) is
a convex combination of R f(y,x) and R f(z,x), so ||$nf
09 Ilf . It
follows that
,n+l
A/
2*
Let f € C“,‘1(X)t Then (with R^fiX/y) = V^f (y) + (x-y) ^ n+ f^ (y)) we see
that for all x,y 6 X : f(x) = f(y) + (x-y)V f(y)+...+ (x-y)n *V .f(y) +l n~i
+(x-y)nR^f(x,y), hence f € Cn(X). Since
■n+1
I
n+1 — 1 nf, we have
iiT* i tj nalso BC (X) c: BC (X). The last two statements follow from 8.7 and
8.21 respectively.
nFor (x.,...,x ) G V X we define C , .
1 n (x^ ... ,xn)
x. -x. 
sup 3
xk“xl
1 < i,j,k,l < n, k  ^1 }
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LEMMA 10.4. Let be_ the set of all symmetric functions f : X S'A -* K
satisfying
(x-y) f (x,y,x^,.. • ,x jj + iy-zjf (y,z,x2, *.. »x ~
= (x-z)f(xrz,x1 .-,x .)l n—1
— 2(whenever meaningful) , For f £ , let f : V X -> K be 
defined via
f(x,y) « f(x,x,...,x,y) ((x,y) £ V2X).
Let n > 3, f £ H , (x ,...,x ) £ Vnx, 1 < k < n. Then there 
exist X. . £ K  (0 <_ i, j ^ n, i ^ j) such that
k n+l-k, _ A ,f(xlfx2 ) * £ X f(x^/X.)
i/j 3 D
E X . = 1, | Xj . | < C ^ n ^  , for all i, j . iD i3 — (x1 ,..,,xn) ------
k n+1“k(Here, as in 8.18, by (x1 ,xn ) we mean the element
" T ' ’n' ' ~ 1 £ m m . ..  «•— *.. ' 1— nm-j.i.inii
n+1(z.,z_,... ,z ,,) £ X ^  for which z = x„ in casel £ n+i -- -----  s 1 ------
1 < s < k and z„ = xn in case k+1 < s < n+1).
"" - -  5  ~ 1 ■" —
Proof: By induction on n. First let n - 3. The expressions f (x^  ,x^  ry^ tx^ ) 
and f(x^,x2,x2,x2) are already of the form f(.,.)„
An easy computation shwos
x^ -x.. x^-x xi“xi xi
f (x1,x1,x2,x2) (Xl,x2) + +
*3~X2 Xl“X2-r X3"x2 X2“X3-+ _-----,----- f (X- ,x<) H------ .----- f(x_,xn).
1-X2 X1~X3 xl“x2 Xl-X3
Indeed, the sum of the coefficients equals 1 and the absolute value
2 2(3-2)of each coefficient is less than C, . =* C ,(x1 #x2#x3) (x i*x2 f 3 
Suppose 10.4 is shown for n-l„ We prove 10.4 for n. In case k = 1 or n
there is nothing to prove. Let 1 < k < n. Then
, . k n+l-k. , ... k n-k, . ... k- 1 n+l-k, 
(x1~x2)f (xlfx2 ) = x^i“xn (xn'xl' x 2 X^n~Xl^ x^n'xl ' 2
Now (s,,...,s ) *— ► f(x ,s4 ) is in H .« By the induction hypothesis,1 n n 1 n n-1
n+1
we have
k n-k n” 1f(x ,x"' ) = E X..f(x ,x .,x ,x ) n l z  . 13 n i i ]i/3 = l
where EX. . « t and ix. .1 < C ^ n . A similar result holds for
13 13 - (xir...fxn)
*,x2+  ^ Thus we find
_, k n+l-k, r  ^ x
f(Xl' X2 > = , ,E ,i,p<n-l
. I I 2 (n—3)+1where Eg.. =1 and each y.. < C, ,.
13 i] “ (x1 ,..w xn)
But for each i, j we have
f(x ,x.) = (x -x.) f^tx -x,)f(x ,x.,...,x.) +n i x 3 n 3 ^ n i  n i  x
+ (x j^ ~x j *
So we get
. . .  n __
f (x. ,x^ + ) = E t , 4 f (x, /X.) ; where Zt . . = 1 and each
i,j=l 1 J 1D
. _2 (n-3) +2 „2{n-2)T, , < C . = C,x} — (Xj,...,« ) (x^,...,x )
C.
DEFINITION 10,5. Let n € JN , n ^  3. We say that X has property Bn if
for each a £ X there exists 6 > 0 and a constant
C > 0 such that for all x^,x^ £ X with x^-a < 6,
ix„-aj < fi, x4 4 x~ there exist x_,... ,x such thati 2 1 1 2  . ... ..... 3 n --------
{x<,xn,..*,x_} is a C-polygon i.e., C,_ .. , <l *• n ■ 1 / * * *
By convention, every X has the properties and B^ .
We say that X has property B^ uniformly if there 
exists C > 0 such that for all x ^ € X, x^ ^ 
there exists x^,.. - ,x^  such that {x^  ,x^#... ,xn-^ a 
C-polygon.
As an example, let X = { x £ K  : |x( ^_1K We will show that X has 
property B^ uniformly for every n. It suffices to show that for x^,x££
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with jx^ -x^ j = 1 we can extend { x ^ t o  a C-polygon. If the residue
class field of K is infinite, then for every n we can choose
such that |x.-x. | = 1 whenever i^j, l^i, So in this case Xi j
has property uniformly for every n and we may take C = 1. If the 
valuation of K is dense then for each e > 0 and n € IN there exists
x-,...,x £ K such that 1-e < |x_ < Ix. !...< Ix 1 < 1.J n 3 1 4 1 ' n '
It follows that min{|x,-x.| 1 < i,j < n, i / j} = xo l > l-£- Hence 
{x^fx2,*..,xn) is a C-polygon where C = (1-e) So also in this case 
X has property Bn for each n and we may choose for C any number > 1.
If the valuation of K is discrete and the residue class field is finite 
then K is a local field. Let the residue class field have q elements, 
and let tt be the smallest value that is greater than 1. Write n in
base q:
The equivalence relation x ~ y if | sc—y | tt divides X into q
—sclasses, having distances tt to one another. Hence we can choose
*1 iftmj gx x  such that inf{ x-x, i f  j} > it .It follows that for all3 n i j —
n X has property uniformly, and, given n, we can choose for C the
number log q
Since every ball {x € K : x-a| r} (r £ |k ) can be obtained by 
{x £ K : Ix <1} via a similarity we find
LEMMA 10.6. If X is_ a_ ball in K then X has property Bn uniformly for_
every n. IjE X is_ an open subset of K then X has property 
for every n.
Proof: The second statement follows from the first and from the fact 
that having property is a local property. The first statement has
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already been proved for balls of the type {x £ K : x-a| <_ r} where 
r G |K| - If X = {x G K ; |x-a| < r} and x^^x^ G X, then
{x G K : ¡X-Xj| |xj-x2|} cr x and we can apply the foregoing*
Now we can prove the main theorem of this chapter:
THEOREM 10.7. Let X have property Bn. Then C (X) = C (X).
Proof: By induction on n. The theorem is true for n — 1,2 (10.3). 
Suppose Cn * (X) = Cn * (X) . We only need to prove Cn (X) cz cn (X). So 
let f G Cn{X). Then by 10.3 we have also f G Cn 1 (X), hence, by the
__ ^
induction hypothesis, f G C (X). Then f are well-defined
(see the definition preceding 8.16). Let a G X. We will show that
lim p.f(x,y) exists and does not depend on i. (Then, by 8.19 
(x,y)->-(a, a) .
we are done). Since f G C (X) and f G C (X):
n- 1
f(x) = f(y) + £ (x-y)1!? f(y) + Cx-y)nR f(x,y) Ii=l i n  (x<y) £ v^x)
n 2 m *
£(x) = f(y)+ Z [ K - y ) x 0 H y )  + { x - y ) n ~ 1i  f <x,y,... ,y)>
i=l
By the uniqueness of the V , we have P.f-D.f (1 < i < n-2) andi l i — —
(x-y)n 1t,n_1f (y) + (X”y)nRnf (x,y) = (x-y)n 1$n_1f (x,y,... ,y) , so
P f(y) + (x-y)R f(x,y) = <£> f(x,y,...,y) . n-i n n—l
Take lim at both sides- We find V ,f(y) = D , f(y) and hencen- 1 J n- 1 J
x+y
R^f(x,y) = Cx-y) 1 (^ n_1f (x,y,. ../y)-^^^ (y,., . ,y)) =
= *nf(xfy,...ry) = p^fix^).
Since f G C (X), R f is continuous, so a := lim R f(x,v)n n(x,y)+(a,a)
(= lim p^f(x,y)) exists.
Since X has property there is r and C ^ 1 such that for each 
x^,x^ with x^-a < r, | aI < r there exist x^,...,^ G X with
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c. x < c.
i ^^2 ^ w
Let e > 0. Then there is 6 < r such that |x-a < 6 , |y~a| < <5, x ^ y 
implies P^fiXjyJ-al < e.C Now we claim: for all i = l,...,n,
x~a| < 6c 1, |y-a| < 6c *, x  ^y implies |p.f(x,y)-a| < e.X
To see this, choose jx^ -aj < 5C jx2~a| < 6C *, ^ x^ - There are
6 X such that [x^ -x^ l <_c|xk”X^ | for all ra,j,k,l; k f  1,
For any k £ {3,..„,n} we have |x^ .~a| <_ |x^ -x^ | V |x^ -a| <_ c|x^-x2| V 
- 1 - 1< C6C v 6C = 6. It follows that for all k,l, k i  1
| p Cx^ ,2i:x) -ct < e.c_2(n'21
By Lemma 10.4 we may write (for all i with 1 < i < n)
Will# w
Pif(x1 ,x2) = S where = 1 , U kll ± c
k f 1
2 (n-2)
Hence
v i T - i / /  ,  ^i  ^_2 (n-2) -2 (n~2)p±f(x1 ,x2)-ct = Ijc x kl P 1 > - mZ ~ e*
Without extra assumptions on X we can only prove the following. 
(For f £ Cn(X), let D^ fix) = Rnf(x,x) (x £ X)).
THEOREM 10.8. Let n £ 1  and f € Cn(X) . IjE i f £ C*1^  (X) (1 < i < n-1)
and if V j Q ^ f * (fo^ all i,j 6 , i+j < n) ,.-■ ■ i-rm,"n 1 ] x i+i ■
then f £ Cn(X).
This theorem looks "better" if we state it in a special case:
COROLLARY 10.9. Let the characteristic of K be 0. Suppose f £ Cn(X) ,
i’E^f = f(l) (0 £ i £ n), f' £ Cn“’1 (X). Then f £ Cn (X)
In the sequel we will use 10.9 in a different form: Let K have charac­
teristic 0, and let f £ cn 1 (X). Suppose F is <m antiderivative of f 
such that there exists a continuous function S : X*X K, zero on the
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diagonal such that for all x,y G X
(n-1) .
Fix) s= F (y) +(x-y) f (y)+. - . + (x-y)n — -7—■— ^— + (x-y)ns(x,y)-rx«
Then F G Cn (X).
/ 1 \ *
We first prove 10.9 to be a corollary of 10.8. By induction, f 6 Cn X(X) 
hence V s f = •iT*fil) G C ^ N x )  (1 < i < n-1). If i,j € 3N and i+j < n,i 1 ! —  —  —
then P.£E Cn"3, hence V, (P.f) = -irtP.fi^ 1 - ?r Ti* U+3) » and3 x 3 1 ! j 1 ' j-
°-*-f = 777vrrf <1+3) > so v -v -i£ = . -f-1+3 (i+j)J 1 p 1 1+3
Proof of theorem 10.8. By induction on n. For n = 1 it is trivial. Suppose
10.8 is correct for n- 1 and let f 6 Cn(X) , V ^£ £ cn (^X) (1 <_ i n-1) ,
V .P.f ~ .f (i+j < n) , Then the induction hypothesis tells us
1 j i J.+J J -
that f G cn 1 (X). Thus, P.f » D .f (1 < i < n-1) and we have for all x,y:
1 i —
f(x) » f(y)+(x-y)D^f(y)+...+(x-y)n 1D^_1f(y)+(x-y)n i^f(x,y,y,...,y).
Let a Gx.
n ***Since f G C (x) we know that ct;= lim $ f(x,y,...,y) = lim p..f(x,y) »
x+a n x->a
y^ -a y->a
= lim p f(x,y) exists.nx->a
y-J-a
Since D ,f £ Cn  ^ (1 < i < n-1) it follows thatn~i —  ^
(?) V f (a) - DP . f (a) = lim $ (D ,f)(x,x,.„.,x,y)1 n m-x n n-i J
x->a
y>a
exists for 1 i n-1* From Lemma 8.16 we obtain inductively that
also ct. lim p.f(x,y) exists for 1 < i n, and we have the equations:
x->-a
y+a n .
(n)i> f (a) = E (f}) .a, (1 < i < n) ,
1 n , x- 1 3 — —s=a
where — P^f(a). By taking i = n,n~lr.... successively we arrive at
a « V f(a) for each s. Now apply 8.19. It follows that f G Cn (X). s n
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COROLLARY 10.10. Let f : X + K, n £ IN. Then the following are equi­
valent
(a) f £ Cn(X), D.f = D_f = D f = 0.
i  z  n
(b) lim (x-y) n(f(x)-f(y)) » 0 for each a € X. 
x->a
y*a
<c) f  e cn(x>, v . t  = p_f = . . .  = v f  = o.i z n
If, in addition, X has property , and the charac­
teristic of K is zero, then (a),(b),(c) are equivalent 
to
(d) lim — -x^ exists for each a € X. 
x-*a ix-y)
y^a
(e) f £ Cn (X) , f' =0.
Proof: (a) -+ {c) , {c) -*■ (b) are clear from the definitions. To show 
(b) -* (a), observe that f(x) = f (y) + (x-y)nR(x,y) where R is a con­
tinuous function on X x X and R(x,x) = 0 for all x. Hence f statisfies 
the conditions of 10.8 : f € Cn(X).
Suppose (d) . Then there is a continuous R : X*X K such that
f(x) = f(y) + (x-y)nR(x,y) (x,y £ X).
It follows that f 6 Cn(X) « Cn(X) and that D .£ — ... =* D _,f — 0. But
D f(x) n
then K(x,x) = V f(x) = D f (x) = — - --- 0.n n n!
COROLLARY 10.11. Iff € C°° (X) , f1 = 0 and the characteristic of K is 0
then
(*, iim ifeWizL = 0 <a e x>
x+a (x-y)n
y+a
for every n £ U . Conversely, if f is_ a_ function for
COwhich (*) holds for every n then f £ C and f' = 0,
Ill
t>i sNote. The reader may recall example 8 .8 and investigate its role 
with respect to the statements in 1 0 .1 0 and 10.1 1 .
THEOREM 10.12. Let n 2 and let X have property Bn uniformly in the
sense that every set of two elements can be extended to
2 (n-2)n _na C-polygon. Then BC (X) = BC (X) and < cn —
Proof: Obviously we have a normdecreasing embedding BCn(X),c~> BCn (X). 
Let f £ BCn (X). Then, by 10.7, f £ Cn(X), so we only have to prove 
£ | | <_ C2^  ^  | |f | |n- Obviously, | | |OT I lf I By lemma 10.4 we 
have (1 < i < n)
pi f ( x l ' x 2> = = W * ! 1 \ lk,l
n
where = 1, I C ^ n ^  for all k,l. Thus: max | |pjf| |m <_C^
l<i<n
Now apply 8.20 and 8.6.
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11. ANTIDERIVATIVES OF (^-FUNCTIONS
In this Chapter we will discuss the question whether an f € Cn {X)
n+1possesses an antiderivative F £ C (X) and, in case the answer is 
"yes", we also will ask wether we can construct a continuous linear
n n4-lantiderivation map : C (X) -*■ c (X) . (For n *= 0 we did so in Chapter 
5.) (For real-valued functions defined on an interval the whole problem 
is trivial.)
Our first idea is to use the map P of Chapter 5 (see 5.4). But it 
turns out that this P does not work for n > 1» It is worth investigating 
in detail what goes wrong:
THEOREM 11.1. For f 6 C1 (X), let (with x as in 5.4)--- --- —--  n
CO
(Pf)(x) = E f(x ) (x -x ).n n+1 nn=l
Then Pf € C^ (X) implies £' « 0.
Proof; If the characteristic of K happens to be 2 then f1 *= D^D^Pf 
= -  0, so suppose the characteristic of K / 2, From the
definition of Pf it follows that (since (x^)^ = x ^ ^  for all x £ X;
k,n £ 3N)
(Pf) (x. ) =* Z f(x ) (x . J (k €  m ,  k  > 1)k n n+i nn<k
(Pf) (x ) = 0.
Hence
(*) Pf (xk+1)-Pf (xfc) = f (x^ (xk+1-xk) (k £ 3NK
2 2 Since Pf £ C (X) there exists a continuous H : X K such that
(**) Pf(xk+1)-Pf(xk) = (*k+1-*k)f(*k) + (*k+l'*k)H(“k + l ' V  <k e
and such that H(x,x) = D^Pfix) - ^D^D^f (x) - h f ' (x) , for all x £ X.
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From (*), (**) we infer
H(xk+l,Xk) 53 0 (x £ X, k £ IN , xk+1 i  x^ )
Now let a £ X. We show that H(a,a) = 0. Let z > 0. Then there is a hall 
B e {x : |x~a| < e) that does not contain a. There is k £ M  such that 
f) B / 0 and (1 B / ft B (with as in the definition preceding
5.3) . So choose x £ x £ B. Then x = xk+ '^ xk 7* xk+l s^ n^ce
x £ R^ , x^ £ R^.) , |x~a| < e. It follows that (a,a) can be approximated 
by elements of the type where x £ X, k £ 3N , ^ x^ . By
continuity of H, H(a,a) = 0.
Formula (*) may give us a cl Hi to finding the antiderivation map i
n Tl4* 1 1C (X) ■+ C (X) . Since Pf £ C (X) we have
Pf(x .)~Pf(x ) - (x ,--x )$,Pf(x ,x ). n+1 n n+1 n 1 n+ 1 n
Hence i^Pf ^xn+i 'xn> “ f x^n  ^ o^r a]L1 x € X, n € IN. Conversely, if F
1is a C -antiderivative of f such that F(x^ ) - 0 and
$,F(x ) ** f(x ) (x £ X, n £ IN )1 n+1 n n
then F - Pf,
n+1We may use a similar idea when trying to construct a C -antiderivative
IIF of f £ C (X). Suppose F is such an antiderivative. Then for any x £ X,
k £ 3N
n+1 . x _
F<xk+l)“F(Xk) = if JLiXk+1_Xk) °iF X^k^+ ^xk+l”xk) i$n+lPixk+l,xk ,*‘ *"xk)
1
hence (suppose the characteristic of K is 0, and require that
$n+lF(xk+l'Xk" •' ,xk) Dn+lFCxk) )
F(xk+1) F(xk) , Z i(xk+l~xk) Di-lfixk)i=l
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If we also require that F(x^ ) = 0 then we obtain for any x € X
50 n+1
Fix) = £(P(xk+1)-FCxk)) = Z Z T (xk+1-xk)1Di_1f(xk)
k=l i=l
0 0  n  -  .  ,
Thus, we define P f (x) = I Z *r(x 1-x,)lD. . f (x, ) (f £ C11 (X), x € X)n . i k+1 k l-l kk=l 1=1
First we see that P f (x) is well defined for every x € X since the seriesn
2involved is convergent. We define a map R : V X + K via
P £(x)-Pf(y) = I f r A . f(1~1)(y) + (x-y)nR(x,y) ((x,y)6V2X)XX II « . i  4
1=1
—  2Suppose we can show that R can be extended to a continuous R : X K,
where R(x,x) =» 0 for all x £ X. Then clearly (Pn*f) 1 = f an^ by Corollary
10.9 we then have P^f € Cn{X). Thus, we have to show for any x 6 X
lim R(x,y) = 0. 
x-*-a
We write for each i € {l,...,n}
V l ^ k 1 = .Zn (xk-y)lDjDi-lf(y) + (xk'y)n’iAi-l(xk'y)'
where is a continuous function, zero on the diagonal, viz.
Ai - 1 (X' Y) = V i Di - l f ( x ' y ......... y ) - Dn - i Di - l f ty )
and we substitute this in the defining formula for I* f- We
pn£(x> = kl  ^  r (xk+r xk)i(v y)j(i+j"1)Di+j-if(y) +
+ * r txk+ r V 1 < v y) n~ \ - i (v y> k,i
= A + B.
Now J i  4  r (xk + r xk>i txk’y) j (i+j_1)Di+j-if (y) =
n n i v-i \) 1
“ }  J , {xk +i - x k> (v y)
1 1 \pl
“ ((xk + r y)U‘ {xk'y)V) 7 V i f(y)-v=l
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n CO
Thus A - E Z 
v=l k«l (xk+ r y)U- (v y)',) v  V i f(y> =n 1 n i = 2 U-y)V- D ^ f  (y) - £ (x^y) ^D^fiy)
v=l v=l
Similarly we can also write P^ fiy) = A +^B  ^anc^ we
A = E (y-y)V ^ D  fty) - I (y -y) ^ V l f(y>
U=1 V=1
So, if we suppose x^  = y^  then:
n v 1A-Aj = I (x-y) 7 D tf(y)
\>=1
nIt follows that (x-y) R(x,y) ~ B-B^. Let e > 0. Then there is s € IN 
such that for i 6 {l,...,n}
whenever ix-al < r , |y-a| < r .s s
We choose such x,y# x  ^y. Then x, = y,,...,x = y , x ,, f  y ,. forJ J 1 J 1 m m m+1 m+1
some m > s. Then r . <m+l *— x-y < r .m
We have
n
i.,2. (r(xk+rxk>1(xk“yin"iAi-i(xii'y) -r(yk+i-yic)1<yk_y,n"lAi-i<2fc'y>)B-B1 = Ek>m i= l
For k > m we have: xk+rxk! - |xra+l"xm < r ; — m x, “YI < “ x  k 1 — 1 k x-y
< i x -x m x-y| <_ r . Similarly, |ym -- "*k+l Jk' — “m' ,Jk < r . — m
We find
B-B 1 <_ max l<i<n
1 n-rr-r -£/ soi m
B-B
R(x,y) = 1
(x-y)n
<_ max 
l<i<n
1
IT . t
m
m+1
\ n ■) e
If m
m-1
is bounded then lim
(x,y)->(a,a)
R(x,y) =■ 0. Thus we have
THEOREM 11.2. Let the characteristic of K be zero. Let be as
in 5.3 such that there is p > 1 for which r < pr , 4 for — — * ■ .-..... vn m+l .-
all m £ U . (For each p > 1 we^  can construct such r^,r ,...)
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With xn a£ in 5.4, for f € Cn *(X), set
OO n
(x € x)
Then P f € Cn(X) and (P f) 1 = f ---  n --- n
n  ^  ^  y *Of course is a linear map C (X) -*■ C (X) . We
n— 1 nBC (X) into BC (X) and so we estimate the norm
expect to map
of P . Now by 8.21, n J
for f e Cn 1 {X)
Ip f I ~ max Id .p f In 1 n _______ ‘‘ i n ’ n-i
Xf i > 0 then D.P f =x n i.'D.P f = 1 n iiD^f i D. hence by 8.17 x— l
D.P f.. , x n 1'n-i i D, . £  i- 1
rs#
n-i — In-i i Nfl ln_t-
If i = 0, then ||p f|| = max
n 0<i<n-l
D.P f|1 v ||R P f|| . i n ' 1“ 1 ' n n 1 1(30
Again we have j |d ,P f| 1^  <_ | jf[ _ for 0 <_ i <_ n, so we only need to
extimate I IP fIj and I IR P f1 i n ! ica i i n n 00
Since we have chosen 1 > r^  > etc. we get [x^^-x^l <_ 1 for all x E X,
k 6 U , so
P f(x) n <_ max l<i<n
„ < max
i<i<n lx n- 1
For x, y E X, x / y we have
|R p f(x,y)| < |R P f(x,y)-D P f(y) | v |dp f(y) ' n n * — n n  n n 1 1 n n
and we have seen already that |D I?nf(y) If I I The other term, 
1 11n-1
R^P^f(x,y)-D^P^f(y) is what we called R(x,y) in the proof of 11.2. Thusr 
borrowing the notations of that proof we get
*, j s <f(xk+r \ > i,x!c-y)n" V i lxk'y)k=l i=l
(*) R(x,y) = (x-y)
r ( y j r t - i " y k ) 1  < y k ' y ) n ' \ - i  ( y k , y )  > r
where | A±_1 (x]cly) | £ I I f I I  ^ I ' Y>I 1  llf n- 1 (see the proof of
11.2) .
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If rm+1 < ¡x-y < r for sane m £ IN we can see from the proof of 11.2 m
that
1R(x,y) I max
l<i<n
In case |x-y| r^ , then
(— — )n £m+1
1 n „ < max TTT» P
n_1 - l<i<n
*11’ 'n- 1
i n~ii n(x,_. « -x. ) (x. - y ) < r„ (k € IN , 1 < i < n)k+1 k -  1
hence
R(x,y) <_ max 
l<i<n n- 1 *
THEOREM 11.3. Let the characteristic of K be zero and let P : C (X) •+• C (X)
---------------------------------------- - ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- n
as in 11.2. Then
Ip fl 1 < C I f|1 n 1 1 n — n 1 1 ' n (f 6 BCn”^(X))
where
C “ max n < .l<x<n
1 n
■pT‘p
Thus, for each e > 0 there exists a continuous linear map
P : BCn"1 (X) ** BCn(X) n,e
n- 1such that DP is the identity on BC" "(X) andn,e —  — ---------- --
P I I < 1+E.n,e
Now let us suppose that the characteristic of K equals p ^ 0. Then 
we have the following
THEOREM 11.4. Let the characteristic of K be p ^ 0. Then if n < p and
e > 0 there is a linear map P^ : Cn * (X) ■+ cn(X) such that
r» 1(P f) 1 = f for all f € C (X) and such that the restriction n ...... ............... ..— --- -—
n~ 1 n of P to BC (X) maps into BC (X) and has norm less than —  n —  — ----------------------------------
l+E. If n > p such a map does not exist: differentiation: 
Cn CX) ■+ Cn (X) is not surjective.
Proof: If n < p we can just formally take over the definitions and
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reasonings of 11.2 and 11.3. If n > p, consider the function f : x>-* xH—1
n .................................. .......  -  - • -  -  - , pand suppose there is F G C (X) such that F' « f. Since F E C^ (X) we have
1 = D .f ~ D .D.F = pD f = 0, a contradiction. p- 1 p- 1 1 * p
Note. In case the characteristic of K is zero, define for n E IN
Q = n!P P . ...P, n n n- 1 1
then : C^ (X) -*■ Cn(X) and is the identity on C^(X). A tedious
but elementary computation shows that
(*) Q„ = I (-l)1+1 (")Mn-;LS
i=l
where
(Mf)(x) = xf(x) (x 6 X, f : X + K)
and,for each i,
CO 1 X(S^f)(x) = 1 *xk+l"xk* (x € X, f E C(X)).
k=l
[Note that (*) also makes sense in case the characteristic of K is non­
zero. We are too lazy to show that in this case Qn (now defined by 
formula (*)) is a right inverse of 0 .^]
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0012. THE SPACE C (X)
00First we introduce three spaces of C -functions and their topologies
CO(1) On C (X) (see definition 8.1) we define serainorms n,C (n £ IN,
C g  X compact) via
n,C = max 0<i<n
$. f i
CO(f £ C (X))
(see the definition following 8.6). The serainorms n,C where n runs
through IN and C runs through the class of non-empty compact subsets of
00X define a locally convex topology on C (X)« From now on we always
COassume C (X) to be equipped with this topology.
CO(2) On BC (X) (see definition 8.1) we define the norms n (n € IN)
via
f|| = max
0<i<n
*.f|X 1
CO
CO
(f e bc (x))
The norms n
i, where n runs through IN define a locally convex
CO COtopology on BC (X). From now on we assume BC (X) to be equipped with
this topology.
CO CO COW uw . w  |(3) Finally, let us call B C (X) = {f £ BC (X) : sup | f 
__  n
CO COB C (X) is a linear space, normed via
n < «}. Then
CO sup ||f 
n n
CO CO(f £ B C (X) )
CO COFrom now on we assume B C (X) to be normed with CO
CO CO 0 0  COTHEOREM 12.1. Let A be any of the spaces C (X), BC (X), B C (X).
Then A is^  complete. Differentiation is a_ continuous
linear A A. Let N = {f € A : f1 = 0}. Then N is
closed.
00Proof: Let (fA ) be a Cauchy net in C (X). Then, for each n £ IN , (f, )A A
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is a Cauchy net in Cn(X). Since Cn(X) is complete, there is f £ Cn (X)
such that *>■ in the topology of C (X) . Then also f^  uniformly
on compact sets, hence f =f =f for all n,m € IN. Hence f £ C°°(X) andn m
f^  -*■ f in the topology of cn (X) for each n € IN. Thus f^  + f in C°°(X) :
COC (X) is complete
00Let (f^ ) be a Cauchy net in BC (X). Then, for each n € IN , (f^ >
n nis a Cauchy net in BC (X) , so f^  -*■ f in the topology of each BC (X)
CO oofor some f € BC (X). Then, BC (X) is complete.
09 0 3Let f^fjr*-* be a Cauchy sequence in B C (X). Then there is
00f £ C (X) such that £ .nf in each BC (X). Let e > 0. There is N such
that k,l > N implies f.-f, k 1
CO
< e. For any n £ IN and k > N, 1 £ IN :
f-fj < f-f. k'1n — 1 1 1 n fi“fv 1 k
OO
Hence, by taking lim at both sides we get
1-x»
f-f < e. n —
Thus, f-f. 00 OO 00< e: lim f^  = f in the sense of B C (X)
The rest of the proof is left to the reader.
LEMMA
each m and such that lim
m-Ko
f Im 1
00m = 0. Then I f  £ c (X) m ---  m
Proof: Clearly, for m n we have | | f ] .n1f I I , so f £ BC“(X) 1 m 1'm m
for m >_ n and lim
oo
f Iml n =*0. This means that Z f converges in BC (X) ,mm>n
so Z f  is an element of C (X). But we can do this for every n £ IN , 
m=i
so that Sf £ C (X).m
00Theorem 8.22, applied to an f £ C (X), tells us that for every 
n £ {0,1 ,2,...} we can find a spline function f of degree <_ n such
that 1f-f I < — „ For m > n we have I f-f n 1 n n — 1 1 < I f-fm 1 n — 1 m
1< — , so m r a
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the sequence converges to f in the || |J^ -norm. It follows
that the sequence f ,f converges to f in each seuiinorm ]] |jx n f c
(C a  x compact) . We can repeat the above reasoning for any n £ IN, so
COlim f = f in the sense of C (X)» We have n
THEOREM 12.3. The spline functions form a sequentially dense subset of
•CO ^ 0 0C (X) . If_ f € C (X) , D^£ - 0 for j i, then there is a_ 
sequence of spline functions f^  ■* * suc^ that lim f^ = f
in the sense of C (X) and such that the degree of each f 
is < i-1 .
k
00To prove a theorem, similar to 12,3 for BC (X), we have to go back to
00the proof of 8.22. Suppose we have f £ BC (X). Then for each n# $ f
is uniformly continuous/ since $ is bounded. So, the balls B (r)n+1 a
in the proof of 8.22 can be chosen to be all of the same radius r <_ 1 
The approximating spline function g then has the following property:
n
if |x-y| <_ r then g(x) = g(y) 4- Z tx-y)"^ D.g(y), and if |x-y| > r
n  ^ i=0 1
then |g(x)-g(y) - E (x-y) D g(y) | <_ | |f | | . Thus, for any k > n we
1=0 n
find for
_ n
(x,y,y/ - ■ * /y) = (x-yFnftg (x)-g (y) - I (x~y) 1D. g(y)) (x ^ y)k i=0 1
k
/v
that j$vg(x,y,y,... ,y) < r . It follows that |g||,_ < “•■rT”" n K
Similarly, | D^ g( for all i € ^ n. Hence [ |g. ^ < 00
^  COfor each k € IN. We have proved: If f € BC (X), n € IN then there
00exists a spline function g^ of degree <_ n, such that g^ 6 BC (X) and
£
f-g^jIn < It is now easy to see that conv6r9es to f
the sense of BC (X), for every n. Thus:
THEOREM 12.4. The spline functions in BC05(X) form a_ sequentially dense
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subset of BC (X) . I_f f £ BC (X) , D^f = 0 for j >_ i/ then
there is a sequence of spline functions f ^ —  such
that f^  € BC (X) , degree of f^  i-l for all k and
lim f, = f in BC (X). k
COROLLARY 12.5. The locally constant functions in C (X) (BC (X)) form
DOjl dense subset of {f € C (X) : D^f = D^f = ... =0}
(f £ BC°°(X) : D^f = D2f = ... - 0) . (In case the
characteristic of K is 0 then D.f ~ D„f = ... = 0  is ~ ■—- ■ ■ - ■ - ----- 1 £
equivalent to ff = 0).
CO COOne may wonder if we have a similar theorem for B C (X). That the 
answer is "no" follows from the following
CO COTHEOREM 12.6. Let X = {x E K : |x| < 1}. Then B C (X) is the space
H (X) of all analytic functions £ : X -*• K:
f - £a Xn n
for which sup [ an | < 60 and | (f) | = sup (an | .
Proof: Let f 6 B C (X). Define a function g via
CO
g(x) = E x^D^f(O) (|x < 1)
i-0
JcClearly, g € H (X). Since for each k,n £ IN, $ (X ) is a polynomial
(in n+1 variables) with coefficients in Sf we have I I $ (X^ )I _ < 1. We• 1 oo —
find for n £ 3N
CO
00
ll*n (g)IL - II E 1^ < sup|D.f(0)l 1  Ilf
i=0
I
I I I CO 00]g| | is uniformly bounded hence g 6 B C {X) .
s >i S+l i I I F 100Now f (x) - E x  D.f(0) + x R . (x,0) where jR . (x,0) | |f| | . We^ Q 1 St 1 S"r x  “■
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eg
see f(x) - E x1D.f(0)/ f = g. Conversely, if g £ H (X) , g = Ea X• ^ 1 K 
i 17 i k “ “then <*> (g) = $ (X ) < sup a . Hence g £ B C (X) andn
en
k ft, oo n
g|| <_ sup |a . The opposite inequality is clear.
We see that in case X = {x £ K : |x| < 1} spline functions are 
polynomials and one can see easily that they do not form a dense sub­
set of H(X).
COROLLARY 12.7. Analytic functions are C
Proof: Left to the reader.
n+1Let 0 £ X and let f £ C (X) such that f(0) = 0 for some
fn £ {0,1,2,...}. Let us define the function: — via:
ii*L i f a c ^ 0
fix) - X
’ f'(0) if x = 0
f - nThen clearly — is continuous. For (x^,...,xn) £ V X we have
$n+lf(V x2...... V 0) = ir /f )<xl .......V
f(Proof: for n = 0 it is just the definition of The induction stepX
is very easy).
It follows that $ (■— )can be extended to a continuous function on Xnn X
We have
LEMMA 12.8. Let f £ C (X), f(a) =0 for some a € X. Then
COf = (x-a)g where g£C (X).
Proof : Simple
THEOREM 12.9. Let f £ c“ (X) and let f(a) = D„f(a) = ... = D 4f(a) = 0—in"m j — .~ 1 n- 1
for some a £ X, n £ IN. Then f = (X~a)ng, where g £ C (X)
Proof : For n = 1 the statement is just 12.8. Suppose f = (X-a)n-1h
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where h 6 C (X), f(a) = D^ f(a) = ... = D^ _^ f(a) - 0. Now
D , f = D (X-a)n *h) = E D. (X-a)n . ,h so 0 = D f (a) =n-1 n-1 . i n-i-1 n- 1i=0 CO= h(a). By lemma 12.8, h = (X-a)g for some g € C (X).
A simple consequence is that we can describe all derivations on
CO 00C (X) . Let a € X and let $ ; C (X) -> K be a linear map satisfying 
4>(fg) - f (a)<Mg)+<j>(f)g(a) (f,g G C°°(X)). Then 4>(1) - *(1.1) = 4><U+<M1)# 
so 4> (1) =0. Let tji(x-a) = a.
For f £ C (X) we have f = f (a) + (X-a)g for some g € C , f1 (a) - g(a).
It follows that <Mf) “ <HX-a)g) =* <i>(X-a)g(a) = af'(a). Hence, <p has
the form
f t—► c f1 (a)
for some constant c £ K.
CO CO COA derivation on C (X) is a linear map : C (X) ■+ C (X) such that
tf> (fg) - $ (f) g+f4> (g) (f,g £ c" (x) ).
THEOREM 12.10. Let <j> : C°°(X) C°(X) be a derivation. Then there is a
g 6 C (X) such that
$ = g
Proof: By the foregoing remark for each a £ X there is an element g(a) 
of K such that f ■+• <j>(f) (a) has the form
g(a)f • (a) .
00Hence <J> - g -r— for some g : X — Since (^X) = g, g G c  {X) .dx
Let U c K be a clopen set such that inf{|x-y| : x£U, y £ u} =
00
nr > 0. Then £ £ C (K) and for each n £ 3N we have |
raax I I Di5ul C-i = I I ^ uMn = sup|Cx-Y)_n| |E (x)-e (y)| <_ r". Thus, 
0<i<n x j i v
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for each e > 0 we can find a c £ K (c ^ 0) such that |I c£U n < £
Now let Y c k bea closed subset. Let
UQ - {x £ K : d(x,Y) 1}
U = {x £ K : —V  < d(x,Y) < —} n n+1 — n (n £ UN )
Then for each n £ {0,1,2,...} we have d(U ,U ) >0. Define fn n n
C Isuch that f ~ 0 on U , f is constant, nonzero, on U ,n n n n
By Lemma 12.2 f t ~  Z f £ C (K) . It follows that f (x) = 0  <=» x £ Y andn
f <n n
K ■+■ K 
i mn
c 0since f' = 0 on Y and on Y , we must have f’ » 0 everywhere. We have
found:
THEOREM 12.11. Let Y c: K be a closed subset of K. Then there exists
COf £ C (K) (with f  = 0) such that Y is the set of zeros
of f
Finally, we will prove the non-archimedean version of Borel's
Theorem:
THEOREM 12.12. Let __be any sequence in K. Then there exists a
COC -function f : K -*■ K such that
D.f(0) - X. i i (i = 0,1 ,2,,..)
For the proof we need two simple lemmas on polynomials:
LEMMA 12.13. Let P : x Aq+XjX+. . .H-X^ x™ b£ a_ polynomial function
defined on K. For n < m let R P be defined via --------- ----------------------------- —  -------------- n  i -
P(x) « P(y) + (x-y)D^ P(y) + —  + (x~y)n ^(y) + (x-y)nRnP(x,y)
(x,y £ K)
(see 8.7). Then we have for all x,y £ K, x < 1, |y < 1
Hn P ( X , y ) - X n max (| x | , | y |) . max
0<i<ra
A. .
i 1
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Proof: Since P has degree < m, we have $ .P = 0, hence ----  — m+1
m.P(x) = P (y,) + (x~y)D1P (y) +.. .-t-(x-y) D^P (y) (x,y € K)
So, R P(x,y) = D P(yH(x~y)D . ,P (y) +. . ,+(x-y)m nD P (y) . n n ■* n+1 m
We have
D P(y) = D P (0)+yD,DP(0)+ n n in
and for k > n D P(y) = D.P(0)+yD D. P(0) + ...K K 1 K
It is easy to see that |d .D.P(Q)| £ max(|X | ,..., | X |) for all i,j, so
i j U in
we have for |x[ <_ 1 , |y|^_1:
|RnP(x,y)-DnP(y) | <. |x-y | max (| XQ |,.. ., | A |)
and
|DnP(y)-DnP(0) | <_ | y | max(|X0| f jxj r.. .,|Xm|)
which proves 12.13
m+1 sLEMMA 12.14. Let Q : x*-+A x +...+A x . Then for all x € K,
---------  m*r l  s ------------------------------------
x | <_ 1 and i <_ m
I Di£ i. Ix Im+i 1 max (I *m+i I' - • • f I h *
rx  ^ . , ,ro+l. m+l-i , /m+2* m+2-iProof: Obvious, since D.Q(x) = X ,. ( . )x + X _( . )x + ----  i m+i i bi+a i
* ,S. S“"X+ x {. )xS 1
Proof of 12*12, Choose r /^r2'**'  ^ such that 1 > r^  > and
r _  < - ;L.,.— n — (n > i)
in — n (max |X.|+i)0<i<n
For each n > 1 let P (x) » X_+X,x+..,+X xn (x € K). Define a function— n 0 1 n
f : K + K as follows
0 if |x| > r^
f (x) - )  P (x) if r ,, < x < r (n > 1)n n+1 — n —
XQ if x = 0
It is clear that f is a spline function on KS{0}. We show by induction
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that f € Cn(K) and 0^(0) - Ai (0 <_ i <_ n) . If < |x| <_ rk for
i i I ksome k, then fixi-A^ j = P^(x)-A^j = |A^x+...+A^x <_ x max
Thus, since lim r, = 0, f is continuous at 0. Suppose the statementJv
is true for n-1. Define R byn
(*) ftx) = f(y) + (x-y)Djf(y)+...+(x-y)n ^D^^f (y) + (x-y)nR^f (x,y) (x^ y)
By 10.7 (K has property Bn for all n) in order to prove f £ Cn (K) it
suffices to show that R can be extended to a continuous function onn
2 00 *  2 K . Since f is C on K* and since R f is continuous on K Ni (indue-n
tion hypothesis) we have that R f can continuously be extended to
2K \{o}. So we are done if we can show
lim R f(x,y) 
x-*0 n 
y-+0 
x^ y
■ An
We prove:
if x < r, , |y < rk' x * Y , k > n then Rnf(x,y)--A | n 1
->!*v|
Consider the following cases
A. 1 rm+l < X < rm and rra+l < y < r — m for some m > k
A. 2 x - 0 and rm+l < y < r — m for some m > k
A.3 rm+l X < rra and
jy = 0 for some m > k
B.l rm+l « 1X i<_ rm and rs+l < 1iY: < r — s for some s ,m where s> m_>k
B.2 rm+l < 1* < rm and rs+l C y < r — s for some s,m where m > s > k.
In the case of type A we have f(x) = P (x)m and f(y) -= Pm (y). Com-
paring the formula
P (x) -* P (yJ + ix-yJD.P (y)+.. . + (x-y)n *D ,P (y) + (x-y)nR P (x,y) m m l m n-1 m n m
with formula (*) we obtain D.P (y) = D,f(y) (1 < i < n-1). (In casei m i — —
A.1 and A.2 this is clear since P (y) - f(y) for all y withm
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m+1 < |y| i  r ^ ;  i n  c a s e  A.3 o u r  i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s  s a y s  t h a t
D ^f(O )  = X^ (0 <_ i  n - 1) , a n d  c l e a r l y  D^P{0) = A ) „ T h u s ,  i n  t h e  
t y p e  A c a s e s  we h a v e  R P ( x , y )  = R f ( x , y )  (x /  y ) . T h u s ,  u s i n g  12. 3 ,
we g e t
R f ( x , y ) - X  
n ■* n
1 1= | R P (x,y) -X I < r max( I X I ,. .. , I A h < — < r- 1 n m J nl — m 1 0 1 1 m 1 m — k
I n  c a s e  B. 1 we h a v e  f i x )  = P (x) a n d  f ( y )  = P (y) -  P ( y ) + Q ( y )  ,m s m
m +  ^
where Q(y) = +***+ ^ l=Y • F u r t h e r  we h a v e  | x - y |  = r ^ .  T h u s ,
|R n f C x , y ) - X  | =
s 
m~l
P (x)- E (x-y)1D.P (y)m . _ 1 i m * i=0
m
n
i x - y )
n n
I ( x - y )  D Q(y) 
i =0
( x - y )
n
< |r P f ( x , y ) - A  ! v max -  1 n m n l 0< i < n - l
D.Q(y) I
( x - y )
— r  . By Lerai&a 12.13 we h a v e  n - i  i J
R P f  (x ,y )  n in
1 1 < — < r . 
m — k
-Xn < m a x ( x ,|y|)max(|A0|,...,|Xm |) £  rm max(|Aq| , . . . r | X^ l )
And b y  Lemma 12.14 we h a v e
| D . Q ( y ) |1 l 1 i-n
I x-y I
m + l - i max (|X0 |/.../|Xs|) £ r ^ n.r^ +1 Lm ax{ XQ| ,... , | Xg |)
1 1< r  max( | A | , .  . .  , | X | ) < — < t- .  T h i s  p r o v e s  | R f ( x , y ) ~ As u s s it n n
1 .< r -  i n  c a s e  k
B. 1.
F i n a l l y ,  i f  we a r e  i n  c a s e  B.2 t h e n  f ( x )  = P (x) =  P ( x ) + Q ( x ) ,  w h e r em s
m+1 s
Q (x)  *  A , . x  - K . .+ A  x  . More o r  l e s s  a s  i n  B.1 we s e e  *  m+l s
R f ( x , y ) - X  | n J n ‘
n - i
P (x)- Z (x-y)XD.P (y) s . _ is
1=0 - A
( x - y )
n n
\J Q(x)V
(x-y)n
Now Q(x)
(x -y ) n
x ,m+1 m a x ( |A
0 w|lj)
n < r  max — s < i g <
The r e s t  i s  o b v i o u s .
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